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ABSTRACT 
This thesis project is designed to conduct a cross-cultural analysis of rhetorical 
patterns in Russian and American business correspondence. 
The study reviews the literature on previous findings in international business 
communication presented by both linguists and international management and marketing 
theorists. A special focus is on Hofstede's theory of cultural dimensions (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, and individualism/collectivism). The study adapts his theory for the 
linguistic and rhetorical analysis ofthe American and Russian business letters. 
As a part of the research, a preliminary framework is set up that allows the 
comparison of the data in terms of the cultural dimensions. The framework is tested with 
limited data to illustrate the approach that should be taken while teaching the aspect of cross- ... 
cultural rhetoric in English for Specific Purposes (ESP) business writing courses as well as 
general Business Communication courses. 
The research offers a qualitative analysis of the letters through the suggested 
framework. It also offers possible methodological considerations for Business English 
instructors who work with native Russian speakers. 
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"Culture is a reality that is social, political, 
and ideological and ... the difficulty of 
understanding cultural codes stems from the 
difficulty of viewing the world from another 
perspective, not of grasping another lexical or 
grammatical code" 
Claire Kramsch, 1993, p.188 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Rationale 
The economic globalization that we are experiencing at the beginning of the 21 5t 
century calls for a new perception of business communication across cultures. International 
business with various intercultural enterprises and corporations is becoming the cornerstone 
of the world economy, making the English language the main and probably the only medium 
for facilitating the processes of business communication across borders. Consequently, 
understanding the potential risk of miscommunication between cultures becomes extremely 
important, as miscommunication results in wider scale damages and losses in the world 
market. Contemporary theorists of management and international marketing demonstrate a 
very thorough and complex approach to the problems of international communication. Many 
scholars fully realize the importance of acknowledging and addressing the cultural 
differences that inevitably affect even the most common everyday business practices. The 
"global village" that the world is becoming does not erase the identity of the cultures 
participating in international business. Contemporary international management asserts: 
"Despite continuing globalization and the increasing presence of international businesses in 
various parts of the world, there are still national, corporate identities and cultures which 
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have remained distinct and which need to be appreciated by companies doing business in 
other cultures" (Ju Choi & Kelemen, 1995, p.vi). 
Intercultural education and students in ESP courses 
Current business communication courses for mainstream students (mostly native 
English speakers) attempt to address the issue of intercultural communication (Miles, 1997, 
DeVoss et aI., 2002). English for Specific Purposes (ESP) research and practices, however, 
lack discussions about how to help students develop intercultural competence, which 
manifests itself in the ability to conduct a cross-cultural analysis of a given communicative 
situation and make not only linguistic but also rhetorical choices that are most appropriate. 
Most of the studies that describe issues of teaching Business English to non-native speakers 
(Hagen, 1998, Edwards, 2000, Eustace, 1996, Stevens, 2001) limit their reflection to factoids 
about cross-cultural misunderstanding. TheWestern model of communication becomes 
dominant in these studies, thus marginalizing the native communicative patterns of students 
in ESP courses and labeling the presence of "otherness" in students' writing as problematic 
and negative. Hagen (1998) fairly described the nature ofthis approach to the research: "I 
was still thinking like an American, making American assumptions" (p. 110). In 1997 Miles 
expressed awareness of the problem non-native English speaking students have with 
professional communication curricula: 
The division of labor is such that the non-native English speakers comprise a great 
number of clients and business people, but are almost nonexistent in our classes. The 
result is a rather ethnocentric portrayal of American students as active producers and 
all 'others' as passive consumers from somewhere else ... Non-native English 
speakers are not seen as an active audience who co-construct meaning, but a passive 
one who functions as little more than barriers to 'successful communication.' (pp.186, 
188) 
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This issue, therefore, necessitates the joint efforts oftheorists and practitioners in two 
areas: ESP research, and Rhetoric and Professional Communication studies. The task of 
current ESP research is to find out the ways to help students move beyond the recipes for 
"successful communication" and become active "producers" of meaning, who can critically 
reflect on intercultural communication and decide by themselves what rhetorical patterns 
they would choose to communicate with foreign partners. Just as any other professional 
communication experts, ESP researchers need to avoid the risks of 
• Underestimating the complexity of the issue of intercultural 
communication 
• Seeing non-native English speaking students as passive recipients of 
knowledge 
• Oversimplifying their curricula and narrowing them down to a set of "tips" 
for communicating across cultures 
Suggested approach 
Although ESP (Business English in particular) courses and general Business 
Communication courses make attempts to sensitize students to cultural differences, they 
usually limit their practices to discussing various stories and examples of communication 
between cultures and provide often generalized views on particular cultures with a list of do's 
and don'ts. Helpful by themselves, these methods do not teach students to develop strategies 
to analyze rhetorical and situational contexts of cross-cultural interaction and make critical 
decisions about the language. Rather than advice, students need a framework, or even a few 
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frameworks that they could apply to a specific communicative situation to analyze the 
cultures involved in the interaction. As some critics state, "Such advice prompts students to 
research their target cultures, true, but they do nothing to provide the framework on which an 
appreciation of and sensitivity to the possibilities and parameters of other cultures might be 
built. The result is a quick fix, a generalized sense of the need to learn more about others in 
order to avoid cultural pratfalls" (Miles, 1997, p. 189). 
Some researchers in economic disciplines have attempted to address the issue in a 
fairly complex way. Contemporary theories of international marketing describe various 
national, corporate, organizational, and professional sources of cultural conflicts; several 
frameworks have been developed to form cultural capabilities for international business (Ju 
Choi & Kelemen, 1995, p.88). One ofthe most impressive and respectable is the theory of 
cultural dimensions offered by G. Hofstede (1984), which I attempt to apply to my linguistic 
study presented in this thesis research. Hofstede's theory suggests looking at international 
communication through the dimensions of cultures participating in such interaction. To 
facilitate this approach, Hofstede offers four dimensions of culture-related values that he 
finds significantly affecting the ways people communicate in business: power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism vs. collectivism, and masculinity vs. femininity. In my 
study, I use these cultural dimensions to develop a framework for contrastive linguistic and 
rhetorical analysis of business sales letters written by American and Russian businesspeople 
in their native languages (English and Russian). 
I believe this study might become a valid contribution to cross-cultural research in the 
fields of both TESL (ESP) and Rhetoric and Professional Communication. Although it seems 
natural to assume that since language is a big part of any culture, the problem should be 
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addressed from a linguistic perspective as well, it is often not easy to find linguistic studies 
offering the same complex theoretical approach to intercultural business communication. 
Unfortunately, although language might be a major source of national cultural conflicts, there 
are still only a few ESP studies of how non-native speakers use English as a major 
communication means to interact in business settings. No solid theoretical framework has 
been offered yet to study cross-cultural differences and to compare and contrast the rhetorical 
patterns used by English- and non-English speaking business people. 
Even though English is the international business (and not only business!) language, 
and most non-English speaking managers are trained in it, in numerous Business English 
courses, their speaking and hearing abilities might not be the same as their writing abilities. 
They still come across major challenges when they have to write in a business setting. 
Moreover, they are rarely aware of the business rhetoric of a different culture. 
The present study suggests understanding the concept of international business writing 
as a very complex system in which the whole spectrum of national language(s) and rhetorical 
patterns should be considered along with social, economical, political, and cultural aspects of 
national economics studied earlier by management and marketing theorists. The study argues 
that the basic writing skills taught by Business English courses should help ESL students 
develop not only proper vocabulary and grammar skills but also the ability to recognize 
cultural patterns in business writing since "management practice and discourse developed in 
one country will not operate in another" (Ju Choi & Kelemen, 1995, p. 82). 
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Background 
Countries and cultures that present quite different ways of doing business and 
communicating through writing should raise particular interest for a cross-cultural study. The 
U.S.A. and Russia are two cultures that I find quite illustrative in this respect. The U.S.A. 
demonstrates the typical "Western" approach to written correspondence that goes back to the 
history of classical rhetoric and the movement of' ars dictaminis' (art of letter writing). 
Russia is much different and quite peculiar as it presents a mixture of "East" and "West" in 
its tradition of communication. Therefore, while it is possible to find parallels between the 
two cultures, some patterns seem to be tremendously different. 
Due to the highly complex nature ofthe problem, which involves many theoretical 
parties and can be addressed from various perspectives, the study takes an interdisciplinary 
approach, which "is called for to take account of language, interpersonal communication 
skills, business know-how and cultural issues" (St John, 1996, p.3). Thus, the background for 
U.S.-Russian business communication is not only presented from a linguistic position. I 
decided that some cultural, geo-political, historical, and economical factors should also be 
considered as well as the history of letter writing in the two countries. 
• Cultural and geo-political factors 
There are a few peculiarities about Russia that may explain many of the cultural 
differences found in the two countries to be considered while comparing the patterns of 
business interaction in Russia versus the United States. While many researchers generalize 
the cultural patterns of business relationships in many countries by assigning them to the 
West versus East/Eastern Europe countries versus Oriental countries cultural frame, it would 
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be not exactly correct to apply the same classification to Russia. First of all, the size of 
Russia makes it impossible to define it as a country with exclusively either Eastern or 
Western cultural traditions. It presents a unique mixture of both: one half of the country (to 
the west of the Ural Mountains) was developed under a great historical influence of Western 
civilization (most of which occurred during the Peter The Great regime), and the other half 
traditionally followed the fundamental concepts of the Eastern civilization and philosophy 
(e.g., conservatism, family and group loyalty, etc.) brought by Asian influence. The two parts 
inevitably transferred these cultural traits to each other, which resulted in a highly 
complicated and unique cultural system of relationships that the Russian people have 
exhibited until the present day. 
• Historical and economical factors 
Russia's history has defined its industrial and economic development. Its 
industrialization was not completed under a market regime as it was in Western Europe and 
the U.S.A., and therefore "the population lacks experience of private ownership and has had 
little exposure to market mechanisms" (Hertz, 1997, p.9). I would also add that the 
population involved in international businesses and industrial production lacks experience 
with business communication accepted in cultures with highly developed market structures. 
The whole process ofthe industrial development of Russia took place during the years ofthe 
Communist regime when the economy was centrally planned and governed by the state. The 
enterprises had no power to decide on their management, business specifications, or even the 
products. In this situation of total dependence on the state and the Ministry of Economics, it 
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was extremely important to maintain good personal contacts rather than develop strong 
business ties. As Hertz (1997) puts it, 
Under the old system, Russian business relationships were internalized: they were 
conducted either through vertical integration or through the planning process. The state 
owned all productive assets, and contracts and contract law were alien to the planned, 
highly centralized economy ... Within the apparently monolithic plan, ... an intricate 
web of personal competitive contacts coordinated economic activity ... It was well 
accepted that a successful manager had to rely on personal contacts, and must often 
break the law. Trust was maintained in these relationships through reputation and 
through perception of mutual advantage. (pp.l 0-11) 
Hertz goes on to share his observations from the perspective of an individual who is 
used to the Western model of business communication where mutual profit is the dominant 
reason for establishing any business contacts whatsoever. In Russia, however, businesspeople 
maintain the tradition of communication with the goal to primarily establish personal 
relationships that might potentially lead to more concrete and more business-like (in Western 
sense) partnerships: 
One of my main discoveries ... was how important personal relationships were in 
Russia ... Even under the centrally planned economy, enterprises always had direct 
relationships with their suppliers and customers and their overseeing ministry, the 
personal side of which was always highly important. .. Enterprise directors would meet 
regularly and personal relationships would be maintained, in order to ensure good 
quality and complete and prompt deliveries. Relationships between directors and their 
contacts at the ministry above them were also considered very important, for a good 
relationship with the right person gave an enterprise a greater chance of securing scarce 
supplies, easier plan targets and financial and practical support ... (pp.159-160) 
Of course in modem Russia there is more economic freedom in terms of enterprise 
management and marketing policies. However, the same studies notice the way the heritage 
of the centrally-planned economy affects business communication. Thus, one of the main 
observations is a great emphasis on oral and face-to-face interaction as compared to the 
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importance of written correspondence in the U.S. Russian business people prefer to make 
decisions related to their business after they personally meet the partner and have a face-to-
face discussion ofthe topic. From personal experience I can testify that, as a rule, written 
communication usually results in nothing whereas a phone call or even a personal visit will 
more than likely provide the expected result. 
Therefore it would be natural to assume that written business communication might be 
perceived by Russian businesspeople as purely formal, routine, and ineffective. In this case I 
would not expect the Russian business letters to be so goal- and reader-oriented as the 
American business letters. I would probably expect to see a characteristic which is very 
typical of Japanese letters: the Japanese business letter is "non-person oriented, reflecting an 
overall tendency to frame communication in terms of the relationship between people rather 
than in terms of the people" (Connor, 1996, p.330). In fact, when Hertz (1997) studied 
Russian contracts, he noted that even such an important written document as a contract is 
perceived much differently than the same document in Western culture: 
[T]he contracts themselves tended to be remarkably incomplete. Although all the 
enterprises feel it necessary to draw up a contract before a transaction can take place, 
the specifications of the contract are often left open, so that the contract in many ways 
more like ... a framework within which relationships will work; it does not provide a 
high degree of certainty, as it is subject to constant revision or even 
cancellation.(p.161 ) 
Interestingly, Hertz himself finds the same pattern in Eastern business writing culture, 
e.g., in Japanese contracts. He says that in Russia and Japan one can notice 
the sense of duty that parties have over and above the terms of the written contract, 
which assures fulfillment of its terms and thus makes relational contracting viable ... 
This sense of acting for the common good is in keeping with socialist ideology. For the 
Russians seem to share with the Japanese the perception that a contract is basically a 
source of comfort ... Russia lacks those effective external institutions that ... have been 
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seen in economic history to raise the benefits of co-operative solutions or the costs of 
defection, and so it makes sense for a more internal set of rules to hold, such as culture 
or tradition. (p.163). 
• History of letter writing 
As a rule, American business writing and especially letter writing is characterized by 
a set of accepted conventions and rules to follow. The rhetorical tradition of letter writing in 
the Western world was thoroughly developed by Medieval rhetoric in the XII and XIII 
centuries. Before then, classical rhetoric addressed the art of persuasion in a more general 
manner. In the Middle Ages, though, letters became a more common medium of 
communication, administration, and propaganda. This resulted in an elaborate collection of 
rules, exercises, and sample letters. 
The first appearance of the art of letter writing, or ars dictaminis, dated as early as 
1000 C. E. Alberic, one of the monks in the Benedictine abbey supported by Roman Catholic 
Church, was the first to move from providing models for letter writing to discussing a theory 
ofletter writing (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p.429). He efficiently exploited Cicero's theory 
of parts of oral speech and argued that in letter writing the four Ciceronian parts of speech 
(exordium, narratio, argumentatio, and conclusio) are crucial for the success of writing. 
Moreover, he introduced a notion of salutatio, which precedes exordium proper. Alberic 
argued for specific importance of these two opening sections as they "make the reader 
'attentive, docile, and well-disposed'" (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p.430). 
Some scholars (e.g., German medievalist Franz-losefSchmale) argue that the real 
author of the ars dictaminis was Albert Samaritani, who wrote the first manual for letter 
writing, Composition Lessons (Precepta dictaminum), between 1111 and 1118. He did not 
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focus on the theory of the discipline, as did Alberic, but on letter-writing technique. Thus, 
Samaritani "had invented a new literary genre" (Patt, 1978, p.138). Since the skills ofletter-
writing were in great demand then, the ars dictaminis became "not a localized product which 
spread to the rest of Europe from individual centers which successfully dominated the field, 
but rather a cultural development which occurred more or less simultaneously in Italy, 
France, Germany, and perhaps other parts of Europe as well" (Patt, 1978, p.139, emphasis 
added). 
Therefore, the rhetorical tradition to write letters according to the rules might be 
considered as a characteristic of the Western approach to written correspondence. Ifwe 
remember that the majority ofthe immigrants constituting the population of the United States 
came from European countries, the same rhetorical tradition of following a set of rules for 
letter writing we may see in the American business correspondence is self-explanatory. "The 
form of letters came to be treated as in etiquette manuals, as it still is to the present day" 
(Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p.430). 
In Russia, on the other hand, it is impossible to trace the same historical pattern of the 
rhetorical tradition in letter writing. For the first five-six centuries of its development until 
the reign of Peter The Great (1689-1725) Russia had no close connections with, and did not 
experience, the influence of Western rhetorical thought. By the seventeenth century it already 
presented a country with established cultural traditions of communication between people, 
which was mostly through oral interaction. Writing was predominantly the domain of the 
Russian Orthodox Church and the very few who belonged to the upper level of the society. 
Considering the great size of Russia and the fact that its bigger Eastern part was under the 
obvious influence of the neighboring Asian countries (and their cultures and traditions!), it is 
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understandable why the Western rhetorical patterns of writing did not spread to most parts of 
the country. I may argue, though, that by the eighteenth century the main principles of ars 
dictaminis did find their development in major cities with the largest concentration of the 
educated popUlation, such as Moscow and st. Petersburg, as we could see in then numerous 
existing letter-writing manuals. Nevertheless, I assume that on a bigger scale of historical and 
cultural development of Russia, strong and long-term traditions of oral communication could 
have eventually taken over; therefore, following a certain set of rules for letter writing has 
never become as crucial in Russia as it did in European countries and, eventually, in the 
United States. 
The objectives and research questions 
The study sets to design research that would help ESP students and all other students 
who study Business Communication comprehend the interactive nature of communication 
between cultures. The framework that I am offering describes the ways both American and 
Russian writers and readers "draw on their own backgrounds, values, and communities" 
while they create a written text (a sales letter) and also the ways they "respond to verbal, 
visual, and cultural cues in the text before them" (Thrush, 1997, p.174). This comparison of 
the rhetoric of American and Russian business writing through the suggested framework 
should also help ESP practitioners define the patterns to be attended and taught to native 
Russian speakers by Business English courses. 
Therefore, the objectives of the study are the following: 
• To research the literature on previous studies of international business communication 
and miscommunication/damage control conducted by both linguists and international 
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management and marketing theorists to see the approaches that have been accepted 
and time-tested. A special focus will be on Hofstede's theory of cultural dimensions 
as it has been adapted for the linguistic and rhetorical analysis of business letters. 
• To develop a theoretical framework to compare and contrast different rhetorical 
features of business letters that emerge due to different cultural backgrounds oftheir 
authors. 
• To test the developed framework with limited data (business letters written by native 
English and Russian speakers) to illustrate the approach that should be taken while 
teaching the aspect of cross-cultural rhetoric in ESP business writing courses as well 
as general Business Communication courses. 
• To complete a qualitative contrastive analysis of the letters through the suggested 
framework and to offer possible methodological considerations for Business English 
instructors who work with native Russian speakers. 
The research question ofthe study: 
What are the writing differences associated with dimensions of cultures (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism vs. collectivism, and masculinity vs.femininity) evident 
in business letters produced by native English and Russian speakers? 
Additionally, I will look at the ways these differences can be addressed through the cross-
cultural component of a Business English writing curriculum designed for native Russian 
speakers.' 
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Target situation analysis (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987) 
Native Russian speakers who learn Business English in Russia are mostly those who 
already have a job somehow related to the English-speaking business context, or have to 
communicate in English at work place due to the type ofthe company (joint venture, 
English-speaking partners, etc.). Ellis and Johnson (1994) provide possible reasons for non-
native business people to learn Business English (p.17). Among these there are several that 
could be applied broadly to the situations of many Russian business people: 
• The company is multinational, and English is a company language, therefore 
employees are in daily contact with native speakers (e.g., Pepsi Cola Corporation, 
McDonalds) 
• The company has subsidiaries in Europe, and English thus is a company language for 
communication (e.g., "Aeroflot - Russian Airlines", LUKoil- Russian biggest oil 
and gas corporation) 
• Employees of an import-export company need to travel frequently to the United 
States, where they will use English for business and socially (e.g., Boeing 
Corporation buying Russian titanium) 
• The company is in the process of internationalizing, and has decided to use English as 
a joint company language (e.g., Delta Leasing company) 
Therefore these Russians speakers can be classified as job-experienced learners who 
are highly motivated to improve their language skills. "This experience has the effect of 
focusing their attention on what they perceive as their own short-comings in terms of 
fluency, getting the message across, and being able to understand the people from other 
countries they have to deal with" (Ellis and Johnson, 1994, p.5). These people already 
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possess the necessary basic language skills and specialist vocabulary, which are taught in 
Business English courses in Russia. Thus, they are ready to learn the pragmatic aspects of 
English communication, which can be addressed only with full consideration of rhetorical 
and cultural peculiarities of international business communication. In this situation, "The 
practical use of the language will be more important than theoretical knowledge about the 
language" (Ellis and Johnson, 1994, p.6, emphasis added). 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Just as many factors have affected the development of cultural and rhetorical 
communicative patterns in the U.S. and Russia, various studies from a number of disciplines 
have contributed to current understanding of a complex process of intercultural 
communication. A contemporary researcher who wants to investigate the issue should draw 
from concepts from anthropology, sociology, linguistics, and cross-cultural or corporative 
management. The scope of the present thesis research, however, does not allow me to give a 
detailed account of studies from each discipline. Therefore, I will briefly go over the major 
trends in theoretical research and practices with a more thorough focus on findings from 
linguistics and management. The first research of human interaction across cultures goes 
back to studies in anthropology and sociology. 
Research in anthropology 
Several anthropological studies served as premises to Hofstede's model of cultural 
dimensions and also attempted to develop a framework for analysis of the interaction 
between people from different cultural backgrounds. Thus, Edward Hall (1973) divided 
cultures, according to their ways of communicating, into high and low context cultures. 
According to this division, most communities in the United States fall into the category of 
low context cultures, and in Russia into high context ones. Even though this classification 
seems to be oversimplified, I find its major assumptions about the two types of cultures 
should be taken into consideration for my study (cf., Hagen, 1998). For example, in high-
context communication (the context for the Russian letters) the information in a message is 
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mostly internalized in the person, or even in the physical context, and very little is "in the 
coded, explicit, transmitted" (Hall, 1973, p.91) part of it. As Thrush (1997) noted, "In a high-
context culture, writers and speakers do not need to give extensive details or to give much 
support for their opinions because they can assume that the audience shares their values and 
attitudes" (p.166). Alred's (1997) study ofESL business writing also supports the stance that 
since "people in high-context cultures ... depend more on shared history (or context) ... , 
words and written contracts are not so important, whereas personal relationships are 
paramount" (p.356). In low-context communication (the American letters) Hall (1976) 
observes just the opposite: "the mass of the information is vested in the implicit code" (p.91). 
"[In] a low-context culture ... the writer must work hard to make sure that analogies are clear, 
details are inclusive, and sufficient support is included to persuade someone who comes to 
the text with entirely different assumption about the world and how it works" (Thrush, 1997, 
p.166). "Because people in low-context cultures tend to assume little prior knowledge on the 
part ofthose with whom they communicate, thorough documentation is important - written 
agreements (contracts) are expected, and rules are spelled out in detail" (Alred, 1997, p.356). 
Consequently, we may expect American business writing be more reader-oriented, detailed, 
and precise while Russian business communication may be more vague since the context and 
personal relationships provide most of the information. 
Research in sociology 
Sociological research of cross-cultural communication usually defines cultural 
identity of a group of people in terms of group versus individual orientation (Thrush, 1997), 
which often results in putting cultures into vast categories of Western and Eastern cultures. In 
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spite of such a large generalization, many researchers find it interesting to analyze the ways 
these orientations manifest themselves in business correspondence. For example, Thrush 
(1997) talks about the importance of signatures in business writing as it assigns 
responsibility, 
In American correspondence, .. , the signature indicates the individual who takes 
ultimate responsibility for the content of the document ... In Japan, ... contracts are 
often sealed with the company stamp rather than the signature of an individual, 
reflecting the fact that the terms of the contract are the result of a group decision-
making process. (p.170) 
Even in mono-cultural business correspondence it is still possible to define the author's 
identity: either group or individual. Thus, Couture (1992) argues that "we can evaluate 
writers' assumptions of corporate identity in administrative prose through attending to the 
use of personal pronouns, particularly corporate we and authoritative I ... We [links] 
individuals to a corporate interest. .. The repeated use of I [is] traditionally associated with a 
direct or authoritative rhetorical stance" (pp.22-23). Couture's observation makes me 
question the sufficiency of this classification in terms of cross-cultural linguistic research 
since it reduces cultures to having either group or individual orientation. I agree that such 
tendencies exist in cultures but I would support a more complex approach that includes more 
cultural dimensions. 
Another way sociological studies look at group versus individual orientation of 
cultures is the difference in focus on competition versus consensus. Thus, in cultures with 
individual orientation people tend to be more competitive, which results in "the kind of 
assertive, self-confident style of expression advocated in American business writing texts" 
(Thrush, 1997, p.170). In cultures with group orientation, business people would likely value 
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consensus over victory and their writing style would be more self-effacing. Some linguists 
support this view and transfer the competition versus consensus concept into communicative 
styles' research. However, they do not make an assumption that the differences in 
communicative styles should be culturally attributed (Tannen, 1984). 
Research in linguistics 
Many cross-discipline linguistic studies find their implications in cross-cultural and 
ESP research. For example, Brown and Levinson's politeness strategies theory (1987) is used 
as a framework by many scholars who set to investigate communication between people 
from different cultures. Brown and Levinson constructed a two-dimensional interactional 
model consisting of a speaker and an addressee, both of them endowed with positive and 
negative face. According to politeness theory, certain acts are intrinsically face threatening to 
either the speaker or addressee. Thus, orders, requests, suggestions, offers, and promises 
from the speaker can threaten the addressee's face, while expressing thanks or offering 
excuses can threaten the speaker's face. Maier (1992) used politeness theory as a framework 
for her study of politeness strategies in business letters because of its "cross-cultural scope 
and ... interactional approach" (p.190). Maier concluded that "the degree to which an act 
threatens the face of either participant is determined not only by social distance separating 
the two conversational partners and their relative power, but also by ranking of the 
imposition of the particular culture" (p.191). Connor, Davis, and Teun (1998) found out in 
their study of cover letters written by American and Flemish students how different are 
cultural views on the business-writing genre. American students used more negative 
politeness strategies, while Flemish students not only employed mostly positive politeness 
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strategies but also tended to rely on the addressee to read between the lines. These studies 
prove that Brown and Levinson's politeness strategies theory can be used for cross-cultural 
linguistic research. However, I think that its two-dimensional approach needs to be expanded 
beyond the speaker-addressee model to include more parties and factors that affect the 
rhetorical context of a communicative situation. 
Gumperz (1992) offered contextualization cues theory (p.231) as yet another way to 
research the context of communication. Although he focused on oral discourse, the levels of 
speech production that he distinguished (prosody, paralinguistic signs, code choice, and 
choice of lexical forms) may be applied, as a frame, to written discourse. Thus, such 
linguistic variables as syntax (sentence length, punctuation) and general organization of the 
text might be considered written version of prosodic contextual cues; graphic features, font, 
margins, number of abbreviations, etc., are counterparts of paralinguistic signs; register and 
shared idioms correspond to code, or style choice; opening and closing routines, exact vs. 
vague language, etc., demonstrate the choice of lexical forms, orformulaic expressions. 
Contextualization cues should differ from culture to culture, thus providing a researcher with 
vast opportunities for cross-cultural linguistic analysis. 
Any researcher who approaches the task of analyzing texts should also refer to 
Swales's genre analysis theory (1990). His theory is valid since along with a conceptual 
definition of genres as "communicative vehicles for the achievement of goals" (p.46), Swales 
demonstrated that "it is indeed possible to use genres for teaching purposes without reducing 
courses to narrow prescriptivism or formalism and without denying students opportunities for 
reflecting upon rhetorical or linguistic choices" (p.4S). His theory was innovative in terms of 
how he defined a shared set of communicative purposes to be the principal feature that "turns 
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a collection of communicative events into a genre" (p,46). Swales's theory allowed a number 
of studies to emerge that looked at written texts from the standpoint of Swales's criteria for 
genres. Thus, one of the ways Louhiala-Salminen analyzed business correspondence among 
Finnish businesspeople conducted in English was through Swales's theoretical framework. 
Interestingly, Swales (1990) himself states that, "Correspondence ... itself does not constitute 
a genre as it does not represent a coherent set of shared purposes" (p.53), which is true of 
such a generic notion as a business letter, for instance. Louhiala-Salminen (1996) agrees that 
a letter, or a business letter, cannot be defined as a genre even though it is a means of 
communication, since it "[lacks] sufficient indication of purpose" (p,49). However, when 
business letters are further classified into sales letters, promotion letters, etc., they are given a 
certain ascribed purpose that allows the issue of genre to arise (Swales, 1990, p.61, Lauhiala-
Salminen, 1996, p,49). Lauhiala-Salminen's view on a business letter as an "overarching pre-
genre" and a sales letter as a "more specific genre" (p,49) might be operable in my study as 
well since we usually assume that sales letters are united by the shared purpose of persuasive 
communication. 
• English for Specific Purposes and contrastive rhetoric research 
Besides various cross-disciplinary theories that proved to be applicable to most of 
linguistic studies, there also exist a number of more focused studies in ESP and contrastive 
rhetoric, which I find to be particularly interesting for my research. The amount of ESP 
research, especially those studies that focus on Business English, is relatively small. Some 
scholars distinguish two research traditions in the field of Business English. One exists in the 
United States, where "the focus seems to be more on written business communication and 
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rhetoric" (Louhiala-Salminen, 1996, pAO) and the researchers look at the communication 
from the L1 perspective. The other is the European view, which focuses on research in both 
Ll and L2 environments. In spite of the difference in research traditions, more scholars are 
particularly interested in written communication in their studies of Business English. The 
preference businesspeople give to the written mode of communication is obvious. For 
example, Louhiala-Salminen (1996) demonstrates the importance of everyday routine 
correspondence (almost 100% of which deals with short messages: letters, e-mails, etc.) in 
the table, the frequency of various written English situations (pA5): 
Table 1 
Category 
Exchange of written 
messages (letters, faxes, 
telexes, e-mail) 
Total (%) 
96 
Business Graduates (%) Engineers (%) 
94 96 
Secretaries (%) 
99 
At the same time Louhiala-Salminen argues that the Business Letter has become rare in 
business and the focus should be shifted to teaching electronic correspondence (p.37). 
Eustace (1996), on the contrary, argues in his study of current business practices that 
"there is still a clear need for formal letters" (p.53). Although Eustace makes valuable 
observations about stressful situations in contemporary business, when "anything which 
saves ... time wins favor for that reason alone" and "brevity has therefore become a much-
prized virtue" (p.53), he reduces his strategies for teaching effective letter writing to "treating 
the content as a set of functional boxes," and stresses the importance of only two areas: 
sentence length and clarity (p.56). This is the usual approach we see in Business English 
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textbooks (Miles, 1997, DeVoss et aI., 2002, Woolever, 2001), which does not fully address 
the situation with ESL students and their needs. As DeVoss et al. (2002) claim, this pedagogy 
simply suggests "guidelines for intercultural communication that are remarkably similar to 
those strategies for good technical communication in general. These guidelines can be used 
as a teaching point but should be supplemented with an attention to the cultural specificity 
and contextual nature of each communication situation" (p.82). 
Some research, however, recognizes the importance oftaking a more rhetorical 
approach to teaching Business English as an ESP course, which, instead of giving students 
samples to follow in their writing practices, provides them with vast opportunities to think 
and analyze the context of intercultural communication (e.g., Brady, 1993, Alred, 1997) in 
the light of their own and their communicators' cultural assumptions and expectations. Thus, 
Alred (1997) introduces the notion of rhetoric of culture while describing his experience of 
teaching in Germany. He admits that initially he prepared to teach his business writing course 
"as if the students were being transferred to America" (p.368), which, apparently, is one of 
the common mistakes in the ESP practices (cf., Hagen, 1998). Later he realized though that 
German students are not able to correlate the expectations of "American business writing" 
and their own cultural upbringing. Alred (1997) found that introducing Aristotelian rhetorical 
concepts of ethos, pathos, and logos, and their functioning in both American and German 
cultures helps his students comprehend the conflict of rhetoric of culture and its reflection in 
the rhetoric of the workplace (p.362). Alred also offers the case study method to be most 
effective in translating theory of rhetoric of culture into teaching practices. 
Unfortunately, very few ESP studies address the practices of the US-Russian business 
interaction. Hagen compared American and Russian approaches to written business 
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communication by studying the samples of business contracts. She traced the differences in 
the two discourses to Russian well-developed traditions of oral communication and rhetoric 
as compared to American highly conventional business rhetoric that traditionally prescribes 
clear and concise writing. Hagen (1998) explained the different format of business 
documentation in Russia by the high-context nature of Russian culture, which gives 
"precedence to oral communication, implicit communication, and personal promises" 
(p.118). "The distinction between oral, relationship-centered high-context [Russian] and 
written, legalistic low-context [American] orientations seemed to describe the cultural 
differences I encountered with great accuracy" (p.119). Thus, Russian business writing has 
more "personal" context, employs more positive politeness strategies, and respects less the 
official format of business writing. 
Stevens (2000) also analyzed Russian business documentation (professional contracts). 
Her study demonstrated that, compared to Americans, Russians communicate more 
implicitly, and the phrasing in written contracts is sometimes vague. Artemeva's 1998 study 
offers discourse analysis of linguistic features of technical reports written by native Russian 
and native English speakers. Her data demonstrate the major differences in professional 
discourses: top-down approach in English versus chronological approach in Russian; "one 
paragraph, one idea" in English versus discussion of many loosely related issues within one 
paragraph in Russian; "one sentence, one concept" in English versus long compound 
sentences that include several related concepts in Russian, etc. Artemeva's study is an 
example of "how individuals from different cultures can have different expectations 
regarding the same kind of document" (Constantinides et aI., 2001, p.32). 
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All these empirical studies suggest interesting insights about cultural impact on 
business writing but they present more of a case study research with the data of only two-
three documents. The authors do not offer any theoretical account for the findings but rather 
share their personal observations and cross-cultural experiences. Although these studies 
demonstrate a certain amount of awareness of miscommunication due to different cultural 
and rhetorical patterns in business interaction, no theoretical explanation was offered, and no 
possible ways to address the issue were suggested. 
Research in contrastive rhetoric analyzes how people with different cultural 
backgrounds accomplish certain communication tasks. Researchers are interested in both 
how people function in their first and second language capacity and which characteristic 
features can be traced back to the native language (language interference) or result from 
previous instruction in the English language. Most importantly, contemporary research in 
contrastive rhetoric "contributes to knowledge about preferred patterns of writing in a variety 
·of"English-for-specific-purposes" situations with the goal of helping teachers and students 
around the world" (Connor, 2001, p.75). To complete such analysis, researchers look at 
various patterns of organization, length of text units, ways of phrasing, format of documents, 
specific speech acts, etc. 
The most popular and controversial study of cross-cultural aspects of writing was of 
course Kaplan's theory. His revolutionary 1966 study ascribed cultural specifics to the 
variables of human interaction other than spoken language: logic and rhetoric. "Rhetoric, 
then, is not universal either, but varies from culture to culture and even from time to time 
within a given culture" (Kaplan, qtd in Connor, 1996, p.2). Kaplan studied the Ll cultural 
conventions' transfer to second language performance and concluded that students' ESL 
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writing is pre-detennined by their L1 rhetorical conventions. Remarkably, he took the 
research of non-native writing from the level of phrase and sentence to the level ofthe text as 
a whole. Kaplan claimed, "There are differences at the level of the discrete sentence and even 
at the level of the phrase and the word. The interesting distinction occurs, it seems to me, at 
what I have decided to call the rhetorical level; i.e., at the level of organization of the whole 
text" (Kaplan, 1987, pp.9-10). I assume that this might be what Business English courses in 
Russia lack: approaching business writing as a complex rhetorical skill, not only teaching the 
correct word choice and sentence structures. Although Kaplan presented a landmark study, 
his work was widely criticized for addressing rhetorical styles only, without an explanation 
of the reasons for culture-specific writing styles (Connor, 1996). 
Leki's (1992) contrastive rhetoric study ofESL writing is more interested in 
pedagogical implications of cross-cultural findings. Having taught English writing to non-
native speakers for many years, she argues for making students active participants of a 
writing classroom. Leki believes that only after students realize their own cultural and 
rhetorical writing patterns are they able to comprehend and use correctly the patterns of the 
English language. "Students who are having trouble writing in English and who are made 
aware of cultural differences in rhetoric suddenly view themselves, not as suffering from 
individual inadequacies, but as coming from a particular rhetorical tradition, which they must 
retain of course, but which cannot be applied wholesale to English writing" (p.138). 
In spite of all this criticism, research in contrastive rhetoric proves to be valuable as it 
attempts to consider all possible cultural, linguistic, and situational aspects of 
communication. It has a promising future. Moreover, Reynolds (2001) offers using 
contrastive rhetoric as an umbrella tenn for the efforts to "assemble a much wider range of 
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'difference rhetoric' discussions and analyses than Kaplan, Connor, Leki, and other ... 
pioneers may have originally envisioned" (p.123). 
Research in cross-cultural or corporative management 
Cross-cultural or corporative management research looks at how "individual 
organizational members import culture into their organization, and the researcher is 
concerned with variations in practices and attitudes across countries" (Constantinides et aI., 
2001, p.33). I noticed that a lot of cross-cultural and corporative management research relates 
to Swales's concept of genre prototypes (1990). In these studies prototypes are used to 
perform a complex analysis of corporate culture to define how the prototypes function within 
a corporate culture and across cultures. Thus, Constantinides et ai. (2001) write about Ulijn 
& Strother's research of prototypes in international corporate cultures: 
Corporate models of 'acceptable discourse' can vary from culture to culture 
according to specific communication patterns ... These 'information prototypes' can 
affect credibility within the context of different corporate cultures. These differences 
in tum affect how members of various corporate cultures view and interact with one 
another. Correspondingly, success within an international corporate culture involves 
understanding the 'prototypes' or stylistic and rhetorical expectations that a culture 
associates with professional credibility. (p.36) 
Driskill (1996) looks at the way intercultural collaboration may be affected by 
cultural prototypes and preferences concerning organization of information in written 
documents. For example, as compared to British or New Zealand documents, North 
American writing uses "less passive voice, and more informal syntactic constructions" 
(p.28). Driskill concludes that prototype preferences are defined more by culture than by 
language. Similarly, Andrews (1998) uses the theory of prototypes to argue about successful 
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strategies for intercultural interaction. As Constantinides et al. (2001) annotate her research, 
"She advises first learning about an audience by looking for meta-patterns of behavior in a 
given culture, and then determining the underlying cultural and historical reason to anticipate 
the stylistic or rhetorical expectations (prototypes) of a given audience" (p.37). 
As mentioned earlier, one of the most influential theories of intercultural business 
communication is Geert Hofstede's study of cultural differences with work-related value 
orientations (1980). Compared to Hall's classification, Hofstede's theory of cultural 
dimensions defined by work-related values seems more informative and applicable for a 
linguistic study.· Values, according to Hofstede, are "a broad tendency to prefer certain states 
of affairs over others" (Swiderski, 1993, p. 27) and they should be considered by managers 
and organizations operating in different cultures or having international business partners. In 
his study Hofstede came up with four major cultural dimensions, which he applied to rate 
forty countries and statistically analyze the data. These dimensions are power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism-collectivism, and masculinity-femininity. "Power 
distance refers to a culture's value orientation about the importance of status differences and 
hierarchies. Uncertainty avoidance is related to the means that cultures select to adapt to 
changes and cope with uncertainties. Individualism-collectivism is related to peoples' 
relationships to the larger social groups of which they are a part. Masculinity-femininity 
pertains to the extent to which cultures prefer either achievement and assertiveness or 
nurturance and social support" (Connor, 1996, pp.101-102). 
Surprisingly, among the countries Hofstede picked for his study, there was no place 
for Russia and therefore I cannot borrow data from his research directly related to Russian 
workplace culture. Nevertheless, personal experience and cultural background allow me to 
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take liberty to accept numbers from Hofstede's data related to Yugoslavia and compare them 
with the statistical evidence for the US. Yugoslavia is a Slovic country, which is very close to 
Russia in its cultural values: we share the same religion, we followed approximately the same 
historical and economical routes of development, and finally our languages have the same 
linguistic origin. Therefore I believe that Hofstede's analysis ofthe data for Yugoslavia more 
than likely reflects the situation in Russian business culture. 
Power distance (Yugoslavia -76 (high); US - 40 (low» could be analyzed by the 
way cultures tolerate inequality, order, or hierarchy. Thus, in cultures with larger power 
distance business people feel more comfortable when formal hierarchies are actively 
supported and reinforced on all levels of interaction including written communication. 
"Superiors and subordinates consider each other as unequal; the hierarchical system is felt to 
be based on some existential inequality. Indigenous organizations centralize power more and 
subordinates are expected to be told what to do ... There are more visible signs of status, and 
contacts between superiors and subordinates are supposed to be initiated only by superiors" 
(Hoecklin, 1995, p.30, emphasis added). In low power distance cultures, superiors and 
subordinates are considered more as equals; superiors have power and authority not by 
simply default of their hierarchical position but because they have earned it and from now on 
they have to actively maintain this status. "[T]he hierarchical system is just an inequality of 
roles, established for convenience and ... may change depending on the circumstances. 
Organizations have a tendency to become decentralized" (Hoecklin, 1995, p.30). I will argue 
that this cultural dimension creates difference in the workplace power relationship in the two 
countries, which inevitably results in different rhetorical patterns in business sales letters. 
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Uncertainty avoidance (Yugoslavia - 88 (high), US - 46 (low)) is best represented 
by the amount of fonnal rules to follow during the communication in a certain culture, 
rejecting deviant ideas and behavior, etc. In the countries with a high uncertainty avoidance 
index, "management reduces uncertainty and provides coordination and control by 
emphasizing who has authority over whom and in what way this authority can be exercised" 
(Hoecklin, 1995, p.35). This, I think, also resembles power distance characteristics. In 
cultures with a low uncertainty score, on the contrary, people feel less comfortable with the 
strict control over their perfonnance throughout all the stages of it; they value more freedom 
and flexibility in decision-making process. "Control and coordination tends to take place 
through mutual adjustment of people through infonnal communication, and by specifying the 
desired results" (Hoecklin, 1995, p.35). Apparently, this flexibility versus rigidity of 
management opposition should find its illustration in written documentation (the letters). 
I also believe that there might be yet another view on the cultural dimension of 
uncertainty avoidance. Hosftede mostly talks about uncertainty that is related to the 
perception of future events and present diversity: managers in low uncertainty avoidance 
cultures are optimistic and flexible decision-makers who accept and appreciate diversity of 
opinions whereas managers in high uncertainty avoidance cultures are just the opposite. "On 
the national cultural level, tendencies toward prejudice, rigidity and dogmatism, intolerance 
of different opinions, traditionalism, superstition, racism, and ethnocentrism all relate to 
intolerance of ambiguity" (Hofstede, 2001, p.146). I believe that in this case the differences 
between cultures have been significantly stereotyped and highly opinioned. I will argue that 
on the level of linguistic research, it is possible to offer another interpretation of the same 
dimension in order to understand better the rhetorical context and language conventions in 
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the two cultures. If we treat uncertainty avoidance in written business communication as a 
reason to provide sufficient context for business situation to promote and facilitate decision-
making, then the United States should be considered as a high uncertainty avoidance culture 
as compared to Russia. This claim can be tested through the analysis of the ways writers 
provide sufficient information, clarity of writing, and directness of stating the purpose 
statement. 
Individualism/collectivism (individualism scores for Yugoslavia - 27 (low), for the 
US - 91 (the highest score!» could be explained as an opposition of priorities: a concern for 
yourself as an individual as opposed to concern for the group to which you belong. As 
Hofstede (2001) puts it, "in the collectivist society the personal relationship prevails over the 
task and over the company and should be established first; in the individualist society, in 
contrast, the task and the company are supposed to prevail over any personal relationships" 
(p.239). I think that linguistically such distinctions could be analyzed through the way the 
authorship of the written text is established: the writers from collectivist cultures would tend 
to write from the group, the writers from individualist cultures would write for themselves 
and thus would take the sole responsibility for their writing. The writers would refer to their 
individualist or group identity possibly through the signature at the end of the letters, orland 
the choice of pronouns. "The language spoken in individualist cultures tends to require 
speakers to use the I pronoun when referring to themselves; language spoken in collectivist 
cultures allow the dropping of this pronoun. It is also remarkable that the language spoken in 
the most individualist countries, English, is the only one ... that writes I with a capital letter" 
(Hofstede, 2001, p.233). 
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Masculinity/femininity (masculinity scores: Yugoslavia - 21, US - 62) to my 
opinion resembles both uncertainty avoidance and individualism/collectivism dimensions. 
The cultures are analyzed by the most accepted management styles and are defined both in 
terms of gender roles, and conversational and negotiation styles. Thus, "the masculine 
manager is assertive, decisive and 'aggressive' - which carries a positive connotation in 
masculine countries ... The manager in a feminine culture is less visible, intuitive rather than 
decisive, and accustomed to seeking consensus" (Hoecklin, 1995, p.68). Also, Hofstede 
(2001) claims that "masculinity/femininity is about ego enhancement versus relationship 
enhancement, regardless of group ties" (p.291). This definitely reminds me of the group 
versus individual orientation. However, I would not define cultures as well as management 
and conversational styles in terms of gender roles and gender-situated discourses. Some 
studies of conversational styles, such as Tannen's, argue for male/female speech patterns to 
be cultural rather than gender defined. Boiarsky refers to Tannen's example ofBassiouni's 
Arabic, Asian, and Native American cultures, where indirectness is not a typical female 
speech trait but a "cultural convention that crosses genders ... In these societies men as well 
as women use indirect speech pattern because directness is considered inappropriate and rude 
behavior regardless of gender" (Boiarsky, 1995, p. 246). 
Hofstede designed his study as a questionnaire where all of the questions somehow 
reflected the cultural reality of a given country. It is interesting to note that although Hofstede 
focuses primarily on behavioral patterns and values at workplace, he fully acknowledges the 
great influence oflanguage in the cultural patterns he analyzed. He agrees that "language is 
the most recognizable part of the culture and the part that has lent itself most readily to 
systematic study and theory building. Language is very evidently a learned characteristic (not 
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an inherited one)" (Hofstede, 2001, p.21). He is very much concerned with the role the 
language plays as a 'culture's consequence' in international business and management due to 
inevitable language (and thus cultural!) transfer when, for example, managers have to interact 
via a mediator/interpreter or to maintain correspondence in their second/third, etc., language: 
Language is not a neutral vehicle. Our thinking is affected by the categories and 
words available in our language ... Sapir and Whorfin the United States in the 1920s 
and 1930s stated in various ways what has become known as the "Whorfian 
hypothesis" (Whorf, 1956). One ofits formulations is that "observers are not lead by 
the same picture of the universe, unless their linguistic backgrounds are similar or can 
in some ways be calibrated" (Fishman, 1974, p.65). Differences in categories for 
thinking about the universe can be found in many fields and are larger for languages 
that are structurally further apart. (Hofstede, 2001, p.21) 
However, Hofstede does not see the linguistic side ofthe problem in cross-cultural 
business communication in its full complexity; he accepts only the potential danger of the 
language transfer during the process oftranslation. I will argue that the problem goes beyond 
the L1 interference. The texts in the two languages are already constructed differently in their 
original L1 versions. Even having the same formal purpose and supposedly the same 
conventions of business letter writing, the correspondences in the two languages are not 
similar in their form and content. Therefore, I believe that the problem lies not only or even 
primarily with the language transfer in the process of translation from one language into 
another, but is caused by the different cultural and rhetorical perspectives that the two texts 
exhibit in their contexts. 
Nevertheless, I see no reason why Hofstede's theoretical approach to cultural 
dimensions cannot be adapted to linguistic research in the area of international business 
communication considering that contemporary language studies lack their own theoretical 
frameworks for such cross-cultural comparison, whereas Hofstede's model proved to be 
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workable and addresses the issues raised in this study from a very practical and, what is 
extremely important today, teachable perspective. 
Transfer of theory into practice 
The possibility to transfer theory into practice becomes crucial nowadays. As I 
noticed, a lot of research of current teaching practices points out the existing gap between 
theoretical studies and real classrooms, especially concerning ESL and EFL courses. "These 
courses have generally not taken a theoretical or rhetorical approach. As one observer notes, 
in Germany Business English courses have focused on vocabulary and thus have not 
achieved their hoped-for success" (Alred, 1997, p.367). In Russia the situation with Business 
English courses is the same. As an overview of current trends in ESP teaching in Russia 
(Cheremissina & Petrashova, 2002) shows, even the project 'English for Professional 
Communication' jointly run by the British Council, Open Society Institute, and the Ministry 
of Education of Russian Federation does not achieve the goals of meeting the needs of 
Russian students learning Business English. 
First, the project focuses on teaching British English, although Russian corporations 
have significantly more business partners from the U.S.A. From my experience, Business 
English courses in Russia, as well as General English courses, recognize the difference 
between British and American English only in terms of vocabulary and spelling without 
addressing any other differences, including cultural. Almost all the textbooks for Business 
English courses are of British origin, or refer to British English. Assuming that most of the 
students will have American partners, it is discouraging to realize that the existing textbooks 
hardly mention "culture, .. .intercultural communication, international communication, 
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cross-cultural communication, and other related terms" (DeVoss et aI., 2002, p.72), which, 
apparently constitutes a highly recognized problem in professional communication studies. 
Second, in spite of methodological support from the Soros Foundation, the course 
materials used by ESP teachers in Russia lack "up-to-date teaching materials that would 
reflect the language level and personal interests oflearners ... , lack of practice in ... writing 
skills in typical job-related situations" (Cheremissina & Petrashova, 2002). Surprisingly 
enough, the necessity to increase awareness of cross-cultural differences is still never 
mentioned by Russian ESP practitioners and methodologists. 
Also, the problem with teaching materials used in Russia is that Russian students are 
usually not part ofthe intended audience of the textbooks published by British and U.S. 
publishing houses. As St John (1996) notices, in such teaching materials "the underlying 
business culture is a Western European/North American one and published materials assume 
a familiarity with and understanding of this culture" (p.9). Russian students, however, like 
probably most EFL and ESL students, are not part of this culture, as for most Eastern 
European students the present state of entering the reality of market economy poses even 
more challenges in terms of acquiring business communication skills. They have to learn 
both the reality (content) of contemporary business communication and the way to 
communicate in business world, often new to them: 
In Eastern Europe concepts such as banking, insurance, customer care, marketing 
have not been commonplace and so business English teachers have encountered two 
problems: (i) working within the parameters ofthe current published materials is 
difficult because of the different background; and (ii) students look to the language 
teacher to provide both language and content. (St. John, 1996, p.9) 
Unfortunately, most teaching materials adopted for Business English courses taught in Russia 
are largely based on following models and do not teach the content of communication, to say 
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the least of analysis of rhetorical and cultural patterns in both English and Russian languages 
(Kudryavtseva & Zhdanova, 1993, Knight & O'Neil, 2001, Lyon, 1986, Sweeney, 2000). 
"The materials provide examples and models for learners to 'copy' but do little to develop 
language awareness; e.g., analytical activities to identify information patterns and appropriate 
realizations are not common" (St. John, 1996, p.11). 
Therefore, it seems that in order to define the particular problems to be addressed 
while teaching Business English to Russian speakers, a more thorough exploration in this 
area is needed. As Connor mentions in "Contrastive Rhetoric" (1996), "Significant changes 
in emphasis of research are obvious ... This change reflects the realization that English is now 
the international language of science and commerce, and the consequent need for English for 
specific purposes in both the United States and other countries" (p.55). She locates the gap in 
the research by stating that "There is relatively little linguistically oriented research on 
business communications cross-culturally" (p.137), the gap that needs to be bridged through 
combining the efforts by both linguists and theorists of international management. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
Framework specifications 
In order to effectively adapt Hofstede's theory of cultural dimensions to my cross-
cultural linguistic research, I needed first to define what linguistic parameters might reflect 
dimensions of power distance, uncertainty avoidance, collectivism/individualism, and 
masculinity/femininity. As mentioned earlier, ascribing different language and rhetorical 
variables to gender characteristics is highly disputable. Additionally, as noted in the previous 
discussion about Hofstede's theory, many of masculine/feminine communicative styles 
overlap with the dimensions of individualism/collectivism and uncertainty avoidance. 
Therefore, I decided not to set up linguistic parameters for masculinity/femininity cultural 
orientation. Consequently, my framework became reduced to dimensions of power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, and individualism/collectivism only. 
Features of written business discourse (business sales/product promotion letters) that 
would illustrate the difference in power distance were defined as reference to previous 
communication, salutation, and closing the communication. These patterns are likely to 
demonstrate the distance maintained by the communicators. The degree of uncertainty 
avoidance might be measured holistically by looking at such features of the letters asform of 
command/request,form of stating the purpose of the letter,placement of the thesis/purpose 
statement,form of providing contact information, using graphics/layout, sentence length, and 
using abbreviations. Finally, the best way to define the author's identity (her individualist 
versus collectivist cultural orientation) might be to analyzeform ofreference to self. Table 2 
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shows the framework I used for my study that combines Hofstede's dimensions of culture 
and linguistic variables. 
Table 2 
Framework Specifications 
Power Distance 
- Reference to previous communication 
- Salutation 
- Closing the communication 
Uncertainty Avoidance - Form of command/request 
- Form of stating the purpose of the letter 
- Placement of the thesis/purpose statement 
- Form of providing contact information (in the 
text of the letters) 
- Using graphics/layout 
- Sentence length 
- Using abbreviation 
Individualism/Collectivism - Form of reference to self 
Methods of the study 
• Data limitations 
One limitation of the research was the availability of data. Many researchers notice 
how difficult it is to obtain data from real work-related situations, especially in a business 
context. As St John (1996) writes about companies participating in such studies, "For them 
the issue is one of confidentiality and, perhaps a concern over how the data would be used" 
(pA). I managed to accumulate fifteen letters written by native English speakers and 
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addressed to native English speakers, and seventeen letters written by native Russian 
speakers and addressed to native Russian speakers. 
Another limitation ofthe study was the language of the letters. I narrowed my 
research to monolingual written business communication only, as my task was to look at the 
structures and patterns that initially originate in American and Russian business cultures and 
might be reflected in business discourse. If I had bilingual data, or data involving 
multicultural audiences (e.g., Russian authors write in English, or Russian authors writing to 
American partners), this would pose additional challenges, such as setting methods and 
defining the extent ofLl transfer, measuring the level of the communicators' language 
proficiency and their familiarity with the target culture, and its affect on communication, etc. 
Although very engaging, these concerns do not fall into the scope of my research. It would 
also take me a longer period of time to accumulate such data because I do not have access to 
any of the US-Russian enterprises. However, such concerns might present interest for further 
research in the area of US-Russian business interaction. My study, though, focuses on 
defining trends and tendencies in cultural and rhetorical patterns of the two countries and 
speculating on how they might affect the communication across cultures. 
• Data sources 
The American data were collected from various sources. Thus, part of the letters I 
accumulated myself through searching through regular mail and collecting all relevant 
samples I came across. Also, part of the American letters was given to me by Kelly Peterson, 
a former M. A. graduate student at Iowa State University. She is also interested in written 
business communication and courteously shared her collection of data. The Russian letters all 
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came from the same source, a secretary at administrative quarters of a Russian oil and gas 
corporation "YUKOS" (Neftegorsk city, Samara region). Although coming from the same 
place, the Russian letters are written by various authors and sometimes addressed to different 
people. As I mentioned earlier, it is often difficult to access business data, thus obtaining 
precise information about the authors and addressees of the letters, which would shed even 
more light on the nature of communication and writers' rhetorical decisions, was impossible 
for this study. 
• Data Characteristics 
As I said, in this study, samples of American and Russian business communication 
typical for these countries were compared and analyzed. I decided to narrow the focus of the 
study to business letters, as this is the most common way of business corresponding in 
English for Russian business people. More precisely, I was looking at actual sales/product 
promotion letters. Although the formal rhetorical purpose of all the letters looked the same 
(to establish partnership/to sell the product), the assumption was that the two written 
discourses produced by American and Russian speakers are different due to different cultural 
backgrounds and conventions. As Purves puts it, "Several researchers have called for the 
expansion of contrastive rhetoric to include not only the analysis of written products but also 
an examination ofthose educational, cognitive, and social dimensions of composition that 
enter into cross-cultural writing" (qtd in Connor, 1996, p.1S7). These dimensions may 
produce a certain impact on the way business people not only convey information and give 
rhetorical force to their message, but also the way they foster successful business. I tried to 
fully consider this comment for my research. However, due to the unavailability of complete 
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infonnation related to the authors of these writing samples (educational background, social 
status of the authors, etc.), this study focused on cross-cultural analysis of the texts only. The 
purpose of the letters in both American and Russian data is either to sell a product/service 
directly, or to establish business contacts first, and then sell the product. 
• Procedures 
The letters written in Russian were translated into English for a wide English 
speaking audience. However, in the study I analyzed the originals in order to preserve the 
accuracy of the Russian business rhetoric, and to eliminate the possibility ofL1 transfer 
during the translation, which could have significantly affected the results of the study. The 
style, organization, and fonnat ofthe originals were preserved to the best of my abilities for 
an English speaking audience to comprehend better the traits of Russian business rhetoric. 
Because of confidentiality issues, all personal names and names of the companies have been 
changed, and all contact infonnation (telephone a fax numbers, e-mail addresses, and 
personal web pages' URLs) has been removed. 
The data were analyzed in accordance with the offered framework based on the major 
cultural dimensions of Hofstede's study: power distance, uncertainty avoidance, and 
individualism/collectivism. The texts of both American and Russian letters were broken 
down and put into tables with the linguistic and rhetorical characteristics viewed through 
these cultural dimensions •. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For each characteristic, I present the data analysis in tenns of the cultural dimensions 
the data illustrate. The results are as following: 
Power distance 
• Reference to previous communication 
The data show that the American authors of the letters refer to previous 
communication significantly more than the Russian authors and try to use any opportunity to 
remind the reader, that to a certain extent, they have already established contact. At times this 
reference to previous communication even looks like an attempt to 'continue the 
conversation,' which assumes that the writer feels comfortable with the reader's power 
status, which in this case is not perceived as a communication barrier ("I enjoyed our 
visit...", "from our conversation ... ", "as promised ... "). Even if the previous personal 
encounter did not exist, the American authors still try to refer to any type of connection that 
gives them a chance to create first positive appeal to the reader. For example, they remind the 
reader of and convey thanks for approaching the writer with a question, thus supporting the 
image of the writer as approachable indeed ("Thank you for your interest. .. ", "Thank you for 
your inquiry ... "). 
The Russian data, on the contrary, do not display such a way of "bridging the gap". 
Although in some cases we may assume some kind of previous contact between the 
• For complete tables with the data (originals in English and in Russian, and translation) see Appendix A 
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participants, the Russian writers do not seem to employ this technique to strengthen their 
position as "being equal and approachable" with the reader and sound vague in claiming this 
position: "I103BOJIbTe BOCIIOJIb30BaTbCH npeoocma6Remwii B03MOIKHOCTblO II Bblpa3IITb BaM 
fJIy60Koe YBa)KeHIIe (Let us use the given opportunity to express our deepest respect)" 
(emphasis added). I would even say that in this case the writer may potentially increase the 
power distance by expressing the high degree of deference. 
• Salutation 
One of the differences between the American and Russian letters is the surprising 
inconsistency in the way the salutation is composed in the Russian data as compared to the 
Am~rican data. While the American writers simply stick to the letter writing conventions, the 
Russian writers feel free to change the font and letters size of the salutation, handwrite it, 
capitalize it, make it an exclamatory phrase, or even skip it (!). I could assume here that for 
the Russian authors the salutation does not play the same formal conventional role as it does 
for the American authors: to greet the addressee in the most appropriate, polite, and 
recognizable form. The Russian authors ofthese letters seem to use the salutation more as a 
way to attract attention to their correspondence and to make it somehow stay out. Thus, it is 
not simply an established convention that ultimately recognizes a business letter as a genre of 
business correspondence, but it has extra functions: its purpose in the Russian letters is to 
make a difference and to draw the reader's attention. This makes it an interesting rhetorical 
move. It is surprising, however, that such a significant amount ofthe Russian data (seven 
letters out of seventeen) demonstrates negligence in respect to this technique. This makes me 
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assume that it is not the primary, or the only, way to interest the reader. At the same time I 
may suggest that the Russian authors may not even consider the reader's attention as 
important as it probably should be. 
Also, the American writers seem comfortable using the addressee's first name for 
salutation purposes. In the cases when the American writers do not know the name, they use 
the addressee's generic title (e.g., "Colleague", "Principal"). Thus, the power distance 
between the American writers and their readers hardly exists, or it is successfully decreased. 
The Russian authors also prefer to address their reader by the name, which includes 
patronymics as well (e.g., "MBaH MBaHOBllq" (Ivan Ivanovich)). Such patronymics are 
traditionally used in Russian culture to express respect and to stress an unequal status of the 
communicators. Additionally, the Russian authors seem to avoid the liberty to use generic 
titles instead of the names for the salutation purposes. It seems that they would rather skip the 
salutation altogether then take the risk to challenge the power status by calling the addressee 
simply "Colleague", for instance. 
• Closing the communication 
According to the data, the American authors ofthe letters generally use closing 
remarks: 
to establish positive attitude toward further communication ("XYZ will, of 
course, continue to answer your questions or provide technical support if Pat 
is unavailable.") 
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to reinforce, or even pressure, further communication ("I'll call you soon, but 
if you have any questions or need additional information, please give me a 
call.") 
to give the reader another opportunity to contact the writer ("To reserve your 
space, please call me at 630-000-0000 ex 00, or I will be in contact after you 
have time to review the media kit.") 
to establish a personal corresponding connection with the reader ("Thank you 
for your consideration and I will call you to follow-up.") 
The Russian authors of the letters primarily use closing remarks: 
to give additional information about the product/service ("B 3aKJIlOQeHHH 
rrpe,nJIaraeM BaM rrpocMoTpeTb rrepeQeHb rrOCTaBJI5IeMOH: HaMH rrpo,nyK~HH: -
3a,nBH)KKH CTaJIbHble; 3a,nBH)KKH Hep)KaBelOmHe; KJIarraHa (KOIT, CITITK H 
,np.); <l>JIaH~bI; BeHTHJI5I; :meKTPorrpHBo,nbI; Kperre)K ... C YBa)KeHHeM, 
[signature]" ("In conclusion, we suggest your looking through the list of the 
supplied items: valves, taps, ... [list of the equipment]"» 
to express hope for further communication without reinforcing it 
("Ha,neeMc5I, QTO MbI 3aHHTepeCOBaJIH Bac CBOHM rrpe,nJIO)KeHHeM H 6y,neM 
pa,nbI COTPy,nHHQaTb C BaMH." ("We hope that we made you interested in our 
offer and we will be glad to be your partners."» 
to state the purpose of the communication ("ITpOCHM paCCMOTpeTb 
B03MO)KHOCTb rrpHMeHeHH5I HaIIIeH: rrpo,nyK~HH Ha BaIIIeM rrpe,nrrpH5ITHH." 
("We ask you to consider the possibility to use our produce at your factory."» 
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to express deference ("Bcero BaM ,l(06poro M ycrrexoB B Barnell 
,l(eUeJIbHOcTM!" "We wish you all the best and success in your business!")) 
From the data I may conclude that for the Russian authors it seems important to save 
the reader's face and not to "threaten" the reader with an open reinforcement of the letter's 
purpose. The Russian writers prefer to hope for future communication, which makes me 
suggest that the real action is more likely to be discussed later, in a different communicative 
situation. I could take the liberty to suggest that this situation would probably occur during 
oral interaction (face-to-face or over the phone), which is highly characteristic ofthe Russian 
culture. As compared to the American letters, the Russian letters maintain a much bigger 
power distance and have a rather indirect, suggestive message than a direct and 
straightforward one, as in the American data. 
It is interesting to note that all the American authors personally sign their 
correspondence (in letter #7 the author uses only the first name as a signature), while the 
Russian authors do not always follow this convention and may simply give their name and 
title ("3aMeCTMTeJIb reHepaJIbHOrO ,l(MpeKTOpa 000 l1HTEPBA3 MH)KeHepMHr 5IKyrnMH A. 
A." (Vice-President "INTERV AZ engineering" Yakushin A. A.)), or even skip these 
altogether, or use the generic name of the whole company as a "signature" ("KOJIJIeKTMB 
OAO KpaCMJIOBO KpaHoBbIll 3aBO,l(" (The Open Joint-Stock Company 'Krasilovo Crane 
Factory' staff); "000 113,l(aTeJIbCTBO ,n:eHarn" ('DeNash' Publishing House Ltd.)). 
Uncertainty avoidance 
• Form of command/request 
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Generally, the data illustrate that the American letters are more precise and direct in 
stating a request for further action: only four of the American letters demonstrate a vague 
request for an action, and there are no letters in the American data that do not request any 
action from the reader. Six ofthe Russian letters out of seventeen have a vague request, and 
six have no request at all. Therefore, I assume that the Russian letters may not necessarily 
aim at initiating any specific action on the reader's part. They do not necessarily anticipate 
any tangible movement or change after the recipient reads the letter. Most of them include an 
invitation rather than an aggressive call for an action (e.g., "npocIIM ... noceTIITb"; 
"Ha.n:eeMC51 Ha Barn ... oTBeT"; "npe.n:J1araeM" - "we ask ... to visit"; "we hope for your ... 
answer"; "we are offering"). 
Additionally, the American letters may employ more graphics in their 'stating the 
purpose' section in order to clarify and simplify the anticipated action (e.g., "Mail by 
February 15, 2002 OR Fax by February 22, 2002 to 609 000-0000"). The only visible 
graphic feature I found in the Russian data was the list of supplied produce offered by the 
company, which serves an informative rather than a persuasive purpose (letter #12). 
• Form of stating the purpose of the letter 
Just as in the case of expressing command/request, the form of stating the purpose of 
the letters differs between the American and Russian letters. Four out of seventeen Russian 
letters are not very precise in defining the purpose of the communication. The American 
letters, on the contrary, demonstrate more attention to explaining the reason for writing. 
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Moreover, four American letters (#5, 7, 11, and 12) include direct call for an action by 
forming imperative utterances, whereas almost all Russian letters (#2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,9, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 17) offer an opportunity rather than call for an action. The word "offer" is actually 
used in the form of stating the purpose in these Russian letters but only one American letter 
(#6) has it in its purpose statement. This observation supports Grobman's (1999) claim about 
the kinds of discourse valued by different cultures: the "US-centered" focus on clarity versus 
"indirectness, ambiguity, silence, and absence" demonstrated by other cultures (p.431). 
• Placement of the thesis/purpose statement (bottom-line of the message) 
The data illustrate that the American writers attempt to achieve an "agreement" with a 
customer in a more aggressive and straightforward way. All but one place the thesis 
statement in the first paragraph of the letter. Most of them choose it to be the first or the 
second sentence in the paragraph. Some of them (#8,9, and 11) break down the message into 
a few sentences, thus making a bigger part of the letter serve the primary author's intention: 
to persuade the reader to "buy" the product/service. This creates an image of the American 
authors as managers who are "expected to be decisive and -assertive" (Hofstede, 1997, p.96). 
They try to win the reader from the very beginning of their correspondence. 
The Russian writers, on the contrary, seem to exercise a more subtle way to persuade 
the reader. They are not as straightforward with the claim statements as their American 
colleagues are. In fact, three of the seventeen letters are very vague in stating the main 
purpose of communication. Only in six letters do the writers place the thesis statement in the 
first paragraph. In most of them it occurs in the second, or fourth, sixth, seventh, and even 
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ninth (!) paragraphs. In many cases it takes the last position in the text of the letter (e.g., #5, 
6, 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16). These delayed statements demonstrate the writers' restraining from 
any open pressure on the readers and preferring to resolve the situation by negotiating 
through further dialogue if the readers deem so. The Russian authors seem to picture 
managers who "use intuition and strive for consensus" (Hofstede, 1997, p.96). This strategy, 
however, might not be understood by American businesspeople, who as Precht (1998) also 
noted, "immediately justify their reasons for writing" (p.251). 
• Form of providing contact information (in the text of the letters) 
The form of providing contact information deserves specific attention in the study of 
the data. In my analysis I was looking at the way this information is presented in the text of 
the letters. The reason is that generally all the letters, both American and Russian ones, 
utilize to some extent letterheads as a part of the letters' layout, in which the authors/the 
companies provide the necessary contact information. In the actual texts of the letters, 
however, this information is not always openly disclosed. For this study I was more 
interested in the in-text information rather than the letterheads since I see a letterhead more as 
a collective image/authorship of the company or corporation. The fact that the authors of the 
letters use the letterheads for this type of documentation gives little information about the 
rhetorical decisions a partiCUlar author makes; it is simply an accepted form of the paper 
layout for business letters. Alternatively, the decision to give the contact information in the 
text of the letter along with the same information used for the letterhead will give some food 
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for thoughts about the effectiveness of communication in terms of meeting its purpose - to 
sell the product/service. 
Thus, almost all the American letters have contact information in the text of the letter 
along with the same information is being displayed through the letterhead. Only three 
Russian letters provide more or less full contact information in the texts of the letters; among 
the rest one letter (#17) gives only on-line contacts as if the company exists only virtually, 
and one letter refers the reader to the letterhead (#10 - "HannI peKBH3HTbI YKa3aHbI B 
BepxHeii qaCTH CTpaHHI.J;bI" (Our contact information is given at the top ofthe page"». 
Obviously, the Russian authors do not make an attempt to facilitate further communication, 
and thus make the reader fully responsible for finding out the way to contact the writer/the 
company. Moreover, along with the contact information, the American letters explicitly 
indicate what action is expected from the reader (e.g., "please call me at. .. "; "In placing a 
telephone order, please call ... ", etc.). One of them (#1) even includes both the contact 
information and the action input as early as in the third paragraph of the letter (total number 
of paragraphs is five) to stress the importance of the anticipated action. Only one Russian 
letter says, "call us" (#9). 
Thus, the American writers try to avoid uncertainty in communication; they make 
sure their readers know the purpose of the letter, what they are expected to do after they read 
the letter, and how to do it in the most efficient way. The Russian writers do not seem to be 
concerned with the tangible result their letters produce since their correspondence leaves the 
reader with more questions than answers and directions. 
• Using graphics/layout 
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The data illustrate Kostelnick's (1996) argument that "supra-textual design ... projects 
the style of a document, revealing its character and voice as well as the designer's attitude 
toward the subject and audience" (p.26). Therefore, it is possible to make assumptions about 
the American and Russian writers' rhetorical decisions by analyzing the graphical features 
they use in their letters. The American data seem to meet some of the stylistic functions of 
the design outlined by Kostelnick (pp.26-27), e.g., engendering interest and creating 
emphasis. Thus, the American authors are consistent in using bold font for either highlighting 
the information to remember directions (e.g., "The College Board will offer a two-hour 
version ofthe SAT® II: ELPTTM (English Language Proficiency Test™) in participating 
high schools on Tuesday, April 23, 2002."; "Mail by February 15, 2002 OR Fax by 
February 22, 2002 to 609 000-0000"), or the information that "sells" the product/service 
through rhetorical conventions to arouse interest (e.g., rhetorical questions "How does it 
work? ... How do I install it? ... Where else can I use it? .,. Can I afford it?", and an 
emphasis on bonus features "New advertisers are eligible for an introductory program!"). 
The American authors are also consistent in using italic font for the books' and journals' 
titles (e.g., "interest in Athletic Management"; "Advertising in Athletic Management"; "our 
magazine, Coaching Management Basebalf'; "Athletic Management (AM) provides"; 
"Coaching Management publishes"). Also, the four examples of using lists that I found in the 
American letters direct the reader's attention to important information which may potentially 
influence the reader's decision and promote the action: one was used for specs and prices of 
the requested (not introduced) product (#1), one for outlining the characteristics ofajournal 
(#8), and two for explaining the bonus features of a credit card account and a new energy 
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efficiency program (#12 &14). All these lists are kept very short (two bullets in #8 & 12, and 
four bullets in #14) and are accountable rhetorically. 
The Russian authors seem to have a different agenda for using graphics in their 
letters. Thus, the fonts are used for mUltiple functions: the bold font highlights the 
salutations, product specifications, contact information, a book's title, and the main claims of 
the letters/any other information the writers consider important. The lists in the Russian data 
are longer (from four to seven bullets) and more complex (e.g., letter #2 has two lists with 
two different sets oflist symbols). The Russian authors use the lists for the sole purpose of 
organizing additional information about the products. I would argue that in some cases (e.g., 
#2 and 15) the lists create unnecessary emphasis, which might mislead the reader and direct 
her attention to less significant aspects of the letter rather than its initial claim(s). Also, the 
freedom with which the Russian authors use capitalization for no obvious reason (salutation, 
expressing hope for further cooperation, closing, etc.) along with unsystematic ways to 
visually engender interest, may decrease the credibility of the writer and produce an 
impression of her being unreliable and inconsistent among a particular audience; I would 
assume, native English speakers. As Kostelnick (1996) puts it, overusing, or misusing of 
supra-textual features may, instead of pulling the reader inside the document, backfire and 
create mistrust by undermining the text's credibility (p.26). 
• Sentence length and number of one-sentence paragraphs 
Traditionally, longer sentences are regarded by English business communication 
practices as more confusing and harder for an immediate perception (Couture, 1992, p.27). In 
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this light, the Russian letters would be less clear and concise as compared to the American 
letters as their average number of words per sentence is higher. Moreover, I found it is more 
interesting to compare the number of the paragraphs consisting of only one sentence in 
relation to the total number of paragraphs. There is a surprising difference between the 
American and Russian letters (33.3% versus.72,4%). Adding to this discrepancy in the 
number of one-sentence paragraphs, the location of such paragraphs within a text differs 
greatly. Thus, in the American letters, a one-sentence paragraph usually takes either the 
initial position in the discourse (first paragraph - letters #3, 6), the final position (last 
paragraph -letters #1,2, 5,9, 11), or both (letters #4, 12, 13, 14, 15). These one-sentence 
paragraphs orient the reader and signal the opening and closing of the communication. In the 
Russian letters, one-sentence paragraphs may take any position in the text; there are many 
cases in the Russian data when a part of a letter with a few sequential paragraphs consists of 
only one-sentence paragraphs (e.g., #1, 2,6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16). I may assume that for a 
native English speaker such an organization of a letter should be more confusing than 
orienting and would cause difficulty defining where the focus of the information is. I would 
also assume that such an organization might diffuse the reader's attention and hinder the 
main purpose of the communication. Unofficial interviews with native English speakers have 
supported this observation as all the interviewees reported they would have the same reaction 
to such letters. 
• Using abbreviations 
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As compared to the Russian data, the American letters use more abbreviations: eleven 
in the American letters, and five in the Russian letters. I would take this number of 
abbreviations in both data samples as an attempt on the authors' part to look more 
professional and comfortable while communicating in a particular area of business; using 
professional terms and abbreviations generally adds to the author's credibility. However, the 
American and Russian writers take different approaches to operating these abbreviations 
within the text. Thus, none of the abbreviations in the Russian letters was explained in any 
way to the reader. Apparently, the Russian authors shift this responsibility to their readers: 
the readers are supposed to be familiar with the abbreviations accepted in the field, and need 
to decode them themselves. The American writers, on the other hand, explain seven of the 
abbreviations, three are not explained but they are used in the context as names of the 
products and may be taken as single semantic units. Only one abbreviation in the American 
letters is not explained. 
Therefore, I may assume that the American discourse in this context is more "reader-
friendly" and reader-oriented. The American authors try to eliminate any possible 
misunderstanding that may potentially cause frustration and resistance on the part of the 
reader. The Russian authors do not seem to be so concerned with the reader's ability to 
understand everything in their letters. They assume that the reader by default shares the same 
information and does not need any additional explanation. 
Individualism/collectivism 
• Form of reference to self 
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The fonn of reference to self that the American and Russian writers demonstrate in 
the data may help to illustrate how cultural orientation toward either individualistic or 
collectivist views on business communication is displayed through the language. Reference 
to the self might be a very complex notion, therefore, to make the date manageable, I reduced 
my observation to defining only two ways of the author's identifying herself through a letter: 
either by referring to self as an individual ("1', "my", "me", etc.), or as a 
community/collective image (name of the organization/company). I decided to disregard 
using of the pronoun "we" as it is not easy with qualitative research to follow the dynamics 
of the meaning change of this pronoun; in some cases it may refer to a collective image of the 
author as a team ("We are committed ... " - an act ofa team), in other cases it may refer to the 
author herself, but as being an individual representing a group ("We send you ... " - an act of 
one person). 
The data show that the American letters have eleven instances of the author's 
referring to herself as an individual and eight instances as a group/company. The Russian 
letters have four individual references (all are in one letter - #17) and twenty group 
references. Additionally, the Russian data demonstrate more lexical variety in displaying the 
group identity of the authors. Thus, along with the names of the companies, the Russian 
writers use the combinations "Hame npe~npJIHTJIe" (our company), "Hame JI3~aTeJIbCTBO" 
(our publishing house), etc. to refer to the self. Also, a 'no-subject' sentence, a grammatical 
structure typical to fonnal Russian discourse, adds to the collective image of the authors of 
the letters. In this structure, the verb is most always plural but since there is no definite 
subject in the sentence, the reader naturally correlates the verb with the imaginary subject, 
which, therefore, has to be plural too (e.g., "06pamaeM Bame BHHMaHlie" - "[we] address 
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your attention"). This grammatical phenomenon adds to the collective image of the authors 
of the letters. 
Additionally, the closing of the letters discussed earlier, supports the observation of 
the American writers' personal disclosure versus Russian collective authorship. 
Overall conclusions 
• The American authors attempt to reduce power distance by referring to previous 
encounter(s) with the reader, by always using the convention of salutation and trying 
to address the reader personally, even if they do not know the reader's name, and 
assuming and reinforcing the follow-up communication through personal address to 
the reader in closing remarks. The Russian authors maintain power distance by 
avoiding personal address to the reader, inconsistency in salutation conventions, 
which assumes even more "reading between the lines", and expressing hope for 
further contact rather than reinforcing it in closing remarks. 
• The American letters are reader-oriented and the authors take specific care to provide 
all necessary information that can facilitate the expected action (exact dates, contact 
information in the text of the letters, methods to perform the expected action, etc.). 
These letters generally state the purpose in clear terms and employ deductive 
organization by placing the thesis statement at the beginning of the message. The 
American letters mostly include a direct request for further action, and the language is 
brief and exact. The Russian authors seem to assume that their readers share the same 
information with them since the letters are vague and ambiguous, often without a 
statement of the purpose of communication and/or expected actions, or the inductive 
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placement of the purpose statement at the end of the message. The Russian letters 
also add to uncertainty by inconsistency in opening and closing remarks, and by the 
form in which they provide contact information and use graphical features and 
abbreviations. 
• The Russian authors prefer to use a collective image of self, while the American 
authors usually refer to themselves as individuals. This might imply the American 
authors' readiness to take personal responsibility for the action they are calling for in 
their messages, which is not necessary for the Russians, I think, since very little 
action, if any, is expected in their letters. 
As compared to the American letters, the Russian letters seem not to take the 
communication to the level of making business decisions and taking actions; they are 
suggestive rather than persuasive. The words "hope" and "offer/suggestion" are common in 
the Russian data. The Russian letters seem to aim at establishing personal contacts first, 
before getting to the point of making a business decision or signing a partnership contract. 
This strategy is generally associated in Russia with meaningful and efficient business 
collaboration. 
This discrepancy suggests the different perspectives on business communication 
exhibited in the business sales letters. For the American authors the purpose of 
communication is clearly to sell the product/service, while the Russian authors of the letters 
seem to use this communication to simply announce their existence on the market and leave 
the decision exclusively up to the reader. This speculation is consistent with Swales's (1990) 
understanding of genres as "a means of social action, one situated in a wider sociorhetorical 
context and operating not only as a mechanism for reaching communicative goals but also of 
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clarifying what those goals might be" (p.44, emphasis added). In the context of the Russian 
data, the genre of a business sales letter acquires new characteristics; the Russians take an 
additional step in the selling process and use the written message to establish more general 
contacts first. Only after the reader is comfortable enough to make her own decision about 
the action gently suggested by the message, the business contact would be made. The contact 
would be made, more than likely, through an oral agreement first, after both sides personally 
meet each other. I would suggest that in this interpretation the genre ofthe presented Russian 
letters might be placed somewhere between business sales letters and business goodwill 
messages. However, to prove this hypothesis, new research has to be designed and 
performed. 
The techniques of creating business "personal" contact employed by the Russian 
authors might be potentially risky for those who would use them for the American audience. 
It might be predicted that when native Russian speakers write business letters to their native 
speaking American partners, they will more than likely transfer both their Lllinguistic 
features and their Ll rhetorical conventions to the letters written in English and addressed to 
an English-speaking audience. This may potentially cause communication problems, as 
English-speaking businesspeople do not share an identical set of cultural assumptions, 
rhetorical patterns, and probably even genre conventions with Russians. Therefore, it is 
crucial for teachers of Business English to introduce Russian learners to appropriate 
rhetorical conventions, the ones that are recognized by their American partners. On the other 
hand, Russian rhetorical strategies might become recognized by American audience and even 
become potentially beneficial when, for instance, the purpose of the communication is to 
simply establish contacts and to express goodwill intentions. Therefore, it would be 
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reasonable to discuss the differences between the letters as differences only, without 
measuring their effectiveness, since both the American and the Russian letters seem to follow 
the conventions in accordance with their purposes. It would be helpful therefore for ESL 
students, as well as American students in Professional Communication courses, to discuss 
first the rhetorical purposes of the documents that are technically the same but created under 
different cultural and rhetorical influences. This could enable students to consider these 
purposes and influences along with language patterns to create business messages that are not 
simply correct, but most importantly, effective. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
"We need to be trained to recognize and 
understand our own behavior so that we can 
value and handle those of others and adapt to 
different situations" 
(St. John, 1996, p.8). 
Studying problems of international business communication from the linguistic 
perspective becomes extremely crucial in our age of fast communication when business 
people prefer to do their business by regular mail or electronic mail correspondence rather 
than through face-to-face interaction. While some misunderstanding might be potentially 
overcome to a certain extent by personal encounters, negotiations, and business meetings, 
long distance correspondence usually does not leave any room for clarifying the intended 
message and therefore has significantly more potential for jeopardizing the whole 
communication. 
Business communication practices can and should be discussed in terms of national 
culture. Communicators need to "become more aware of culturally-based stylistic 
differences, understand how these differences can affect the ways in which readers from 
different cultures will perceive a document, and analyze reader's communicative 
expectations in order to create more effective documents for a particular culture" 
(Constantinides et aI., 2001, pAS). 
Many sources for teaching Business English express concern that, at present, 
"Business English is an area often neglected by linguistic researchers [while it] must be seen 
in the overall context of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) [because] it implies the 
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definition of a specific language corpus and emphasis on particular kind of communication in 
a specific context" (Ellis and Johnson, 1994, p.3). Unfortunately, this 'specific language 
corpus' and 'particular kind of communication' are often interpreted in a very narrow 
manner. For example, it is very typical of native Russian-speaking instructors to consider 
specialist vocabulary to be the only aspect that distinguishes Business English courses from 
General English courses. Therefore, most of the existing Business English classes are 
preoccupied with business-related words and terminology and thus neglect other aspects of 
teaching Business English such as increasing awareness of different rhetorical patterns in 
American Business writing that define shared cultural and contextual conventions of business 
communication. My study was an attempt to address Thrush's (1997) concern about "falling 
back on 'tips' on international communication" (p.163). As she argues, "What is needed is a 
framework for looking at cultures, a framework that will help ... communicators make 
reasonable hypotheses about how members of the culture will communicate and how they 
will receive and interpret attempts at communication" (p.163). 
The described study, therefore, performed a cross-cultural analysis of written business 
discourses in order to set up a preliminary framework for looking at cultural differences. The 
study answered the research question stated at the beginning of the presented paper and 
offered suggestions for possible applications. It also defined potential limitations of cross-
cultural research; all these make it possible to offer suggestions for future studies in the 
discipline. 
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Research question 
What are the writing differences caused by dimensions of culture (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualismlcollectivism, and masculinitylfemininity) evident in 
business letters produced by native English and Russian speakers? 
Masculinity/femininity dimension was removed from the suggested framework as 
controversial one in terms of gender issues and potentially overlapping with 
individualism/collectivism and uncertainty avoidance cultural characteristics. The writing 
differences in business sales letters produced by native English and Russian speakers and 
possibly caused by the rest of cultural dimensions (Hofstede) are the following: 
• the Russian data exhibit greater power distance and degree of deference as compared 
to the American data 
• the American authors demonstrate higher degree of uncertainty avoidance and make 
their letters reader-oriented as compared to Russian writer-oriented letters that assume 
the writer and the reader share the same context 
• the American authors construct individualist identity and authorship in their letters as 
opposed to collectivist identity and authorship of the Russian authors; this 
characteristics presumes greater American authors' responsibility for the information 
that promotes further action from the reader's part. 
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Business English writing instructors need to develop the cross-cultural component of 
their curricula in order to sensitize native Russian speakers to these differences. 
These differences should be addressed by pointing out and making explicit for 
students the different purpose of the American and Russian letters; although written in the 
same genre of a sales letter (Swales), their communicative intent is different: the American 
letters aim at immediate reaction/concrete action from the reader's part, while the Russian 
letters set the scene for possible future contacts thus informing the potential partners about 
business possibilities. 
Possible applications 
I believe that, if brought to the classroom, such an analysis should be particularly 
helpful to non-native learners of Business English and should teach them how to comprehend 
and critically evaluate cultural differences in business rhetoric in terms of the purpose of 
communication (business sales letters). Practitioners could use this analysis to address such 
challenges in teaching intercultural communication and, particularly, Business English as an 
ESP course, as: 
1. "focusing on the characteristics of students' own cultures 
2. replacing notions of cultural stereotypes (positive and negative) with more 
fluid, dynamic understandings of tendencies" (DeVoss et aI., 2002, p.76, 
emphasis added) 
In today's international business communication, standard, or norm, becomes a very 
abstract concept. In reality, when English is used by both native and non-native speakers, and 
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even more by non-native speakers as a lingua franca, what is recognized and appropriately 
interpreted by a particular individual in a particular communicative situation becomes a 
norm. And this norm is determined by the rhetorical situation, not simply by language 
conventions. For example, there might be situations when observed Russian rhetorical 
patterns might become recognized and accepted by native English speakers. They can 
become even beneficial in certain genres, such as goodwill messages. Thus, it is not enough 
to teach ESL students to master the "correct patterns" that they should have in their 
"Business English toolbox". It is crucial, however, to show them how to critically evaluate 
these "toolbox" resources to make right rhetorical choices and not to fall into a quick fix, or 
what Hofstede (1996) called a fast food approach to intercultural diversity and 
communication. Ideally, we would want our students become "communication specialists 
who are sensitive to contrasting rhetorics in all aspects of their work and learn to negotiate 
rhetorical strategies that fit each situation" (Woolever, 2001, p.52). 
Some effective pedagogical methods have already been suggested. Thus, Alred 
(1997) proposes teaching "the Rhetoric of Culture" (p.353) through the method of case 
analysis, which is a widely accepted practice in MBA courses. He claims that "The case 
method became an effective pedagogy for translating theory into practice" (Alred, 1997, 
p.370). Also, some suggestions have been made and some changes have been noticed in 
relation to Business Communication textbooks. For example, DeVoss et al. (2002) observed 
at least three positive changes in design and methodology of the most recently published 
textbooks: "One positive trend was a move toward stronger definitions of culture and the 
identification of its complexities ... Another trend was the inclusion of published articles 
from experts in intercultural communication ... A third trend ... was the inclusion of specific 
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documents from particular cultures in context" (DeVoss et aI., 2002, pp.73-74). 
Unfortunately, these positive changes occur in the area of professional communication 
targeted at native speakers of English who major in business. However, I believe that the 
same changes should take place in English for Specific Purposes theory and methodology. 
Thus, students in ESP course would benefit a lot if they are given more opportunities to 1) 
exercise their critical thinking skills and 2) experience a more flexible, descriptive rather than 
prescriptive pedagogical approach in their course materials. 
ESP (Business English) courses and teaching materials should expose students to 
cross-cultural communication not only through teaching "correct" patterns and vocabulary 
but through developing their analytical and critical thinking skills. This would enable 
learners to analyze and decide for themselves what patterns or structures should be most 
appropriate in a particular situation. It might be the most important practical skill that our 
students would take from the course we teach, since in a real workplace situation there are no 
models or recipes to follow. There are options, and only those who can evaluate these options 
and make the right choice would succeed in modern international business. 
I believe that the suggested framework may potentially develop necessary critical 
thinking skills. Among those are "identifying and questioning assumptions, seeking a 
multiplicity of voices and alternatives on a subject, making connections, and fostering active 
involvement" (Kienzler, 2001, p.319). Critical thinking skills become especially valuable for 
today's students because, as I already mentioned, globalization makes it possible to blur such 
notions as norms and conventions. Indeed, "The standards and norms of writing in English 
are changing [and] the native-speaker norm is no longer considered the only standard" 
(Connor, 2001, p.76). In this situation it is important to help students realize that they already 
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possess valid rhetorical experience that they bring to the classroom with their cultural 
background, and the best start would be a thorough analysis of their initial cultural and 
rhetorical baggage. "Students can begin to see the complicated nature of intercultural 
communication only if they begin to see themselves as part of a distinct culture as well" 
(DeVoss et al., 2002, p.77). 
More changes should be expected from Business English ESL textbooks as well. 
Professional Communication textbooks already start setting an example of positive changes 
(DeVoss et al., 2002). I see no reason why ESL students should not exercise the same 
attitude through .their Business English classes and textbooks. As Woolever (2001) states, 
"Rather than reinforcing stereotypes and cementing cultural differences, textbooks should 
assume that communication can and must be negotiated among people from equally 
intelligent and equally privileged cultures. The goal should not be to recognize and maintain 
difference, but to understand contrasting rhetorical practices" (p.62, emphasis added). After 
ESL students see themselves and their cultural and rhetorical patterns as equally valuable 
with those of their native English speaking partners, they will gain enough confidence to 
evaluate these differences and communicate more effectively, not just correctly. 
Additionally, the suggested framework for performing cross-cultural analysis might 
be used in Professional Communication courses for native English speakers. The terms 
cross-cultural analysis and cultural differences can be interpreted for them in a broader way 
that goes beyond the concept of ethnicity and embraces the notion of a multi-layered society. 
Cultural/subcultural diversity is a part of any, even monolingual, business setting. Therefore, 
this activity involving students into cultural and rhetorical analysis should help: 
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• "Raise awareness of the differences in communication styles and strategies across 
national and cultural boundaries. 
• Demonstrate sensitivity to those cultures and avoid implications that we are 
measuring other cultures by our own ... 
• Avoid cultural imperialism ... " (Thrush, 1997, p.163). 
Limitations 
Any cross-cultural research poses a number of limitations. As the presented study 
revealed, data availability and language barriers are just few of the possible limitations. The 
small number of written samples does not allow it to make any kind of generalization about 
what might be rules of Russian and American rhetorical patterns; only tendencies apparent in 
this limited collection were analyzed. The fact that the data were monolingual posed yet 
another limitation. I was able to look at the genre of a business sales letter only in terms of 
their functioning in a monolinguial environment: the letters were written in the authors' L1 
languages and for the authors' L1 addressees. Therefore, it was impossible to define what 
changes the letters might undergo in the process of communication between the two cultures. 
The study looked at the L1 linguistic and rhetorical features only and the hypothesis that 
there might be possible transfer of these features into L2 writing still needs to be tested. 
Unfortunately, it was impossible to contextualize the data in the presented study. 
Thus, the authors' socio-economic status, education, age, business experience, and 
experience in the area of professional communication were not possible to measure. These 
are extremely important factors that might have significantly increased my understanding of 
the differences between the American and Russian letters but were impossible to address. 
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This is why I believe that a researcher needs to define a focus of the study and the sacrifice 
she might have to make for the sake of the study's manageability. The characteristics of a 
cross-cultural study would present a number of challenges in terms of both cultural variety 
and, most importantly, contextual variety. I presume that only a limited number of these 
challenges can be realistically addressed in the study's design. 
Suggestions for future research 
More pedagogical research, of course, would be helpful to test the suggested 
framework in a. real Business English classroom to see if and how it may help students 
analyze rhetorical patterns in their native language as compared to English. It would also be 
interesting to see if such analysis enables students to make better rhetorical decisions about 
appropriateness of certain patterns in a given situation. 
Possibilities for future linguistic and cross-cultural research could include studies that 
would address various contextual factors that affect communication, other than cultural 
differences. Also, it would be interesting to trace the potential language and rhetoric transfer 
during the process of intercultural communication. To what extent would the Russian authors 
preserve their Ll patterns while writing in English? If they demonstrate sufficient 
understanding and efficiency in communication practices with American partners, what is the 
source of such an understanding: language proficiency, work experience, familiarity with the 
culture? How important is it to consider each of these in ESL teaching practices in Russia? 
The list of research questions might be endless. This suggests that cross-cultural studies are 
very promising for contemporary communication and language theories, as well as teaching 
practices. 
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To achieve the goal of researching cross-cultural communication and effective 
teaching of it in both English for Specific Purposes (Business English) and Professional 
Communication classes, the combined efforts oftheorists and practitioners in all related areas 
are needed: general linguistics, English as a Second Language, contrastive rhetoric, and 
international marketing and management. As Woolever (2001) claims, "Increasingly, 
business is [already] realizing that the best way to deal with cultural differences in 
communication is neither to deny the contrasts or to focus on them. Instead, companies are 
beginning to view the middle ground of collaboration as the solution to doing global 
business" (p.52). I believe this is what is needed for contemporary cross-cultural research: 
"the middle ground of collaboration" that would allow us perform a better and fairer 
evaluation of the processes in global business communication. 
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APPENDIX A. TABLES WITH THE DATA 
Power distance 
• Reference to previous communication 
American letters Russian letters (originals) 
#1 --- #1 ---
#2 "It was nice meeting you, I #2 ---
enjoyed our visit."; "I have used 
a smaller size than the sample #3 ---
that you gave to me." 
#3 "From our conversation, 
attached is the media kit for 
Athletic Management. .. " 
#4 "As promised, enclosed is 
your copy ... " 
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 ---
#8 "Thank you for your interest 
in Athletic Management." 
#9 ---
#10 ---
#11 "Thank you for your 
inquiry relative to ABC, Inc. 
wrestling mats." 
#12 ---
#13 "In connection with your 
recent dispute, ... " 
#14 ---
#15 ---
#4 ---
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 ---
#8 ---
#9 ---
# 10 ---
#11 [vague] - "TI03BOJIbTe 
BOCnOJIb30BaTbCH 
npeAOCTaBJIeHHOH 
B03MOJKHOCTblO H Bblpa3HTb BaM 
rny60Koe YBaJKeHHe." 
#12 ---
#13 ---
#14 ---
#15 ---
#16 ---
#17 ---
Russian letters (translation) 
#1 ---
#2 ---
#3 ---
#4 ---
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 ---
#8 ---
#9 ---
# 10 ---
#11 [vague] - "Let us use the 
given opportunity to express 
our deepest respect." 
#12 ---
#13 ---
#14 ---
#15 ---
#16 ---
#17 ---
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• Salutation 
American letters Russian letters (originals) Russian letters (translation) 
#1 "Dear Megan:" #1 "YBaiKaeMble rocno.lla!" #1 "Dear Sirs!" 
#2 "Katy," #2 "YBaiKaeMble rocno.lla!" #2 "Dear Sirs!" 
#3 "Dear Katy," #3 --- #3 ---
#4 "Dear Katy," #4 #4 
"YBAiKAEMhIH I1ETP "DEARPETR 
#5 "Dear Katy" I1ETPOBIfq!" PETROVICH!" 
#6 "Dear Colleague:" #5 #5 
"YBaiKaeMblu MBan "Dear Ivan Ivanovich! 
#7 "Dear Principal," MBanOBIIQ! 
#6 ---
#8 "Dear Jack:" #6 ---
#7 "Dear Sirs," 
#9 "Dear Colleague," #7 "YBaiKaeMble rocno.lla," 
#8 ---
#10 "Dear Superintendent of #8 
---
Buildings & Grounds:" #9 
#9 "Dear Ivan Ivanovich" 
#11 "Dear Name," "YBaiKaeMblH MBan 
MBanOBHQ" 
#12 "Dear Marie A. Zhivago," #10 
#10 "Dear Ivan Ivanovich!" 
#13 "Dear Megan Larson," "YBaiKaeMblu(aH) Heall (handwritten) 
HeaHOeUtt!" (handwritten) 
#14 "Dear Valued Customer:" #11 "Dear Sirs," 
#11 "YBaiKaeMble rocno.lla," 
#15 "Dear Megan Larson," #12 ---
#12 ---
#13 
---
#13 ---
#14 ---
#14 
---
#15 
#15 "Dear Sirs!" 
"Yoa:JlCaeJJlble zocnooa!" 
#16 ---
#16 ---
#17 
#17 "Dear Ivan Ivanovich!" 
"YBaiKaeMblu MBan 
MBanoBII'.!" 
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• Closing the communication 
American letters Russian letters (originals) Russian letters (translation) 
#1 "XYZ will, of course, #1 #1 
continue to answer your 
questions or provide "HA,[(EEMCJI, qTO HAlliE "WE HOPE THAT OUR 
technical support if Pam is COTPY,[(HI1QECTBO EY,[(ET PARTNERSHIP WILL BE 
unavailable. Sincerely, B3AI1MOBblfO,[(HbIM! MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL! 
[signature]" KOJIJIeKTHB OAO KpaCHJIOBO The Open Joint-Stock Company 
KpaHoBbIH 3aBo~" 'Krasilovo Crane Factory' staff' 
#2 "If you have any 
questions, please give me a #2 "IIpocHM paccMo-rpeTb #2 "We ask you to consider the 
call. Kindest regards, B03MO)J{HOCTb npHMeHeHHH HallieH possibility of using our produce at 
[signature]" npo~yKllHH Ha BallieM your factory. Enclosures: 
npe~npHHTHH. IIpHJIo)J{eHHe: Advertisement. Short list. Yours 
#3 "To reserve your PeKJIaMa - 3K3. KpaTKHH nepeqeHb faithfully [signature]" 
space, please call me at - 1 3K3. C YBa)J{eHHeM [signature]" 
630-584-5333 ex 13, or I #3 "Upon your request we will 
will be in contact after you #3 "IIo BallieMY 3anpocy provide copies of our licenses for 
have time to review the BbIllIJIeM HMelOlliHeCH y Hac the services you are interested in. 
media kit. Cordially, JIHlleH3HH Ha HHTepecYlOlliHe Bac Yours faithfully, [signature]" 
[signature]" BH~bI ~eHTeJIbHOCTH. C 
YBa)J{eHHeM, [signature]" #4 "We are ready to provide 
#4 "I'll call you soon, but additional information. Our 
if you have any questions #4 "fOTOBbI npe~ocTaBHTb telephone numbers are (095) 000-
or need additional ~OnOJIHHTeJIbHYlO HH<p0PMallHIO. 00-00, -00. Yours faithfully, 
information, please give HalliH TeJIe<poHbI (095) 000-00-00, [signature]" 
me a call. Katy, thank you -00. C YBa)J{eHHeM, [signature]" 
for your consideration. #5 "We also are sending you an 
Best Regards, [signature]" #5 "HanpaBJIHeM BaM TaIOKe information booklet on the 
HH<popMallHoHHbIH 6YKJIeT 0 Department schedule for the new 
#5 "If you have any ~eHTeJIbHOCTH Ka<pe~PbI B HOBOM academic year and we will be 
questions about your yqe6HOM ro~y H 6y~eM pa~bI happy to see you and your 
account, please feel free to BH~eTb Bac H BallIHX KOJIJIer colleagues among the participants 
call our technical support cpe~H yqaCTHHKoB HallIHX in our professional training 
number at 233-0000. nporpaMM npo<peccHOHaJIbHOH programs. Yours faithfully, 
Thanks! [signature]" nepeno~roToBKH H nOBbIllIeHHH [signature]" 
KBaJIH<pHKallHH. C YBa)J{eHHeM, 
#6 "We look forward to [signature]" #6 "We ask you to attend the 
your school's participation exposition, look at our exhibit, 
in the ELPT. If you have #6 "IIpocHM Bac noceTHTb and get the information you need 
any questions or concerns, BblcTaBKY, n03HaKOMHTbCH c about our produce and the 
please contact us by phone HallieH 3Kcn03HllHeH H nonyqHTb shipment. Yours faithfully, 
(609000-0000), fax (609 HHTepecYlOlllYIO Bac [signature]" 
000-0000), or e-mail HH<poPMallHIO, KacalOllleHcH 
(xxx@etc.org ). Sincerely, HallieH npo~yKllHH H YCJIOBHH ee #7 "We hope that this book will 
[signature]" nOCTaBKH. C YBa)J{eHHeM, be very much interesting and 
[signature 1" useful for you. Yours faithfully, 
#7 "We look forward to 
hearing from you! 
Sincerely, [signature-
only the first name]" 
#8 "Thank you for your 
consideration and I will 
call you to follow-up. In 
the meantime, if you have 
any questions, please 
contact me. Sincerely, 
[signature]" 
#9 "We wish you the 
greatest success in your 
teaching and hope that our 
materials will help you 
reach your goals. Sincerely 
yours, [signature]. P.S. If 
you are interested in other 
Cambridge University 
Press titles, please contact 
your local representative 
(see enclosed)." 
#10 "If you are interested 
in our Cover Guard or 
possibly in our Gym 
Divider Curtain, please 
contact us direct at (515) 
000-0000. Sincerely, 
[signature]" 
#11 "Please feel free to 
contact us again if 
questions arise. Sincerely, 
[ signature]" 
#12 "Please be sure to 
have your credit card 
available when you call. 
Keep that New Year's 
resolution and take 
advantage of these special 
low rates today! Wishing 
you the best for the new 
year. Sincerely, 
[ signature]" 
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#7 "Ha,lJ,eeMCJl, 'ITO 3Ta KHHra 
6Y,lJ,eT ,lJ,JIJI Bac nO-HaCTOJll..QeMY 
HHTepeCHoH H nOJIe3HoH. C 
YBIDKeHHeM, 000 "I13,lJ,aTeJIhCTBO 
'~eHarn '" 
#8 "Ha,lJ,eeMcJl, 'ITO MhI 
3aHHTepeCOBaJIH Bac CBOHM 
npe,lJ,JIO)l(eHHeM H 6Y,lJ,eM Pa,lJ,hI 
COTpY,lJ,HHlJaTh c BaMH. 
C YBAlKEHHEM!!! 
#9 "Bcero BaM ,lJ,06poro H 
ycnexoB B BarneH ,lJ,eJlTeJIhHOcTH! 
Harn a,lJ,pec: 420049, Ka3aHh, YJI. 
tIeppH, ,lJ,OM O. 3BoHHTe: (8432) 
00-00-00. C YBIDKeHHeM, 
[signature]" 
# 1 0 "I1cKpeHHe pa,lJ,hI 
COTpY,lJ,HHlJeCTBY C BaMH. rraKeT 
,lJ,oKYMeHToB npHJIaraeTCJl. HarnH 
peKBH3HThI YKa3aHhI B BepxHeH 
lJaCTH cTpaHHl..(hI. [signature]" 
# 11 "Ha,lJ,eeMcJI Ha Barn CKOPhIH 
OTBeT C YKa3aHHeM He06xo,lJ,HMOrO 
BaM 060PY,lJ,OBaHHJI. C YBIDKeHHeM 
H )l(eJIaHHeM 6hITh BaM 
nOJIe3HhIMH, 3aMeCTHTeJIh 
reHepaJIhHOrO ,lJ,HpeKTOpa 000 
"I1HTEPBA3 HH)I(eHepHHr" 
.5IKyrnHH A. A." 
# 12 "B 3aKJIlOlJeHHH npe,lJ,JIaraeM 
BaM npocMoTpeTh nepelJeHh 
nOCTaBJIJleMOH HaMH npO,lJ,yKI..(HH: 
- 3a,lJ,BH)I(KH CTaJIhHhle; 
- 3a,lJ,BH)I(KH 
Hep)l(aBelOl..QHe; 
- KJIanaHa (KOrr, 
CIIIIK H ,lJ,p.); 
- qJJ1aHl..(hI; 
- BeHTHJIJI; 
- 3JIeKTpOnpHBO,lJ,hJ; 
- Kpene)l( ... 
C YBIDKeHHeM, [signature]" 
'DeNash' Publishing House' 
Ltd." 
#8 "We hope that we made you 
interested in our offer and we will 
be glad to be your partners. 
YOURS FAITHFULLY!!! 
#9 "We wish you all the best and 
success in your business! Our 
address: 420049, Kazan City, 
Cherry Street, O. Call us at: (8432) 
00-00-00. Yours faithfully, 
[signature]" 
#10 "We are sincerely glad to 
cooperate with you. A set of the 
documents is enclosed. Our 
contact information is given at the 
top of the page. [signature]" 
#11 "We hope to promptly 
receive your answer with an 
indication of the equipment you 
need. With respect and wish to be 
helpful, Vice-President 
'INTERV AZ engineering' 
Yakushin A. A." 
#12 "In conclusion, we suggest 
your looking through the list of 
the supplied items: 
- valves 
- taps 
- [list of the 
- supplied 
- items of 
- the equipment 
- ... J 
Yours faithfully, [signature]" 
#13 "Due to the above stated 
information, we have an 
opportunity to offer a mutually 
beneficial partnership, and are 
mailing a price-list in accordance 
with the present assortment in 
store. [signature]" 
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#13 "If you have any # 13 "I1CXO):VI H3 #14 "We hope to further 
further questions, please BbIllieCKaJaHHoro, HMeeM cooperate with your company. 
contact us. Sincerely, B03MO)KHOCTb npe,ll)IO)KHTb TelephonelFax (8432) 00-00-00, 
[signature]" B3aHMOBblrO.ll.HOe COTPY.ll.HHlJeCTBO 8-9033-000000. [signature]" 
H BbICbIJIaeM npaHC-JIHCT no 
#14 "Thank you, and COCTOJlHHIO CKJIa.ll.a B HaCTOJlllI.HH #15 "We hope for a long-term 
please remember to MOMeHT. [signature]" and mutually beneficial 
practice energy efficiently! partnership! [signature]" 
Sincerely, [signature]" #14 "Ha.ll.eeMcJI Ha .ll.aJIbHeHllIee 
COTpY.ll.HHlJeCTBO C BallIHM #16 "We ask you to give 
#15 "Thank you for npe.ll.npHJlTHeM. TeJI/<paKc (8432) specifications for signing the 
choosing Capital One. 00-00-00, 8-9033-000000. contract and to provide the 
Sincerely, [signature]" [signature] " schedule of supplies. [signature]" 
# 15 "Ha.ll.eeMcJI Ha #17 "The information about us 
.ll.OJIrOBpeMeHHoe H BblrO.ll.HOe and our produce can be found 
COTPY.ll.HHlJeCTBo! [signature]" online at www.xxx.ru . Yours 
faithfully, [signature] e-mail: 
# 16 "ITpOCHM C006llI.HTb xxx@list.ru 
peKBH3HTbI ,ll.JIJI 3aKJIIOQeHHj{ 
.ll.OrOBOpa H npe.ll.OCTaBHTb 
KaJIeH,ll.apHbIH rpa<pHK nOCTaBOK. 
[signature] " 
# 17 "I1H<popMaQHIO 0 Hac H 
HallieH np0.ll.YKQHH MO)KHO HaHTH 
Ha caHTe www.xxx.ru. C 
YBa)KeHHeM, [signature] e-mail: 
xxx@list.ru. 
Uncertainty avoidance 
• Fonn of command/request 
American letters Russian letters (originals) Russian letters Jtranslation) 
#1 "Please be sure to stop #1 --- #1 ---
by ELLIS booth at the Iowa 
Language and Cultural #2 "ITPOCHM paccMoTPeTb #2 "We ask you to consider the 
Concerns Conference, B03MO)KHOCTb npHMeHeHHJI possibility of using our produce at 
February 20-21,2002, in HallieH np0.ll.YKQHH Ha BallieM your factory." 
Des Moines, Iowa. []Come npe.ll.npHj{THH. " 
see what all the ELLIS #3 "Upon your request we will 
excitement is about at the #3 "ITo BallieMY 3anpocy provide copies of our licenses for 
Iowa Conference or call Pam BbIIlIJIeM HMeIOIlIHeCJI Y Hac the services you are interested 
now for more information." JIHQeH3HH Ha HHTepeCYIOIliHe in."[ vague] 
Bac BH.ll.bI 
#2 "When ordering, you 
may take advantage of 
quantity breaks." 
#3 "You can start an 
effective advertising 
program with our April/May 
99, Gym & Indoor Facility 
Components issue of 
Athletic Management. [] To 
reserve your space, please 
call me at. .. " 
#4 --- [vague] 
#5 "All that is left for you to 
do is to follow the 
instructions from page 30-35 
in the enclosed manual" 
#6 "To participate in the 
April 2002 ELPT school-
based administration, please 
complete the Preregistration 
Order Form and return it by 
the following deadlines: 
Mail by February 15, 2002 
OR Fax by February 22, 
2002 to 609 000-0000" 
#7 "If you are interested in 
learning more about Sound 
Relief, Please contact ABC" 
#8 --- [vague] 
#9 "please use the enclosed 
special order form/price 
list. .. In placing a telephone 
order, please call 1-800-000-
0000 Monday through 
Friday between 9:00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. ET and 
mention this order form 
code: ME2ESL. .. please 
visit our website at 
www.cambridge.orglesl-efl 
... please contact your local 
representative" 
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,nejlTeJIbHOcTIf."[ vague] 
#4 --- [vague] 
#5 ---
#6 "l1pOCIfM Bac noceTIfTb 
BblcTaBKY, n03HaKOMIfTbCjl c 
HallIeH 3Kcn03IfQIfeH If no.nytIIfTb 
IfHTepecylOI..QYIO Bac 
IfHcpopMaQIfIO, KaCalOI..QeHCjl 
HallIeH npo,nyKQIfIf If YCJIOBIfH ee 
nocTaBKIf." 
#7 --- [vague] 
#8---
#9 [vague] - "110 BallIeMY 
3anpocy BaM 6y,neT 
npe,nocTaBJIeHa no,np06HM 
IfHcpopMaQIfjl 0 HallIeH 
KOMnaHIfIf If 0 HallIeH pa60Te." 
#10 ---
#11 [vague] - "By,neM pa,nbI B 
nOJIyqeHIfIf JII06bIX 3aKa30B Ha 
nocTaBKY 060py,noBaHIfjl OT 
BallIero npe,nnpIfjlTIfjl If 
rapaHTIfpyeM If X onepaTIfBHoe If 
KaqeCTBeHHoe BbInOJIHeHIfe. 
Ha,neeMCjl Ha Balli CKOPbIH 
OTBeT c YKa3aHIfeM 
He06xo,nIfMoro BaM 
060py,noBaHIfjl. " 
#12 [vague] - "B 3aKJIIOqeHIfIf 
npe,nJIaraeM BaM npocMoTpeTb 
nepeqeHb nOCTaBJIjleMOH HaM If 
npo,nyKQIfIf:-3a,nBlfmKIf 
CTaJIbHble; 
-
3a,nBIf)f(KIf 
Hep)f(aBelOI..QIfe; 
- KJIanaHa (KOrr, 
CI1I1K If ,np.); 
-
cpJIaHQbI; 
-
BeHTIfJIjl ; 
-
3JIeKTpOnpIfBO,n 
#4 --- [vague] 
#5 ---
#6 "We ask you to attend the 
exposition, look at our exhibit, 
and get the information you need 
about our produce and the 
shipment." 
#7 --- [vague] 
#8---
#9 [vague] - "Upon your request 
detailed information about our 
company and our services will be 
provided." 
#10 ---
#11 [vague] - "We will be glad if 
you place an order for the 
equipment supply and we 
guarantee fast and quality service. 
We hope to promptly receive your 
answer with an indication of the 
equipment you need." 
#12 [vague] -" In conclusion, we 
suggest your looking through the 
list of the supplied items: 
- valves 
- taps 
- [list of the 
- supplied 
- items of 
- the equipment 
- ... ]" 
#13 ---
#14 "We are offering you to sign 
a contract for chemicals' supplies 
and become one of our clients." 
#15 ---
#16 "We ask you to give 
#10 "Enclosed you will find 
our Gymnasium Cover 
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bI; 
- Kperre:iK ... " 
Guard brochure and a #13 ---
brochure for our most 
popular Gym Divider # 14 "I1pe)J;JIaraeM BaM 
Curtain model, the Fold-Up 3aKJIlOlJHTb )J;oroBop Ha 
system ... If you are nOCTaBKY XHMHlJeCKOli 
interested in our Cover npO)J;yKUHH H CTaTb O)J;HHMH H3 
Guard or possibly in our HaWHX KJIHeHTOB." 
Gym Divider Curtain, please 
contact us direct at (515) #15 ---
000-0000." 
#11 [vague] "Enclosed, 
please note the price listings 
for various standard sizes at 
the three common thickness. 
Included at the bottom of the 
page are items of choice 
included in the price. Extras 
are listed as additional cost 
items." 
#12 "Simply call us at 1-
800-000-0000 to transfer 
high-rate credit, department 
store and other balances to 
your AT&T Universal credit 
card account. .. Or, call us to 
request a personalized 
balance transfer check made 
out directly to you ... you 
must respond by February 
23,2004." 
#13 "Please complete the 
enclosed document, have 
your signature notarized, and 
return the Fraud Information 
Form to us before 02/29/03." 
#14 [vague] "Luckily, 
Success Energy makes it 
easy to practice energy 
efficiency and participate in 
our cash incentive program 
for energy efficiency ... If 
you'd like additional details 
# 16 "I1pocHM C006~HTb 
peKBH3HTbI )J;JIH 3aKJIlOlJeHHH 
)J;oroBopa H npe)J;ocTaBHTb 
KaJIeH)J;apHbIli rpacpHK 
nocTaBoK." 
#17 [vague] - "llHcpopMaQHlO 0 
Hac H 0 Haweli npo)J;yKUHH 
MO)l(HO HaliTH Ha caHTe 
www.xxx.ru. 
specifications for signing the 
contract and to provide the 
schedule of supplies." 
#17 [vague] - " The information 
about us and our produce can be 
found online at www.xxx.ru 
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on how we can help, visit us 
on-line at www.xxx.com. or 
call our Efficiency Solutions 
Hotline at 1-800-000-0000." 
#15 "call the customer 
service number on the back 
of your card. Or manage 
your account anywhere, 
anytime with our Online 
Account Services at 
www.xxx.com .•• 
• Fonn of stating the purpose of the letter 
American letters Russian letters (originals) 
#1 [vague] # I "~AO KpacHnoBo KpaHoBhlH 
3aBO,lJ, 06pawaeTc51 K BaM c 
#2 "Thank you for KOMMepqeCKHM npe,lJ,nO)KeHHeM 0 
giving Modem Graphics B3aHMOBhIrO,lJ,HOM 
the opportunity to quote cOTpy.n;HHqeCTBe." 
on some of your printed 
material needs." #2 "Mhl rOTOBhI npe,lJ,nO)KHTh 
BaM ypo6HeMepHYlO npO,lJ,yKUHlO 
#3 "From our BhIllycKaeMYlO HaWHM 
conversation, attached is npe,lJ,npH5ITHeM:" 
the media kit for 
Athletic Management, #3 "B CB5I3H C HaqanOM 
and Coaching ,lJ,OrOBOpHoH KaMnaHHH Ha 2002 
Management ro,lJ, npHrnarnaeM Bac K 
magazines." COTpY,lJ,HHqeCTBY c HaWHM 
npe,lJ,npH5ITHeM. ITpe,lJ,naraeM 
#4 "As promised, BaweMY BHHMaHHlO nepeqeHh 
enclosed is your copy of pa60T, BhIllOnH5IeMhIX 3AO 
the inaugural issue of CAMAPATEXHOMOHTA)J( 
RECREATIONAL (npHnaraeTC5l)." 
SPORTS & FITNESS" 
#4 "ITpe,lJ,naraeM BaM C,lJ,enaTh 
#5 "Your AmesNet nepBhlH peanhHhlH war H 
account is set up and npOBeCTH 3KcnpeCC-,lJ,HamOCTHKY 
ready to go. [] follow the CHCTeMhI ynpaBneHH5I Barnero 
instructions from page npe.n;npH5ITH5I." 
30-35 in the enclosed 
manual. .. [] I have also #5 [vague] - "ITpe,lJ,nara51 
enclosed a copy of the BarneMY BHHMaHHlO 3TY KHHry", 
invoice that you have or - "HanpaBn5leM BaM TaK)Ke 
already paid, so you can HH<p0pMaUHoHHhIH 6YKneT 0 
have it on record." ,lJ,e5lTeJIhHOCTH Ka<pe,lJ,phI B HOBOM 
Russian letters (translation) 
#1 "Open Joint-Stock Company 
'Krasilovo Crane Factory' is 
addressing you with a business 
proposal of mutually beneficial 
partnership." 
#2 "We are ready to offer you the 
equipment that our factory 
produces:" 
#3 "In view of the beginning of the 
2002 contract campaign we offer you 
cooperation with our enterprise. We 
offer for your attention a list of 
services provided by Joint-Stock 
Company 
'SAMARATECHNOMONTAZH' 
(enclosed)." 
#4 "We are offering you to make the 
first real step and conduct an express 
diagnosis of the management system 
at your company." 
#5 [vague] - "We offer this book for 
your attention", or - "We are sending 
you also an information booklet on 
the Department schedule for the new 
academic year and we will be happy 
to see you and your colleagues 
among the participants in our 
professional training programs" 
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YlJe6HOM ro,[(y 11 6y'[(eM pa,[(bl 
#6 "The College Board BI1,[(eTb Bac 11 BauIJ1x KOlIJIer #6 [vague] - "We ask you to attend 
will offer a two-hour cpe,[(11 YlJaCTHI1KOB HaUIJ1X the exposition, look at our exhibit, 
version of the SAT® II: nporpaMM npocpeCCl10HaJIbHOH and get the information you need 
ELPTTM (English nepeno,[(roTOBKI1 11 nOBblllleHl1g about our produce and the shipment." 
Language Proficiency KBaJIl1cpl1KaQI1I1" 
Test™) in participating #7 [vague] - "Our publishing house 
high schools on #6 [vague] - "fIpOCI1M Bac offers you the second edition of 
Tuesday, April 23, nOCeTI1Tb BblcTaBKY, Dennis Evrin's book "Exploitation: 
2002." n03HaKOMI1TbC~ c HallieH The World History of Fight for Oil, 
3Kcn0311QI1eH 11 nOJIYlJl1Tb Money, and Power." 
#7 "ABC, Inc. has I1HTepecylOruylO Bac 
designed a solution to I1HcpopMaQI1IO, KacalOruelic~ #8 "Company' Almaz' offers you a 
your gym echo and HallieH npO,[(yKQI1I1 11 YCJIOBI1H ee supply of glassware made out of 
sound problems: Sound nOCTaBKI1." pyrex, porcelain, quartz (transparent 
Relief Pillows. []Ifyou and matte), technical and medical 
are interested in learning #7 [vague] - "Hallie thermometers, areometers of all 
more about Sound 113,[(aTeJIbCTBO npe,[(JIaraeT kinds, slides, all purpose membrane 
Relief, Please contact BallieMY BHI1MaHl11O KHl1ry and biological filters, and chemicals 
ABC" ,[(eHI1Ca EBpl1Ha ",[(06bllJa. (ChP. P. PFA)." 
BCeMl1pHa~ I1CTOpl1~ 60Pb6bI 3a 
#8 "Following is HecpTb, ,[(eHbrl1 11 BJIaCTb", BTopoe #9 "Law company 'U. Nosov and 
information about the 113,[(aHl1e." Partners' offers you assistance in 
upcoming June/July Povolzhsk Federal arbitration 
issue which provides #8 "<l>l1pMa AJIMa3 npe,[(JIaraeT court procedures." 
advertisers with BaM nocTaBKY JIa60paTopHoH 
additional exposure at nocY,[(bl 113 CTeKJIa, cpapcpopa, #10 [vague] - "We are sincerely glad 
the ABCDE Conference. KBapQa (np03palJHOrO 11 He to cooperate with you. A set of the 
Also enclosed is 2001 np03palJHOro), TepMoMeTpoB documents is enclosed." 
media kit information TeXHl1lJeCKOrO 11 Me,[(I1QI1HCKOrO 
and sample oflast year's Ha3HalJeHI1~, apeOMeTpOB Bcex #11 "Today we can offer you a 
June/July issue. BI1,[(OB, npe,[(MeTHblx 11 supply of broad range of industrial 
Additionally, I've nOKpOBHbIX CTeKOJI, CPJ1JJbrpOB equipment. The list of the equipment 
enclosed information on MeM6paHHblx 11 6110JIOmlJeCKI1X we offer is in the Catalog which we 
our magazine ... " JIlO60ro Ha3HalJeHI1~ 11 rueTI1HHO- enclose with this letter." 
rueTOlJHble 113,[(eJII1~, a TalOKe 
#9 "Welcome to the XI1MpeaKTJ1BbI (Xq.q.qAA)." #12 "Joint-Stock Company 
2001 Cambridge Books 'Technoshara' offers you 
for Language Teachers #9 "lOplI'[(IIIJeCKaH KOMnallllH professional services in supplying 
catalog. In this catalog 10. HOCOB II TIapTllepbl pipe steel frameworks and pipe joints 
you will find a wide npe,[(JIaraeT BaM to build up production sets." 
range of books covering COTpY,[(IIIIIJeCTBO no pa60Te B 
all areas of language cI>e'[(epaJIbHOM ap611TpamiloM #13 "Due to the above stated 
teaching ... " cy,[(e TIoBOJlmCKOrO oKpyra." information, we have an opportunity 
to offer a mutually beneficial 
#10 "Enclosed you will #10 [vague] - "HcKpeHHe Pa,[(bI partnership, and are mailing a price-
find our Gymnasium COTpY,[(Hl1lJeCTBY c BaMI1. fIaKeT list in accordance with the present 
Cover Guard brochure ,[(OKYMeHTOB npI1JIaraeTc~." assortment in store." 
and a brochure for our 
most popular Gym 
Divider Curtain model, 
the Fold-Up system." 
#11 "Enclosed, please 
note the price listings for 
various standard sizes at 
the three common 
thickness. Included at 
the bottom of the page 
are items of choice 
included in the price. 
Extras are listed as 
additional cost items." 
#12 "Because you are a 
valued AB&C Universal 
cardmember, we want 
you to help you keep 
that New Year's 
resolution to save 
money. Start saving with 
two great low Annual 
Percentage Rates 
(APRs) when you 
transfer balances to your 
AB&C Universal credit 
card account." 
#13 "In connection with 
your recent dispute, we 
are enclosing an 
Affidavit and Fraud 
Information Form that 
will allow us to resolve 
your claim." 
#14 [vague] "We've 
included a brochure that 
explains our energy 
efficiency programs." 
#15 [vague] "because 
you've shown us you 
can manage your credit, 
we want to be sure and 
support your continued 
growth." 
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# 11 "CerO,llHH MbI rOTOBbI 
rrpe,llJIo)KHTb BaM rrOCTaBKH 
llIHPOKOH HOMeHKJIarypbI 
rrpOMbIllIJIeHHOrO 060pY,llOBaHHH. 
IIepeqeHb rrpe,llJIaraeMOro HaMH 
060pY,llOBaHHH YKa3aH B 
KaTaJIOre, KOTOPbIH MbI 
rrpHJIaraeM K HacToH~eMy 
rrHcbMY·" 
#12 "000 "TeXHolliapa" 
rrpe,llJIaraeT BaM 
rrpO<peccHOHaJIbHble yCJIym rro 
KOMrrJIeKTaUHH 
rrpOH3BO,llCTBeHHblx 06'beKTOB 
Tpy60rrpoBO,llHOH apMarypoH H 
COe,llHHHTeJIbHbIMH ,lleTaJIHMH 
TPy60rrpOBO,llOB. " 
# 13 "HCXO,llH H3 
BbIllieCKa3aHHOrO, HMeeM 
B03MO)KHOCTb rrpe,llJIO)KHTb 
B3aHMOBblrO,llHOe 
COTPY,llHHqeCTBO H BbICbIJIaeM 
rrpaHC-JIHCT rro COCTOHHHlO 
CKJIa,lla B HacToH~HH MOMeHT." 
# 14 "000 "3KIIIH" rrpe,llJIaraeT 
K rrOCTaBKe XIIMUlJeCKlle 
peaKTuBbl, UII,llIlKaTOpbl, 
1I111J;IIKaTOpllble Tpy6KII, 
«iJuKcallaJlbl, «iJIIJlbTPbl, 
Jla6opaTopllYlO nocYIJ;Y, 
o6oPYIJ;OBaIlUe, TeXlIlIlJecKYIO 
XIIMUIO." 
#15 ---
# 16 "Hallia opraHH3aUHH rOTOBa 
rrOCTaBHTb B Bam a.npec B 2004 
ro,lly CJIe,llylO~ylO rrp0,llYKUHlO ... 
IIpocHM C006~HTb peKBH3HTbI 
,llJIH 3aKJIlOqeHHH ,llOrOBOpa H 
rrpe,llOCTaBHTb KaJIeH,llapHbIH 
rpa<pHK rrOCTaBOK." 
# 17 "06pa~alOcb K BaM C 
rrpe,llJIO)KeHHeM 0 
COTpY,llHHQeCTBe. " 
#14 '''Action' Ltd. offers supplies of 
chemicals, indicators, indicator 
pipes, filters, glassware, 
equipment, technical chemicals." 
#15 ---
#16 "Our organization is ready to 
supply to your address in the year 
2004 the following produce: ... We 
ask you to give specifications for 
signing the contract and to provide 
the schedule of supplies." 
#17 "I am addressing you with an 
offer of partnership." 
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• Placement of the thesis statement/purpose statement (bottom-line of the message) 
American letters Russian letters (originals) Russian letters (translation) 
#1 151 paragraph, 3d sentence - #1 151 paragraph, 151 sentence _ #1 151 paragraph, 151 sentence 
"TEC will be working with CER "OAO 'KpaCHJIOBO KpaHoBblH - "Open Joint-Stock Company 
to provide marketing and 3aBO,A' 06pal.llaeTCH K BaM c 'Krasilovo Crane Factory' is 
support to Iowa ESLlBilingual KOMMep'leCKHM npe,AJIO)!(eHHeM 0 addressing you with a 
Education customers" B3aHMOBblrO,AHOM business proposal of the 
#2 151 paragraph, 2nd sentence -
COTPY,AHHqeCTBe." mutually beneficial 
partnership." 
"Thank you for giving Modern #2 2nd paragraph, the end of the 
Graphics the opportunity to 151 sentence - "Mbl rOTOBbl #2 2nd paragraph, the end of 
quote on some of your printed npe,AJIO)!(HTb BaM ypO(meMepllYlO the 151 sentence - "Weare 
material needs." npO,AYKI..{HIO BbInycKaeMYlO ready to offer you the 
HalIlHM npe,AnpHHTHeM:" equipment that our factory 
#3 151 paragraph, 1 ~I sentence - produces:" 
"From our conversation, #3 151 paragraph, 151 sentence -
attached is the media kit for "B CBH3H C HaqaJIOM ,AOroBOpHoH #3 151 paragraph, 151 sentence 
Athletic Management, and KaMnaHHH Ha 2002 ro,A - "In view of the beginning of 
Coaching Management npHfJIalIlaeM Bac K the 2002 contract campaign 
magazines." COTPY,AHHqeCTBY C HalIlHM we offer you cooperation with 
npe,AnpHHTHeM. " our enterprise." 
#4 1 51 paragraph, 151 sentence -
"As promised, enclosed is your #4 2nd paragraph, 151 sentence - #4 2nd paragraph, 151 sentence 
copy of the inaugural issue of "llpeAJIaraeM BaM C,AeJIaTb - "We offer you to make the 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS & nepBbIH peaJIbHblH lIlar H first real step and conduct an 
FITNESS" npoBecTH 3KcnpeCC-,AHarHOCTHKY express diagnosis of the 
CHCTeMbl ynpaBJIeHHH BalIlero management system at your 
#5 151 paragraph, 2nd sentence - npe,AnpHHTHH. company." 
"All that is left for you is follow 
#5 [vague] - 2nd paragraph, the instructions" #5 [vague] - 2nd paragraph, 3rd 
(last) sentence and 3rd paragraph, 3rd (last) sentence and 3r 
#6 151 paragraph, 151 sentence - 151 (and only) sentence - paragraph, 151 (and only) 
"The College Board will offer a "llpe,AJIaraH BalIleMY BHHMaHHIO sentence - "We offer this 
two-hour version of the SAT® 3TY KHHry, Ha,AeeMCH, 'ITO OHa book for your attention and 
II: ELPTTM (English Language 3aHHTepecyeT Bac H 6Y,AeT hope that it will be of interest 
Proficiency Test™) in nOJIe3Ha npH pa3pa60TKe for you and will be helpful for 
participating high schools on CTPaTerHH ynpaBJIeHHH strategic development of 
Tuesday, April 23, 2002."; nepCOHaJIOM B BalIleH human resources management 
"Mail by February 15,2002 KOMnaHHH. HanpaBJIHeM BaM in your company. We are 
OR Fax by February 22, 2002 TaK)!(e HH<popMaI..{HOHHbIH sending you also an 
to 609 000-0000" 6YKJIeT 0 ,AeHTeJIbHOCTH information booklet on the 
Ka<pe,ApbI B HOBOM yqe6HOM ro,AY Department schedule for the 
#7 2nd paragraph, 151 sentence - H 6Y,AeM pa,Abl BH,AeTb Bac H new academic year and we 
"ABC, Inc. has designed a BalIlHX KOJIJIer Cpe,AH will be happy to see you and 
solution to your gym echo and yqacTHHKOB HalIlHX nporpaMM your colleagues among the 
n~o<peccHOHaJIbHOH j)articipants in our 
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sound problems: Sound Relief nepeno,uroTOBKH H nOBblrneHH~ professional training 
Wall Pillows." KBaJIHqlHKaQHH." programs. " 
#8 1 sl paragraph, 2nd and 3rd #6 2nd (last) paragraph, lSI (and #6 2nd (last) paragraph, 1 Sl 
sentences, 2nd paragraph, 1 sl only) sentence - "I1pOCHM Bac (and only) sentence - "We 
sentence - "Following is nOCeTHTb BblCTaBKY, ask you to attend the 
information about the upcoming n03HaKOMHTbC~ c HarneH exposition, look at our 
June/July issue which provides 3Kcn03HQHeH H nOJIYlJHTb exhibit, and get the 
advertisers with additional HHTepecYlOll\YlO Bac information you need about 
exposure at the ABCDE HH<popMaQHlO, KacalOmeHc~ our produce and the 
Conference. Also enclosed is HarneH npoAYKQHH H YCJIOBHH ee shipment." 
2001 media kit information and nOCTaBKH." 
sample oflast year's June/July #7 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence 
issue. Additionally, I've #7 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence - - "Our publishing house 
enclosed information on our "Harne H3AaTeJIbCTBO offers you the second edition 
magazine, Coaching npeMaraeT BarneMY BHHMaHHlO of Dennis Evrin's book 
Management Baseball." KHHry ,n:eHHca EBpHHa ",n:06bIlJa. 'Exploitation: The World 
#9 1 Sl paragraph, 1 si two 
BceMHpHa~ HCTOpH~ 60Pb6bI 3a History of Fight for Oil, 
He<pTb, ,ueHbrH H BJIaCTb", BTopoe Money, and Power'." 
sentences - "Welcome to the H3,uaHHe." 
2001 Cambridge Books for #8 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence 
Language Teachers catalog. In #8 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence - - " Company' Almaz' offers 
this catalog you will find a wide "<l>HpMa AnMa3 npeMaraeT BaM you a supply of glassware 
range of books covering all areas nOCTaBKY JIa60paTopHoH nocyAbI made out of pyrex, porcelain, 
of language teaching ... " H3 CTeKJIa, <pap<popa, KBapQa quartz (transparent and 
(np03palJHOrO H He matte), technical and medical 
#10 1 sl paragraph, 2nd sentence - np03palJHOro), TepMoMeTPoB thermometers, areometers of 
"One way to keep that brand- TeXHHlJeCKOrO H Me,uHQHHCKoro all kinds, slides, all purpose 
new shine for as long as possible Ha3HalJeHH~, apeoMeTpoB Bcex membrane and biological 
is to protect the floor with our BH,uOB, npe,uMeTHblX H filters, and chemicals (ChP. P. 
Gymnasium Cover Guard." nOKpOBHbIX CTeKOJI, <pHJIbTPOB PFA).", or/and 4th (last) 
MeM6paHHblx H 6HOJIOmlJeCKHX paragraph, lSI (and only) 
#11 [vague] - 1 st paragraph, 2nd, JI1060ro Ha3HalJeHH~ H meTHHHo- sentence - "We hope that we 
3rd, and 4th sentences - meTOlJHble H3,ueJIHH, a TaJOKe made you interested in our 
"Enclosed, please note the price XHMpeaKTHBbI (Xq.q.q,n:A)." , offer and we will be glad to 
listings for various standard orland 4th (last) paragraph, 1 sl be your partners." 
sizes at the three common (and only) sentence-
thickness. Included at the bottom "Ha,ueeMc~, 'ITO MbI #9 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence 
of the page are items of choice 3aHHTepeCOBaJIH Bac CBOHM - "Law company 'U. Nosov 
included in the price. Extras are npe,uJIO)l(eHHeM H 6y,ueM pa.ubI and Partners' offers you 
listed as additional cost items." COTPy,uHHlJaTb c BaMH." assistance in Povolzhsk 
Federal arbitration court 
#12 lSI paragraph, 2nd sentence- #9 1 Sl paragraph, 1 SI sentence - procedures." 
"Start saving with two great low "lOpH,uHlJecKaH KOMnallHH 10. 
Annual Percentage Rates HOCOB H IIapTIlcpbl #10 [very vague] - 6th 
(APRs) when you transfer npe,uJlaraeT BaM paragraph, lSI (and only) 
balances to you're AB&C cOTpy,uHHlJecTBo no pa60Te B sentence - "We are sincerely 
Universal credit card account." <l>e,uepaJlbIlOM ap6HTpamlloM glad to cooperate with you." 
cy,ue IIoBoJlmcKoro oKpyra." and/or 7th paragraph, lSI (and 
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# 13 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence - only) sentence - "A set of the 
"In connection with your recent #10 [very vague] - 6th paragraph, documents is enclosed." 
dispute, we are enclosing an 1 sl (and only) sentence-
Affidavit and Fraud Information "McKpeHHe pa.n;bI #11 6th paragraph, lSI and 2nd 
Form that will allow us to cOTpy.n;HlfllecTBY c BaMH." and/or sentences - "Today we can 
resolve your claim." 7th paragraph, 1 sl (and only) offer you a supply of broad 
#14 2nd paragraph, lSI (and only) 
sentence - "fIaKeT .n;oKYMeHToB range of industrial equipment. 
npHJIaraeTcH." The list of the equipment we 
sentence - "Success Energy offer is in the Catalog which 
makes it easy to practice energy #11 6th paragraph, lSI and 2nd we enclose with this letter ." 
efficiency and participate in our sentences - "Cero.n;HH MbI 
cash incentive programs for rOTOBbI npe.n;JIo)KHTb BaM # 12 2nd paragraph, 1 sl 
energy efficiency." nOCTaBKH llIHPOKOH sentence - "Joint-Stock 
HOMeHKJIarypbI npOMbIIIIJIeHHOrO Company'Technoshara' 
#15 lSI paragraph, lSI sentence- 060py.n;oBaHHH.fIepeqeHb offers you professional 
"You've earned a higher credit npe.n;JIaraeMOro HaMH services in supplying pipe 
limit on your Country One® 060py.n;oBaHHH YKa3aH B steel frameworks and pipe 
card simply by handling your KaTaJIOre, KOTOPbIH MbI joints to build up production 
account responsibly." Also, 2nd npHJIaraeM K HacToH~eMy sets." 
paragraph, 1 sl sentence - "Plus, nHcbMY·" 
because you've shown us you #13 4th (the last) paragraph, 
can manage your credit, we want #12 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence - 1st (and only) sentence - " 
to be sure and support your "000 "TexHolliapa" npe.lJ;JIaraeT Due to the stated above, we 
continued growth." BaM npocpeccHOHaJIbHble yCJIym have an opportunity to offer a 
no KOMnJIeKTaQHH mutually beneficial 
npOH3Bo.n;CTBeHHbIX 06beKToB partnership, and are mailing a 
Tpy6onpoBo.n;HOH apMarypoH H price-list in accordance with 
coe.n;HHHTeJIbHbIMH .n;eTaJIHMH the present assortment in 
TPy6onpoBo.n;oB." store." 
#13 4th (the last) paragraph, 1 st #14 7th (the last) paragraph, 
(and only) sentence - "MCXO.n;H H3 2nd (the last) sentence - "We 
BbIllieCKa3aHHOrO, HMeeM offer you to sign a contract 
B03MO)l(HOCTb npe.lJ;JIO)l(HTb for chemicals' supplies and 
B3aHMOBblro.n;Hoe become one of our clients." 
COTPy.n;HHqeCTBO H BblCbmaeM 
#15 [vague] 9th (the last) npaHC-JIHCT no COCTOHHHlO 
CKJIa.n;a B HacToH~HH MOMeHT." paragraph, 1 sl (and only) 
sentence - "We hope for a 
#14 7th (the last) paragraph, 2nd long-term and mutually 
(the last) sentence - beneficial partnership!" 
"fIpe.lJ;JIaraeM BaM 3aKJIlOQHTb 
#16 2nd (the last) paragraph, .n;oroBop Ha nocTaBKY 
XHMHQeCKOH npo.n;yKQHH H CTaTb pI (and only) sentence - "We 
O.n;HHMH H3 HaIIIHX KJIHeHTOB." ask you to give specifications 
for signing the contract and to 
#15 [vague] 9th (the last) provide the schedule of 
paragraph, lSI (and only) sentence supplies." 
- "Ha.n;eeMcH Ha 
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AOJIrOBpeMeHHoe H #17 1 sl paragraph, 1 sl sentence 
B3aHMOBblrOAHoe - "I am addressing you with 
COTpYAHHqeCTBo! " an offer of partnership." 
# 16 2nd (the last) paragraph, 1 sl 
(and only) sentence - "TIpOCHM 
C006ll{HTb peKBH3HTbl AJIR 
3aKJIlOQeHHR AoroBopa H 
npeAOCTaBHTb KaJIeHAapHblH 
rpa<pHK nocTaBoK." 
#17 lSI paragraph, 1 sl sentence-
"06palllalOcb K BaM C 
npeAJIO)l(eHHeM 0 
COTPYAHHQeCTBe." 
• Form of providing contact information (in the text of the letters) 
American letters 
#1 "Pam can be reached at (866) 
000-0000 or on the Internet at 
xxx@sirus.com. Pam will be 
contacting you in the near future to 
introduce herself and to offer 
assistance with implementing an 
ELLIS strategy." 
#2 ---
#3 "please call me at 630-000-
0000 ex 00, or I will be in contact 
after you have had time to review 
the media kit." 
#4 ---
#5 "If you have any questions 
Russian letters (originals} 
#1 ---
#2 ---
#3 ---
#4 "fOTOBbI npeAocTaBHTb 
AOnOJIHHTeJIbHYlO 
HH<p0pMaQHlo. HauIH 
TeJIe<poHbl (095) 000-00-00, -
00." 
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 ---
about your account, please feel free #8 ---
to call our technical support 
number at 233-0000." 
#6 "If you have any questions or 
concerns, please contact us by 
phone (609 000-0000), fax (609 
000-0000), or e-mail 
(xxx@ets.org)." 
#7 "please contact ABC, Inc. at 
#9 "Halli aApec 420049, 
KaJaHb, YJI. qeppH, AOM O. 
3BoHHTe (8432) 00-00-00." 
# I 0 "HaIliH peKBH3HTbI 
YKaJaHbI B BepxHeH qaCTH 
cTPaHHQbI. " 
#11 ---
Russian letters (translation) 
#1 ---
#2 ---
#3 ---
#4 "We are ready to provide 
additional information. Our 
telephones are (095) 000-00-
00, -00." 
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 ---
#8 ---
#9 "Our address: 420049, 
Kazan City, Cherry Street, O. 
Call us at: (8432) 00-00-00." 
#10 "Our contact information 
is given at the top of the 
page." 
#11 ---
84 
515-000-0000. You can also find #12 ---
us on the web at www.xxx.com ." #12 ---
#13 ---
#8 --- #13 ---
#14 "TelephonelFax (8432) 
#9 "In placing a telephone order, #14 "TenlcpaKc (8432) 00-00- 00-00-00, 8-0000-000000." 
please call 1-800-000-0000 00, 8-9033-000000." 
Monday through Friday between #15 ---
9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. ET and #15 ---
mention this order form code: #16 ---
ME2ESL. .. please visit our #16 ---
website at www.cambridge.org/esl- #17 "The information about 
efl ... please contact your local # 17 "HHcpopMal.{HIO 0 Hac H us and our produce can be 
representative (see enclosed)" HarneH npoAYKl.{HH MO)KHO found online at www.xxx.ru. 
HaHTH Ha caHTe www.xxx.ru. Yours faithfully, [signature] 
#10 "If you are interested in our C YBa)KeHHeM, [signature] e- e-mail: xxx@list.ru . 
Cover Guard or possibly in our mail: xxx@list.ru. 
Gym Divider Curtain, please 
contact us direct at (515) 000-
0000." 
#11 
---
#12 "Simply call us at 1-800-000-
0000 to transfer high-rate credit 
card ... Call us anytime toll-free at 
1-800-000-0000 to take advantage 
of these two great low rates" 
#13 "[signature, title] Phone: 
(800) 000-0000, ext. 000-0000 
Fax: (800) 000-0000" 
#14 "If you'd like additional 
details on how we can help, visit us 
online at www.xxx.com, or call our 
Efficiency Solution Hotline at 1-
800-000-0000. " 
#15 "call the customer service 
number on the back of your card. 
Or manage your account 
anywhere, anytime with our Online 
Account Services at 
www.xxx.com." 
• Using graphics/layout 
I American letters I Russian letters (originals) I Russian letters (translation) 
#1 ---
#2 "The following are the 
specs and prices foe each 
quote. [a list with 
capitalization follows] 
PRODUCT: Brochures 
(eleven different subjects)" 
"A sample of this size is 
enclosed with the quote. [a list 
with capitalization follows] 
PRODUCT: Tractor fed 
shipping labels" 
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#1 
YBamaeMbIe rocnoAa! 
OAO KK3 HBJlHeTCH 
H3fOTOBHTeJleM I\IOCTOBbIX 
PYIJlIblX IIOABeClIblX II onoplIbIx 
KpalIoB, 3JI. KpalIoB-
wTa6eJIepOB, PYIJlIbIX 
IJepBHIJlIbIX TaJIeii, MexalI1I3MOB 
THrOBO-I\IOUTamUbIX, KoweK II 
JIe6eAoK. 
HA,[(EEMCJI, qTO HAlllE 
COTPY,[(HfiqECTBOEY,[(ET 
B3AHMOBbIfO,[(HbIM! 
#3 "You can start an effective #2 
advertising program with our 
April/May 99, Gym & 
"YBamaeMble roclIoAa!": 
"ECJlH BaM He06xoAHMO HMeTb 
rrocToHHHYIO HHq,opMaQHIO 06 
ypoBHe: 
Indoor Facility Components 
issue of Athletic 
Management. New 
advertisers are eligible for 
an introductory program!" 
#4 "As promised, enclosed is 
your copy of the inaugural 
issue of RECREATIONAL 
SPORTS & FITNESS"; "As 
you can see, 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS 
& FITNESS is going to be 
the magazine for the 
recreational market" 
#5 ---
#6 "The College Board will 
offer a two-hour version of 
the SAT® II: ELPTTM 
(English Language 
Proficiency Test™) in 
participating high schools on 
Tuesday, April 23, 2002."; 
"Mail by February 15, 2002 
OR Fax by February 22, 
2002 to 609 000-0000" 
#7 each paragraph starts with 
a question in bold font -
"How does it work? ... How 
mHAKHX 
BH3KHX 
CbIlIYIJHX 
ApyrHx MaTepnaJIOB H 
mHAKocTeii"; 
"ypoBHeMepHYIO npOAYKQHIO 
BbmYCKaeMyIO HaWHM 
rrpeAnpmlTHeM: 
[~a list 
~of the equipment 
~offered 
~by the promoters (authors)]" 
#3 ---
#4 
"YBA)KAEMLIH llETP 
llETPOBIJq!" 
"fOTOBbI npeAocTaBHTb 
,ll,onOJlHHTeJlbHYIO HHq,0pMaQHIO. 
HawH TeJleq,oHbI (095) 000-00-00, 
-00." 
#5 
"YBamaeMbIii HBalI HBalIoBIIIJ!" 
"1103ApaBJlHeM Bac H BawHx 
KOJlJler c npoq,eccHOHaJIbHbIM 
npa3AHHKOM - ,LJ;lIeM pa60TIIIIKa 
lIe4lTHIIOii H ra30Boii 
npOMblWJIeIIllocTII."; "MbI 
#1 
"Dear Sirs!" 
"Open Joint-Stock Company 
'Krasilovo Crane Factory' 
produces [a list of 
technological equipment 
used in gas and oil 
industry]." 
"WE HOPE THAT OUR 
PARTNERSHIP WILL BE 
MUTUALLY 
BENEFICIALl" 
#2 
"Dear Sirs!": 
"If you need to have an update 
information about the level of: 
liquid 
viscous 
crumbly 
other materials and 
solutions"; 
"the equipment that our 
factory produces: 
[~a list 
~of the equipment 
~offered 
~by the promoters 
(authors)]" 
#3 ---
#4 
"DEARPETR 
PETROVICH!" 
"We are ready to provide 
additional information. Our 
telephones are (095) 000-00-
00, -00." 
#5 
"Dear Ivan Ivanovich!" 
"We congratulate you and 
your colleagues with your 
professional holiday- The 
Day of an oil and gas 
industry worker."; "we have 
published a new book -
"Human Resources of Oil 
do I install it? ... Where else 
can I use it? ... Can I afford 
it?" 
#8 "interest in Athletic 
Management"; "Advertising 
in Athletic Management"; 
"our magazine, Coaching 
Management Baseball"; 
"Athletic Management (AM) 
provides"; "Coaching 
Management publishes"; 
"Coaching Management 
Baseball 
reaches 17,317 head college 
and high school baseball 
coaches, which includes ... ; 
and 
is distributed three times per 
year: February (pre-season), 
September (post-season) and 
December (American 
Baseball Coaches Association 
Convention)." 
#9 " ... new publications by 
well-known authors such as 
Jack C. Richards and 
Theodore S. Rodgers 
(Approaches and Methods in 
Language Teaching 2e); 
David Nunan and Ronald 
Carter (The Cambridge Guide 
to Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other 
Languages); Michael 
McCarthy (Issues in Applied 
Linguistics); and Marianne 
Ce1ce-Murcia and Elite 
Olshtain (Discourse and 
Context in Language 
Teaching)."; "There are 
strong additions to our 
popular Cambridge Handbook 
for Language Teachers series 
including, Using the Board in 
the Language Classroom by 
Jeannine Dobbs, and The 
Internet and the Language 
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BbmYCTlUUf HOBYlO KHury -
""l{eJIOBelJeCKlle pecypCbJ 
lIetj>TcraJOnblX KOMualillii"; "C 
ynaiKeuueM," 
#6 ---
#7 "YnaiKacMblC rocuol(a," 
#8 
"PYKoBOI(IITeJllo."; 
"C YBAiKEHHEM!!!" 
#9 "lOpUl(lIlJeCKan KOMualll1H 
10. HocoB II IIapTllepbl 
upel(JIaraeT BaM 
COTpYl(lIUlJeCTBO UO pa60Te B 
«Pel(epaJIbllOM ap6uTpaiKIIOM 
cyl(e IIoBoJIiKcKoro oKpyra."; 
"lIaMu lIaKOUJIella xopoman 
upaKTuKa no OTMeliC pemelillii 
CYI(OB nepBoii U BTOpoii 
ullcTallQllu, B TOM lJucJIe U c 
BblllecClllleM UOBblX pemeuuii 
cpaJy B KaccaQUu." 
#10 
"YBaiKaeMblii(an) JfeaH 
JfeaHoeull!" (handwritten) 
#11 "YBaiKaeMble rocuol(a," 
# 12 "B 3aKlIlOlJeHUU npe.zmaraeM 
BaM npocMoTpeTb nepeqeHb 
uocTaBJUleMoH HaMH UPO.n:YKQHH: -
3a.n:BlDKKH CTaJIbHbIe; 
3a.n:BlDKKH Hep)J<aBelOlQHe; 
KlIanaHa (KOn, CnnK H .n:p.); 
<PJIaHQbI; 
BeHTHJIH; 
3JIeKTPonpHBo.n:bI; 
KpeneiK ... " 
#13 [title] 
"KOMMepqeCKOe npe,'VIOJKeHHe" 
# 14 "000 "3KIIIH" npe.n:JIaraeT K 
nOCTaBKe XIIMUlJeCKUe 
peaKTUBbl, UIII(IIKaTOpbl, 
UlIl(lIKaTOpllble Tpy6Ku, 
and Gas Companies"; 
"Yours faithfully," 
#6 ---
#7 "Dear Sirs," 
#8 
"To Director."; 
"YOURS FAITHFULLY!!!" 
#9 "Law company 'U. 
Nosov and Partners' offers 
you assistance in Povolzhsk 
Federal arbitration court 
procedures."; ''we have a 
record of success in the 
sentences' cancellation in 
first and second category 
courts, including declaring 
of new sentences for the 
same cases." 
#10 
"Dear Ivan Ivanovich!" 
(handwritten) 
#11 "Dear Sirs," 
#12 "In conclusion, we 
suggest your looking through 
the list of the supplied items: 
valves 
taps 
[list of the 
supplied 
items of 
the equipment 
... J" 
#13 [title] 
"Business proposal" 
#14 '''Action' Ltd. offers 
supplies of chemicals, 
indicators, indicator pipes, 
filters, glassware, 
equipment, technical 
chemicals." 
Classroom by Gavin 
Dudeney."; "Highlights to our 
Cambridge Applied 
Linguistics series include 
Computer Applications in 
Second Language Acquisition 
by Carol ChapeIle, and 
Learning Vocabulary in 
Another Language by Paul 
Nation." 
#10 "Schools and 
Community Centers agree 
that preventing floor damage 
is much simpler than 
repairing floor damage." 
#11 ---
#12 "As an added bonus, 
there are no balance 
transfer fees with this offer. 
Save with a 5.99% APR 
until November 1, 2004.* 
Save with a 7.99% APR 
until the balances are paid 
in full. *"; 
"Call us anytime toll-free at 
1-800-000-0000" 
#13 ---
#14 "We've included a 
brochure that explains our 
energy efficiency programs, 
including cash incentives for: 
New heating and cooling 
equipment 
High efficiency washing 
machines 
Replacement windows 
New home construction" 
#15 ---
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lflllKCallaJlbl, lflIlJlbTPbI, 
J1a60paTopllYIO nocYJlY, 
060pYJlOBalllle, TeXlIlIlJecKYlo 
XIIM II 10. " 
#15 
"Y6a:JlCae.Mble zocnooa!" 
"MbI npOH3BOJJ.HM: 
OTBeTHbIe <pJIaHl.{bI H3 Pa3JIHqHbIX 
MapOK CTaJIH. 
Kpent'hKHble H3JJ.eJIH5I }J.JI5I 
q)JIaHl{eBbIX H JJ.pymx coeJJ.HHeHHH 
Pa3JIHqHbIX THnOpa3MepoB. 
A TalOKe ocyU.{ecTBJI5IeM 
KOMnJIeKCHble nOCTaBKH: 
Tpy60npoBoJJ.HoH apMarypbl. .. 
,n:eTaJIeH TPy60npoBoJJ.oB .. . 
3JIeKTpo060pYJJ.oBaHH5I ... " 
#16 
"KOMMepqeCKOe npe}J.JIO)KeHHe" 
[title] 
" ... cJIeJJ.YIOU.{YIO np0JJ.YKl{HIO: 
- JJ.H3THJIeHfJIHKOJIb B KOJIHqeCTBe 
OT 15-20 TH B MeC5Il{ no l.{eHe 
26200 piTH (c H,n:C Ha YCJIOBH5IX 
<ppaHKO-CKJIaJJ. nOKynaTeJI5I) 
- MOH03TaHOJIaMHH OT 40-50 TH B 
roJJ. no l{eHe 35000 piTH (c H,n:c Ha 
YCJIOBH5IX <ppaHKO-CKJIaJJ. 
nOKynaTeJI5I )" 
#17 
"YBa)KaeMbIH MBaH MBaHOBHq!"; 
"HaH60JIee qaCTO BCTPeqaIOTC5I 
CJIeJJ.YIOU.{He OTKJIOHeHH5I: 
I.CMeIl.{elllle "0" OTMeTKII 
OTClJeTa napaMeTpa, qTO BHOCHT 
CHCTeMaTHqeCKYIO OllIH6KY npH 
pemcTpal.{HH napaMeTPoB H 
npHBOJJ.HT K OllIH6KaM npH 
paCqeTax. 
2.H1I3Koe Ka~leCTBO BbIpy6KII 
neplflopaUllolIHblX oTBepcTllii, 
IIX BbITHiKKa H necoocnOCTb, qTO 
npHBOJJ.HT K cpblBaM JIeHT C 
JIeHTOnpOT5I)l{HOrO YCTpoHcTBa, ero 
3acopeHHIO H K nOJIOMKe 
n~H60poB."; 
#15 
"Dear Sirs!" 
"We produce: 
[the list of 
the equipment] 
And also provide complex 
supplies of: 
pipes ([the list]) 
pipes' joints and parts: [the 
list] 
electric equipment: [the list]" 
#16 
"Business proposal" [title] 
" ... the following produce: 
- [the list of the supplied 
chemicals 
- including the amount, the 
price, and the tax conditions] 
#17 
"Dear Ivan Ivanovich!"; 
"The defects occurring most 
frequently: 
I.Dislocation of the "0" 
parameter point, which 
results in the system error 
during the parameters' 
registration and causes the 
calculation errors. 
2.Low quality of perforation 
holes, which results in the 
ribbons' malfunction, ribbon 
machine pollution, and the 
equipment breakdown."; 
"The newly appeared self-
made publishing houses try to 
make "quick money" and 
affect not only our profits, but 
also jeopardize the safety of 
the technological processes 
at your factories."; "The 
information about us and our 
produce can be found online at 
www.xxx.ru. Yours faithfully, 
[signature] e-mail: 
xxx@list.ru. 
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"I1oHBHBlIIeecH KycTapHble 
THnorpaqlHH, rOHHHCb 3a 
"KOPOTKHMH .neHbraMH", nopTHT He 
TonbKO HalliH 3apa60TKH, 110 II lie 
.llalOT B03MOiKIIOCTII 
rapaHTllpOBaTb 6e30naCIIOCTb 
TeXIIOJIOnlQeCKHX npOl~eCCOB 
Bamllx npOIl3BO.llCTB."; 
"MH<popMaQHlO 0 Hac II HallieH 
np0.llYKQIIII MOiKHO HaHTII Ha caHTe 
www.xxx.ru. C YBaiKeHlleM, 
[signature] e-mail: xxxcmlist.ru 
• Sentence length and number of one-sentence paragraphs 
American letters Russian letters (originals) 
Average 16 words per sentence Average 20 words per sentence 
25 one-sentence paragraphs out of the total of75 71 one-sentence paragraphs out of the total of98 
paragraphs (33.3%) 
• Using abbreviations 
American letters 
#1 "(TEC)" - explained; 
"ELLIS"; "CER" - explained; 
"ESLlBilingual" 
#2 ---
#3 ---
#4 "YMlYWCAs" - not 
explained 
#5 ---
#6 "SAT® II"; "ELPPM"-
explained 
#7 ---
#8 "ABCD" - delayed 
paragraphs (72.4%) 
Russian letters (originals) 
#1 ---
#2 ---
#3 ---
#4 ---
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 "T3K" - not explained 
#8 "(Xq.q.lJ,M.)" - not 
explained 
#9 ---
Russian letters (translation) 
#1 ---
#2 ---
#3 ---
#4 ---
#5 ---
#6 ---
#7 "T3K" - not explained 
#8 "(ChP. P. PFA)" - not 
explained 
#9 ---
explanation; "AM" - explained; #10 --- #10 ---
"AEMA" - explained 
#11 --- #11 ---
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#9 ---
#12 "(KOn, CnnK. .. )" - not #12 "(KOn, CnnK ... )" - not 
#10 --- explained explained 
#11 --- #13 "fOCT, TY HAP" - not #13 "fOCT, TY HAP" - not 
explained explained 
#12 "APRs" - explained 
#14 --- #14 ---
#13 ---
#15 
--- #15 ---
#14 ---
#16 "H,ZJ,C" - not explained #16 "H,ZJ,C" - not explained 
#15 
---
#17 
--- #17 ---
Individualism/collectivism 
• Ponn of reference to self 
American letters 
#1 "X ... Y ... Z ... 
continually 
strives ... "; XYZ will, 
of course, continue to 
answer. .. " 
#2 "I enjoyed our 
visit"; "Thank you for 
giving Modern 
Graphics the 
opportunity to 
quote ... "; "I have 
used a smaller 
size ... "; " please give 
me a call" 
#3 "Athletic 
Management is 
targeted"; "Our 
editorial is in tune 
with the market. 
Athletic Management 
keeps readers 
informed ... "; "We 
provide you ... "; "We 
send you ... "; "please 
Russian letters ( originals) 
#1 "~AO 'KpaCHJIOBO KpaHoBbIH 
3aBO.D.' 06paLQaeTCH K BaM"; 
"HanpaBJIHeM BaM" - 'no-subject' 
sentence, plural; "Ha.D.eeMCH, 'ITO 
Harne COTpY.D.HHqeCTBO" - 'no-
subject' sentence, plural; 
"KOJIJIeKTHB OAO 'KpacHJIoBo 
KpaHoBbIH 3aBO.D.'" 
#2 "~AO '3aBO.D. 
HOBOPYC,ZJ,ETAJIb'''; "MbI 
rOTOBbI npe,ll,JIO)KHTb"; "npocHM 
paCCMoTPeTb" - 'no-subject' 
sentence, plural 
#3 "npHrJIarnaeM Bac K 
COTpY.D.HHqeCTBY", "npe.D.JIaraeM 
BarneMY BHHMaHHlO", "06pall(aeM 
Barne BHHMaHHe", "BbIlliJIeM 
HMelOLQHeCH y Hac" - all 'no-
subject' sentences, plural; "pa60T 
BbInOJIHHeMblX 3AO 
CAMAPATEXHOMOHTA)K" 
#4 "IIpe,ll,JIaraeM BaM C.D.eJIaTb"; 
"npe.D.JIaraeM BbI.D.eP_)KKH H3 
Russian letters (translation) 
#1 "Open Joint-Stock Company 
'Krasilovo Crane Factory' is 
addressing you"; "are sending you" -
'no-subject' sentence, plural; "hope 
that our partnership" - 'no-subject' 
sentence, plural; "The Open Joint-
Stock Company 'Krasilovo Crane 
Factory' staff' 
#2 "Open Joint-Stock Company 
'NOVORUSDETAL Factory"'; "We 
are ready to offer"; "ask you to 
consider" - 'no-subject' sentence, 
plural 
#3 "offer you cooperation", "offer for 
your attention", "address your 
attention", "provide copies of our 
licenses" - all 'no-subject' sentences, 
plural; "services provided by Joint-
Stock Company 
'SAMARATECHNOMONTAZH'" 
#4 "offer you to make"; "offer you to 
refer to the feedback"; "are ready to 
provide" - all 'no-subject' sentences, 
call me at 630-000-
0000 ex 00, or I will 
be in contact. .. " 
#4 "I'll call you 
soon, ... please give 
me a call." 
#5 "I have also 
enclosed" 
#6 "After we receive 
your form, we will 
send you"; "We look 
forward to your 
school's 
participation"; 
"please contact us" 
#7 "ABC, Inc. has 
designed a 
solution ... "; "please 
contact ABC, Inc."; 
"find us on the web"; 
"We look forward to 
hearing from you!" 
#8 ""I've enclosed 
information"; ""we 
list all companies"; 
"we'll distribute 
product literature"; "I 
will call you to 
follow-up"; "please 
contact me." 
#9 "we are 
delighted"; "we're 
offering"; "we· 
accept"; "Weare 
committed"; "We 
wish you" 
#10 "We at A.B.C., 
Inc."; "we have an 
established ... 
network"; "please 
contact us" 
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OT3bIBOB"; 'TOTOBbI 
npe,AOCTaBHTb» - all 'no-subject' 
sentences, plural; "06pa60TKa 
aHKeT npOBO,AHTCH HaMH" 
#5 "n03,ApaBJIHeM Bac"; 
"n03BOJIbTe nO)KeJIaTb"; - all 'no-
subject' sentences, plural; "HaM 
npHHTHo C006~HTb"; "MbI 
BblnyCTHJIH HOBYIO KHHry"; 
"npe.AJIaraH BarneMY BHHMaHHIO 
:ny KHHry, MbI Ha,AeeMCH, t.ITO OHa 
3aHHTepecyeT Bac"; "HanpaBJIHeM 
BaM TaK)Ke ... H 6Y,AeM pa,AbI 
BH,AeTb" - 'no-subject' sentence, 
plural 
#6 "Harne npe,AnpHHTHe 
#7 "Harne H3,AaTeJIbCTBO"; 
"Ha,AeeMcH, t.ITO :na KHHra" - 'no-
subject' sentence, plural; "000 
"H3,AaTeJIbCTBO ',[(eHarn"'-
instead of the signature 
#8 "<l>HpMa "AJIMa3" npe.AJIaraeT 
BaM"; "<l>HpMa "AnMa3" HMeeT 
MHOrOJIeTHHH on bIT"; "Ha,AeeMCH, 
t.ITO MbI 3aHHTepeCOBaJIH Bac ... H 
6Y,AeM PMbI COTPY,AHHt.IaTb" 
#9 "lOpH.llH'IecKaH KOMnalll1H 
'10. HOCOB H IIapTliepbl' 
npe.llJlaraeT BaM"; "MbI 
CneUHaJIH3HpyeMcH"; "HaMH 6blJlH 
HaKOnJIeHbI"; "KoTopble MbI H 
npe,AJIaraeM"; "MbI c 
y,AOBOJIbCTBHeM OKa)KeM BaM 
CO,AeHCTBHe"; "naMH naKOnJlena 
xopomaH npaKTHKa"; 
"06pa~aHTecb K HaM"; "EY,AeM 
pa,AbI BH,AeTb Bac" - 'no-subject' 
sentence, plural 
# 1 0 "HcKpeHHe pa,AbI 
COTPY,AHHt.IeCTBY c BaMH." - 'no-
subject' sentence, plural 
# 11 "Harna KOMnaHHH"; 
plural; "data analysis takes us a week" 
#5 "congratulate You"; "Let us wish"; 
- all 'no-subject' sentences, plural; 
"We are happy to announce"; "we 
have published a new book"; "We 
offer this book for your attention and 
hope that it will be of interest for you"; 
"are sending you also ... and will be 
happy to see" - 'no-subject' sentence, 
plural 
#6 "our company" 
#7 "Our publishing house"; "hope that 
this book" - 'no-subject' sentence, 
plural; '''DeNash' Publishing House' 
Ltd." - instead ofthe signature 
#8 "Company' Almaz' offers you"; 
"Company' Almaz' has been partners 
for many years"; "We hope that we 
made you interested ... and we will be 
glad to be your partners." 
#9 "Law company 'D. Nosov and 
Partners' offers you"; "We 
specialize"; "we have accumulated"; 
"which we offer"; "we will be glad to 
assist you"; "we have a record of 
success"; "Address us"; "will be glad 
to see you" - 'no-subject' sentence, 
plural 
#10 "are sincerely glad to cooperate 
with you." - 'no-subject' sentence, 
plural 
#11 "Our company"; "Our highly 
professional staff'; "We choose"; "we 
try to create"; "we can offer"; "the 
equipment we offer"; "we enclose"; 
"you can count on us"; "We 
guarantee"; "will be glad ... and 
guarantee"; "hope" - the last two -
'no-subject' sentences, plural 
#12 "Joint-Stock Company 
'Tecbnoshara' is"; "We work"; "Joint-
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#11 "contact us" "KOJIJIeKTHB HaUIHX Stock Company 'Technoshara' offers"; 
crreI.(HaJIHCTOB"; "MbI BbI6HpaeM"; "We are ready to consider"; "suggest 
#12 "we want"; "call "MbI rrbITaeMCSl C03.llaTb"; "MbI your looking" - the last one - 'no-
us"; "Call us rOTOBbI rrpe,llJIOiKHTb"; subject' sentence, plural 
anytime" "rrpe.llJIaraeMOro HaMH 
060pY.llOBaHHSI"; "MbI rrpHJIaraeM"; #13 '''TPS' Ltd."; "we make the 
#13 "we are "BbI MOiKeTe paCClJHTbIBaTb Ha prices"; "have an opportunity to 
enclosing"; "will Hac"; "MbI rapaHTHpyeM"; "EY.lleM offer ... and are mailing" - the last one 
allow us"; "return ... pa.llbI. .. H rapaHTHpyeM"; - 'no-subject' sentence, plural 
to us"; please contact "Ha.lleeMcSl" - the last two - 'no-
us" subject' sentences, plural #14 '''Action' Ltd. offers"; "offer the 
produce" - 'no-subject' sentence, 
#14 "We've #12 "000 "TexHolliapa" plural; '''Action' Ltd. prefers"; "offer 
included"; "We can SlBJISleTCSl"; "MbI pa60TaeM"; you"; "Hope" - the last two - 'no-
have"; "we'll either "000 "TexHolliapa" rrpe,llJIaraeT"; subject' sentences, plural 
give you"; "how we "MbI rOTOBbI paccMoTpeTb"; 
can help"; "visit us "rrpe.llJIaraeM BaM" - the last one - #15 "Our company"; "We produce"; 
online" 'no-subject' sentence, plural "Our specialists; "use flexible discount 
system"; "Provide the produce 
#15 "you've shown #13 "000 'TIlC"'; "MbI shipment"; "Hope" - the last three -
us"; "we want to be OCTaBJISIeM I.(eHbI"; "HMeeM 'no-subject' sentences, plural 
sure"; "we'll B03MOiKHOCTb rrpe,llJIOiKHTb ... H 
periodically review" BbICbIJIaeM" - the last one - 'no- #16 "Our organization"; "Ask you to 
subject' sentence, plural give" - the last one - 'no-subject-
sentence, plural 
# 14 "000 "3KllIH" rrpe.llJIaraeT"; 
"rrpe.llJIaraeM rrp0.llYKI.(HlO" - 'no- #17 "Am addressing you"; "Am 
subject' sentence, plural; "000 aware of'; "Let me assure you" - 'no-
"3K1IIH" OT.llaeT rrpe.llrrOlJTeHHe"; subject' sentences, singular ("I"); "we 
"rrpe,llJIaraeM BaM"; "Ha.n;eeMcSl" - state the fact"; "We ... sell"; "Am sure 
the last two - 'no-subject' that, ... and thus am offering" - 'no-
sentences, plural subject' sentence, singular ("I"); "We 
focus"; "Our Factory"; "The 
# 15 "HallIe rrpe.llrrpHSITHe"; "MbI information about us" 
rrpOH3BO.llHM"; "HalliH 
crreI.(HaJIHCThI"; "HCrrOJIb3yeM 
rH6KYlO CHCTeMY CKH.llOK"; 
"OTrpY3KY rrpo.n;yKI.(HH 
oCYll(eCTBJISleM"; "Ha.lleeMcSl" - the 
last three - 'no-subject' sentences, 
plural 
#16 "Hailia opraHH3aI.(HSI"; 
"rrpocHM Bac C006ll(HTb" - the last 
one - 'no-subject- sentence, plural 
# 17 "06pall(alOCb K BaM"; "MHe 
H3BecTHo"; "CMelO 3aBepHTb Bac" 
- 'no-subject' sentences, singular 
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("I"); "MbI KOHcTaTHpyeM <paKT"; 
"MbI ... TopryeM"; "YBepeH, qTO, 
... H no 3TOMY npe,[(JIaraIo" - 'no-
subject' sentence, singular ("I"); 
"MbI 0pHeHTHpyeMcjl"; "Harna 
cDa6pHKa"; "YlH<popMaL{HIO 0 Hac" 
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APPENDIX B. RAW DATA 
Russian letter # I, 
623';70, CBep.J:lnOB~I<:·an o6n~, 
Ap'1'e~bDcK~i1 P-~H 
n. ::,::··;;,,::.; .... :"·~,I¥t·_ •• :: 'v.' .• ;.:: , 
. yn', To ,'. ""., .' .,. ,: 
Te.n, (34363) ,;,';1.':" ': ,,-i: . 
'1·/41 (34363)· '- ,';, . ,,-
III :3.0..f2. 0'1'30, Cf.i22. 
""",' 
-
. ~:~;~~-='~'---¥-'--"./"--:-:"';~ >"' . 
_'~'''''''" ~. ,,_ ...... J ..•• ", ............ • :,;1 
, ;}i~i57J4b;~~~ 
.. ", '~<:~"~r"J' ",:'N,·.~ . .• 
'. .;j " ~~..: ',-.-.-, 
()" ;;; , 
YaaHttleMb.e toCtioAal 
.. ,'", ;" ,. .. :. ",,; .;.; : 
OAO «K;:· .. ~: ~.,·t: ... ,'" ,", ",' "... laBOA» 
06pall\aeT01 I( BaM, C .KOMMep4eCiG1M ' npetV1Q>KeHl1eM . 0 . 
B3aHM'OBblroAHOMCOTpYliHlt14ecrBe~:< "," .... ' 
" ". OAO .«1 .,»' ~fBDfrEITC8'H3roroBmeneM M~BbIX 
. " , ..., ". .," . . .... to·'· .' . 
py'lHblX .,noABecHblxH onop.ttbll(· 'l,CpaHOB, . 311. 
KpaHQB-WTa6~epO,B,pV'lHbIX4epBS1"'HWx ' ... 
TaneH; MexaHH3MOB T.RrpBO;'MOHTa)f(tfblX, . 
KOWel( "ne6elioK. . .'l:: ", . 
I nOCTaSKa .. ~PYAOB(JH.-m '. 
0CYll\e,:mmfeTOl >Kei1eJHOAOPO>KHblM 
(KOHTeHHepa, nnaTQ:l0pMbl) l1a~TOM,06lt1n~Hbf~ 
TpaH~n6pTOM no. pa30BblM. 3aSfBKaM' H·.·: Ha i;J;ocHoae 
Aonrocp04HblX AoroBopoB no oTrpY3~HbIM peKBi.13HfaM,· ' . 
YKa3aHHblM BaMH., '. " , .~ '. 
OAHuspeMeHHo BMecne c.npeADO~eH~eM 0 
COTPYAHH4eCTBe HanpaBDSfeM BaM npa~c~nHtr npeAnarae~ , 
" t. t . ,1,., . . '."..' ." :. '. . " '" . 
HaMlt1 npoAYI<I..(HH • 
... 
'. .',. 
HMEEMCH., trTO HAinE .' , 
COTP,y,n;HHqEC~BO BY,lJ;ET B3AHMOBLlrO,lUfbIMi 
., , 
KOnneKTHB OAO "Kr,,' 
P.S • • ":'Y. 3alta3e HalJIerO 050pYAoBaHIi1l:npOCIi~ CCf>lna'Ti,cR Ha HCXOA1l:~H~ fJOM~P' .~ '. ..... .. . ·f J 
Russian letter # 2. 
175200, POCCII", lI(ioror,oJI~,..~q (llh., 
Tell.: (81652) ; 
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yn .. 
l%>aKc: (81652) . 
.OAO ": 
nomoi!: !: 
,n 
\(\ lA-il . lJ- <:"'1(.. \...,. ~~G '),,0 f\. HUffltQ,1QPVC' ~.lWf'~~ • .,, ___ __ •• • _~ •. ~. - 1\ • 
.... • I(v.~'..;: ',.. .• ': .• ':"~' .• ,:._. 
"-r ---
OAO W /' C itO-Ita nCTIII1M CTa)I(CM lI11JlHeTC$l O){lII1M 113 lle){YU\llX 
npc,nnpliJITIiU POCCllIl no npOli3nOACTSY npH6opHOil npOAY1<UIiH • 0 TQM 'J1ICJ1e H YPODIICMCPIIOH 
TCXIUlICIf KOTopnll npUMCIUleTC$l np MHOrJIX 06JlaCT$lX npOMLIWJiCIJIlOCTII. . 
ECJlI! BaM IlC06XO,nHMO "MeT!> UOCTOlilllJYJO IllHlJOpMaJ~1II0 06 ypollue: 
• iKlI)~ICJIX 
• DIllKIIX 
• CbIllY'IUX 
• ,l.{1)yqlx IItnTCI)JlIlJlOn II iKlmKoc-rcii 
MLi rOTO.OM npCM10)I(I1Tb BaM ypo(JIIeAtCpIIYIO npOJlYKUHlO IlhUIYCIWCMY10 Jlatuml 
npe)lUplUITIICM : 
~ II1>YCTII'ICCICIIC j(RT'IIIKII YIIODIIII iKII)(KIIX, CblllY'l1IX II l~yCKOIILIX IlCII\CCTU 3XO • 5 II 
3XO-SII C II111UIICmUlcii 113McpneMoro YIIOIllIII D.JlICTpnX 1111 Tlllino lKlI/{IWKPIICTllnllll'lCCKOro 
11111(11 KaToIIR ; 
~ J(:l'f'IIIICII YIIOUUII CIIUtOC'fIlLIC AYE - 1 II. ,LI.YE - 1M !CoTop ... ii 1I0llJOJUICT ol\lI01111cMCIIIIO 
11 llll 113 IlOJUlTb 113MCPCIIIIC YIlODIIII D wcc'rn CMltOCTnx cpa3nn'IIIMM 3111\'ICIIIICM ypOD1I1I 
JJICKTIIOIIIIODOJ\IILIX II IICJJICK'rllonIlODoAllhIX O)UIO(lO,'lllhlX lKlIAICOC'fcii ; 
=> 1~lrr'III1CII. pCJIC Y(lODIIII iKlIAlcoc:rCn I'Y·IM 111'0·1 ; 
~ AllT'I'lIIm - pCJIC YIlOUIlII iKlIAICOCTCIi JnCKTllll'lCCKIIC ,LI.YJlC3·200M II IIIICIIMIlTU'ICC!CIIC 
,LI.Y'lm -200M; , 
~ nllCIUlIlTU'lCClmii orpallll'lIITCJlb ypODIIII CDCTJlhlX IIC~ITCII(lOI\YK'rOn II lIol\orllcl'oro ~lInyTn 
nOYH-IM. 
Kn'leCTDO Deex DbmycKaeMblx H3~enlfll OTDe'laeT coopeMcmlblM Tpe6oD61lH$lM , 'ITO 
nO){Tllep)\(~aeTen cepTUlilHJ<nT!1MH If JJ1U~e1l3HJ\MH Hn npaoo AonYCKa K !-IX nplIMellelllflO. 
npOCHM paCCMOTpeTb a03MOJI<HOCTb npHMellCHHlI uarnell npOllYKUHU lIa BalllCM 
npe){npHHTIIII . . 
DPI-IJIQ)I(CIIIIC: 
C ynall(CIIIICM 
Ha'lllJ1bIllIK OMC 
PeKJ10MO 
I(pnl'KHIl nCpelJellb 
3K3 • 
• 1 31(3. 
B. 11. !'. 
Russian letter # 3. 
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Tenctou' 
~.I:: 
II , 
'.HHH· 
.' . . 
P'yr<:ODO,l(If'tC.JlW' 'npc,1:trilltuttiist 
4 
B CO${3H C tUN8JIOM .nOroBOpHolt1t~marnm"na 2o(ji l'QA IlPl1r.J1'uUJueM 
Ba,o 'J{C<npYIUut~lqC.r;? C BatuHM npeAT!pnsrmeM. npe~araeM BaweMy. 
... ~HJt1l!,~Jl~i~9,_Jlep~.~l~nJ~p~QJrt ~¥r.!QE.I.!~QMfil5:'. aAQ, Jt )h'o 
(npfm~rae1'C~). O(1p,a,rbae¥ Bn1O~ )ifrHM(llitt¢( ":tt:19 :lao!U1I'o;apefiicHIib'c 
3mUUO<:leHMC Jl;Ol'OBOpa n03,SQ1UrC!T: opeen~tnn!) cDoeDpeM~,HHy.i<l' no,~EultW" 
;l(nite.cTHt!HHbIX Mill'CpniutoBHcym:ecTBeHHo cOKpa~aeT CpO~H npo1l3~o.nCTJla 
p~G(y(~ 
rIo. BaUl~MY $.anpocy awrtn'eM .l(M¢IbJl~l:!ecsr y H~C' JIH~eHaJlH Hft 
l1HTCpccylOJl~He Bac BIfAGT ~esrreJu.Hocnr. 
Russian letter #4. 
KOHCif:J1T 
~d 6}) Q~6p)t 2.C,02. 
.. Va: 17~ -20Q2. 
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OeCHb • yltOOtroo l'pei-f;r ..ultit roro, 'lrt$~l.l')Ilelntl'D o»w.nae~fJ,le PC3YJilIl·nn.T 3a r:oA 
3!1J1j"MEtTliC.!l Q. roi;{.· ifr6.lieo6xo!.ullio y'.iI)~lllH'tl) Jl pti6ote. 
npc.MUrutfyJ B~l e)l,eJIIlTh ItepShlti pel,vn.m,lri war II npOneC'l'H ~KCOp~c • .nliar·uOc1'rjl 
CllC1'~hl )'llp'llnnemu BailieI'd npe.rtrrpf0l.1'IJ8, 
ffpc)!\.t\c :acero,,31"O 1l03ROlJI11 Ea.\{ onpcJlcnHTf:>. ~lO*eT 1HJ np.e:.mPlJll'l1W'p;J.6dntTr.}1)'Li(Ue. 
Ttl'(}. ~My ~teWneT. PCl1!(.:lfne Rf1l(UX: yrtlro:Bl{ClI ':l~~ flPO()Jll!M' uo.rilda~ ,p,wyiJLtaTH8110CT:O ,pa5OTIJ 
ocnoGomIT BaWK tlt.'1l>l'Il llpe~Ut It.''lJ! 6bIl"~U!ili~w~ 3a,nali. (t\oplI<mpmHlUlI" PYKOBO.nOT80 
DpC.nnprulTIf~ comaeos;iJnloro JIo,1Ji]o:ma.tffiQfo tiblHf\ta.uW:I CIfl')'1UllUt,' oco:mamte m.\el,tlUl1~X( 
ujlQ1)itet>t U. nx np»opU'l'l:tl1ocm - '1'1.1 mlm\!10 U~ ptt:tpelUCUUJL 
np(}~e;ti)?(i npctoe;l~fflll1. ,u.i;tll11,{(>,~':qi~);f,*,~AllJU;J!Q'41aCT;~Stitr~",}1lt~p..v~lW,~~'-#~it,up.~(VXt 
l1ym }'.iJ}muC.fI~ ,CYlllc¢.'rll)'JOlll,ero Uo.nO:)J{<.'llltll: A TM~!<e '31l(mmlr.rpyxOJlO~tfrreJlen'1101lp1\)~e.nelDl 
.ilIl})')'MWJ'bCft l:II\,n 1J(l3MO~OeTJU,fII nO:llblOUmHn lQI.'lec1'Bt\ yrrpa.nrreRWt~(~ru\1116·t:lff» ItX g npo«cc: 
tlOlltllUlC)HUSI :7rp.pcICl11BHOCT'HCHoett l\eate,:1~ij6C11f; 
HponenCUlH! 3!1:c:npeCC - .ItIiarnO,C'l'U'xauo l1~u1i~n )'(eTOll.U.h."t«PElITHn-MeroA«:l1) 3aIU1Mae 
'f,fem.U1C J~x ~U~8 pa6o:r41 ynpa~lI~it'ieCl(oit lti)MiUt,lJ.W nl~Jr liHKenipODMIJU{, o5PaGo'nru,tlIU<C 
npofl\.'J~JhcJl 11!L\I H liCJ}01C ,no RCJt<;f1l1. CTOH~Ocn., npoBenelUfif ,!l,JJtU'.JfoontKHcoCTaDnllcT lI.C:en) I· 
'I~b1tll'U1Jl!)m'Hlp<>B (BJ\~!IlUI fl&Jt.1'tltlflU>1e pacxO.lIw). 
. SfiJeOt.:M ~tll4JeiqllJlHOCTl>U.llOOTOpepuoonlpe:lynUl'a'roB npfl' MHlJU~W:hlll.rk jli'Ipitt~ (!:pe,n~'r 
Jf .apeMeUH o6ecnef {JlsaCTCR Te!Jrt~ 1110 '~arf(Qctl:tl(a ()cltont.m~rci!H~ M1tCHtmX'l)ie,'uo 
ynpall.1'le (Jl'.}eclCOti lCoMarr.lthlI1Pe.n.IlPlfJM'mI .• l~()roPLie XOPOUl93muO'r pclt1JhllOe nQ119*cwle. 
npTJJlaJ'lje.M bbr,nep»OCH 113 .Ol'3hll'-OB, - MlICiuIR BaUllix KQll,ller np.9UOJUlT n}'tJllie uorurr, •• {fI1, 
,lttleT mU1la PIi\OOTa. ' 
f'OT05M np'?.lJ.Oc.:11lBm'b Ji.piloHUJn-eJlhltyro HH!P0PMaL\lflO. HCIlllIt Len:e~OJir.1 (095) 
.B.A.)" 
\ 
Russian letter # 5, 
Hr/x,,'1.~ II" 
Qll',1(),i/{i:ilJf)2 
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n~lJ:(paBM~~fB~H nawlix K~J1iI~r c,rtpo<lleceui:n1a.tlLllhtM npa3;AldtKO; 
,n;1U~1it pn6oTllntCll' ne\ll'HUloil Ii ra~uBOn tlpo~mlllTJI~qa1!IL 'IT(t!B(>J,] 
i:l;o~enart.,Batttelf Kbl-ulanutt inl~iwiitl1ioro:pajnl'rr"~t a:, ee' coi:py~"Ki~ it, I 
Jlfr'UfO - :mOpoB14"C~/~CTllaHorpOMff£JXTilop',ectut; y~ne~QlI. ' 
HaM, npIDO:H;G:C()CitiIl~lf~.r.Ittr9'rp8,JtRlUlQHHO,~Q .l{ijtQ Ji~<Pmutfq 
rJ\39Blnca, ,~~U<aXcepiUt "Heqrrerajoatirt16n3.1;let};' Mbl13blIfycm;rmlro!i· 
lCHU1'Y '- 't:q~oBeq~Ril~ 'pecYPCIil lle.TeI':1,t3QB~X :~~aJJ.ld1';'~' i3 ,~ 
MOHorpalPJID npWlCnm.lJCl1r..t cOjJpeM:Wl1f.h1e"TeH,neUUltH:ynPaB~lIH.Il napCOH8JIb 
ll~Teta3(m~1XK~~maRH!1X'; npe.1VJaran' BlUlleMY DJD1Matnu9 31y' IUnrfy.' 
Hii.A~eMcJ'{.·t{To. ouaaaaampic}'cr Bac HOYAer: none3'ia: npli.£ucipa5im<ccqlal·e; 
yrrparJ1JeHlUrllepCi<)u~~OM )i ~~~nK~ilU~lt. ' 
Hanp~eM BaM ~e lU't!pop1l4:a$C)'RllLtR' 6ytat~p ~et~.i1bitO 
f(a4)c!tpl>l .a liOaoM Y'Je61iOM roA)' If 6Y.llCM ,pWlnitJl,OT& Sac 1I.BamIiX {(OJ] 
cpe~n ,yt.f~OP na~ np,orpa1>'ll-i npot{l-eccnonMLHoif n~pello.utoTODK. 
llog1>litrefi~ul t<BrutH£llI1J<alltiH, 
c )'lUl~enUeMt 
laD! l(arpe~lpoit, 
jl",1.lr" npoc)eeeop 
-\ 
------
PoP. 
I1p'IJfO~i!flu~: J.,Kit4.>~ftl'l "llec/JmualOfJbtt76ull(ecff ~UIJq;()p.HaI{Uomiwii Q~jem, 
1. HwimllMfJuuJl n 10111;>1'1 "Cl,ul()RtNP.r.1fUp.,rn...,I.m(%hI: HP.thi"tI?b.'f'flll"'!f!·IUl~I1f1U1.t, 
Russian letter # 6. 
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. OEl1(ECTBO C OrPAHHQEHHol1 O.TBETC1"BEHHOCTbJO 
«BEHHEE·POCC-KOMIIJIEKT» 
O<l>Ul(Ha,ll.hHblfi npeJl:<:'TaBUl'e.Jlb AO «BEHHI>E» UhlTSU) 
(C8UOI1nIMI>CIII(JO (1 npel'OCm08.1e11UII OWU:PCt:l.Lt npC/8 HO lIIe-pPWIIOpt/U 
POCCIIUC1(()li l/JeiJepal1lllllY?! 2.200 J 011/ 5 1I0116pfl 100 J eooa 
KOMY: t/AO" 
~.g. 
q>AKC: {/!I61&J 
~C/G,(, 
I, 
B nepHO.ZJ. C 17 no 20 cer-1T$!6pa 2002 r. B r. MOCKBa 13 KynbTypHo-sblCTasolfHoM 
ueHTpe «COKO.IIhHlfKH}) ( MCTPO CT. «COKOJIbHHKW> ) 6Y)l.e-r npose.neHa IlblCTaBK<l 
«HaCOChl. KOMnpeccopbl. aplvlllTypm>, .S KOTOPOM game npe.a.npWlTue npHMeT Yli8CTl-IC 
CO cBoeif 3Kcn03HUHeil KJ1anaHOB, nopUlHeSblX KOJJeu .ZJ.mI nopUlHeShlX KOMnpeccopOB, 
.a !aK)l{e pOrOpHl:.IX B03.nYXO.nYBOl\. --. 
npOCIIM Bac nOeeTH!!> BhICTaBKY. 1103HaKOMnTbC~ C Haweii 3KCn03HUl1eH 11 
nOJly'-lHTh HHTepecylOLUYlO Bac HHlpopMaUHlO, l<acalOllleiic» HuweH nponyKLJ.HH H 
ycnoButl ee TlOCraaKH •. 
C ysajKeUHeM, 
.ZJ.HpeKTOp 
POCCHII 428020, .'. 4eGol(Capbl, L 
T",n (l!l<;.,\,. 
K.B . 
Te.n.\</>al<c (8352jv_ 
Russian letter # 7. 
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OOUjeCTBO C orpaHH4eHHOW OTBeTCTB6HHOCTblO 
yn. 
«l-13AaT6nbCTBO '. 
lOp. aApec: 117218 MOr.~!lR. 
Ten .. 
¢laKC; 
dJaKT. a.nDAC: 115'i8~ MOCKea, 
PIc R LlapHl\bIHCKOM OC6 
NR .• C6ep6sHKS POCCHI1 
~cc5l-1Y.· 
l-1HH 7 
KOA OTPSCIlH no OKOHi<. 
KOA OprSHI13Sl\HI1 no OKnC" .. 
YB8'KaeMble rocno,n8, 
Halle lI3,naTenbCTBO npe,nJIaraer BameMY BHllMaHIlIO KHury A3Huena Epnma 
<<)J,06hIqa. BceMupHM uCTopmI 60Pb6bI sa He<pTb, ,neHbrII n BJIaCTb», BTopoe 
m,namre. 
ABTop KHUrII - nplI3HaHHbIH 3KcnepT B o6naCTli T3K II Me~Hapo,nHbIX 
OTHOlleHUll - 6bIJI y,nOCToeH sa Hee npeCTH)KHoll I1YJIuTuepoBcKoll npeMIIH. 
PoccullcKIIe ,neJIOl3ble U3,naHIDl Heo,nHoKpaTHo Ha3bmanII ee HacTmuuell 
(me<pTHHoll En6nneu», Be,nb onncaHHbIe B Hell C06bITIffi OXBaTbIBaIOT BClO HCTOPHlO 
CTaHOBJIeHU5I He<l)T~IHoll I1H,nYCTIJlUi, Haql1HlUI OT nepB.OM: CKB8)J(UHbI B 
ITeHCllJIbBaHuu. . 
3aQaCTylO HeO)Ku,naHHlUI no.n.onneKa MHornx C06bITUM: B MupoBoll UCTOPIIH, 
TaK UJIli UHaqe CB5I3aHHbIX C He<pTbIO, .n.enaeT nOBeCTBoaaHue saxBaTbIBaIOmUM U 
y 13JIeRaTeJIbHbIM. 
HeCOMI;IeHHyIO ueHHOCTb KHllrn COCTaBMeT TO, 'lTO ,B ee OCHQBY JIernu 
peanbHble <paKTbI U Co6bITIffi. ADTOP nepepa60TaJI orpOMHoe KOJIIIqeCTBO apxuBOB H 
6paJI IIHTepBbIO y' MHorux' nIO,/leM:, cpe,nH KOTOPblX 6bInn rocy.o.apCTBeHHbIe .o.e5ITeJIu, 
nOJIHTHKU, MeHe.n.)KepbJ BbJCllero SBeHa U3 oTIJacJIIJ If MHorne .n.pyrue. 
B nepBoe BOCI\peCeHbe ceHT5I6p.ll He<pTHHlUI O1'pacnb OTMe'IaeT CBOll 
npo<peccIIoHaJIbHblll npa3,nHIIK, II· TaKlUI I\Hura Morna 6bl nocny)KUTb XOPOllUM 
no,napKOM COTIJy.o.HIIKaM II napTHepaM no 6H3Hecy. 
Eonee nO,/lpo6uyro HH<pOPM8UHIO ° KUHre H Hs.n.aTeJIbCTBe Bbl Haji.n.ere B. 
npIIJIaraeMOM IIU<p0pMaUIIOHHOM nUCTKe. 
Ha.neeMc.lI, 'ITO 3Ta KHnra 6y,neT ,nJIH Bac nO-HaCTOHmeMY llHTepeCHOll n 
nOne3HoH. 
C YBa)KeHIIeM, 
000 «lli.n.aTenbCTBO « .» 
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Russian letter # 8. 
141600 r. I{ffifu 'l\'1oc[~,OncKoi1 tl6Jl.· , 
. reJI~qml\:c,: . . KO.Tl(0,96 .. 24) .. 
PmtBJQllTl>n JWH -000'''.: . ')J' 
. P/c'ai. '. ' ' :a'.c~~~~PytCk()tti GilintcCE p<it:i5Ga: 
'Ko,)?l e.~l. ',', · .' ' '. ·iji1.I< . 
'QI('QllX :,( ,',,' " .. O.ICfIO ~ 
(T~I{''.fJlfn :Qktnol)~~Q.ij l,KI,n; tcal:(' ci·. 
_ ... _-_ ... _--..... ----.-...... -.--.-"""'- .... __ ... _--.... -....... ---,--_ ....... ..,. ... __ ... 
4mp./1wl ~ " , .. " ',2[le(j)l~aemBn\'l,nocmcuhCJ~jr(JfJ.opajn0J?1-W111tQ6y(}hllpl mi1el.:),i. 
I/Jap{jJ(jp(/; ksapija (hpjj'ftJII Noto tiNe iUJOJJXII( IiOtO), m (!1;'~ OIl'! em PO(J, tnf:)fll Ull l!c«OR,f) :f~ 
~\~ei)tJtfU{iCkQe()·}!CJJ1Ji!'ltlllil)l, 'qp.~p,)(et1ipoe·.6.c!~;liiioo{JJ -r1jll;:ri)),:f(;!liltlbIX',U hORpOPljblX 
(jm~Kd)1jrPuJ'l;;mpo(J.i(e;,lI6pctHlIbf;t-:u{jU(1Jm("?I,I,llee.l(;u.t.JI1000a,fl NCI:)Il11ttell'U}l 
,~I t!{ctmmv.;.u.j~!I1QHI:('t.>le ,1I~()e.~Jr.>l (11, mClU:;jcei'u~tfti,akinuiibi (~m:,q.g,lM.)J(aqecf116;() 
npoiJYKIJllU; aapoHmupyemCJI. 
, JlQ:cmaiJ~l tifJOl(3~oi)lJllfj:.#({()~Cepe21.l(j1ibt P(')CCllUU clif, Cnoco6't}ocma81(ll, 
6a?Q1I.Cf."tIu; ROIJm4'll/wpw.,W1 C{f1.rnompaU(.'flojJnuiirt lI'Cal-iO(ff,1(U}(30.'lt 
m'JP~«i:t I·WK'f11U(}/{·Jj U.MCet11'.iIl1020JICI71HuiJ omm;npa60f11bl C m41h·UMll 
I1pe{)npUII11WJlMU Kak 000" '. ., 
AJor'!'. . "I Alcy,:·. ',J!, fI'· ''':,u. QPY?'!-L~iu, 
I)QeC(JitllriJl?1J(uX:npdt~itrf)g¢m~iiu. Itd.oott(liitoftU.U :.tuM~.f(ftJ npcyaofl; inepA1()~U:lfzpa.,'rtit. 
apeo';lum'PaMU;Xll.MpeQl<.mUf!aMH)fq..emUIIOllJ.-emQtl1i~!>l,u· uiqfi1t.t.!.J.l.iUUi~· ma.k:)J1)'(!.· ~ . 
Ut4d~6.tJ?)Yil1l"1-I"r.MJrjtm.a3a!ltlJ" .... . .' " . 
.l1qaee.-WCJl, limOJl.iht ;;uJunmepeCD8.(1JlU eaCC(JOtlMl1pe.V110:;;ceHUf.J.~) u. 6Yr)~M jJd{Jbl 
compyolJu4(tinf:" c;:, Bt'ii1-1f~; 
CVBAjICEHHEM!! I 
Russian letter # ' 
~1cli ;1iI13'9\1~ 9'.~ 
}l~it'a~ .. 1~.(,l$ •. 2Qa2' 1,5:).1 
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~,tta: .446600,' i?¢>', C'd4ape~ilJt :onlt., 
r· 
leaH$'; " 
9zt~pl>1"1'Oe. ~u<!UJ.SouepHoe oOwec..r&o·, 
P;lKC~DJtWl'E}lJ9 
1lp."~K~e¢.Kast xomra"PrR "I> .K na.ptl'HepW" npe.rt,nci:t'aeltl B~ 
co'1.'}>y~rmqOCi:l:DOnl) p~60~elS <ba,Q,~PIlJlt.RO~ ~pCSK'l'pallQlO~ C~~$ 
noao.n:ll';cKOXto 01'l;pY.t<4. 
Mw,Jml;':ju}rao\ll<t~l1PJiet.H~;':a, sa XP::!I{A't:TI:H'!mrOM npc:me u ynpa~,n~l'lq.ect(OM 
ftOll¢';Vr~t1:fip.eitl'l'8J1s,t~lI4C# OJlHU~( ~ra Jm.r..epOB peI!~10Ha.JIbH(J.LIO 
J.')P~.lJ»tli:'JC;K9;r.() p!:~.1<!a .B".~oJJf'>fa I10,D,bI pa~o't'l,z ·uat.lJ.1 OhJ.,"U! Cfa~o:tJtl~!:'t.I 
:'?tIA.t;lWl\e.n'4lu.-ill on&'1!f. H!3ee-q'l'UO:C'l'b U C£HlSIIi, ,,,o(roptIiC M!iJ r-:, rrpe,q.m~.tiliit".u 
BaM ~.cnClJUisona.'l'b :a p.aM!Ca~ eoTJ:ly.n.HWJeCTaa·, 
Eo;nt{- n Batuefl p<io{)rl.'~i.iorj;,it1Kal()'l'Kafl:h~-.r.~Od npoOJIei:'lhl, :CBFJS-~Hktt~. 
c ae,Il,tHl:i1E:1M lien .l!,cfJEl.zt~paJllilto~ .apO~TpaiH,O!4 ~;)lA'o n(1'no;rj((Cl~QI'O o.B:PYt't'I 
(KO!:!qp~i11' T~tlT~ B~.t gi:iae'1'~~,' ,Ha*o.nl.-i~cSt· a l{aS~li~'.v. p'a~c;i'I<iTpl1~a.e:l) 'iiD 
KaCbatU19HUOt1: ~i1ciT<U~U~it aGe At~mf 11:;i .n.Cl'pa~aHCKot1, o o.it",o I'pancKolt, 
neH.aeU~f;:oy', CaMllpcKoi;t, i:;apa'r'OBcxO~, Ynt:.IJHOU(.:t<:UIfr 06J1aOTe~ ~I 
l?e(!II~C.nl!lKW- '['aTape.TaM); J4bl c:-".llOaOJlhCTIU1eM OKal'lCCM .l3aM co~e~CT.I:Ufl'! 
.~ ~x peLlltitnu1.. Bce ¥CJlOBl!IH ()5t:YllC,nm::lTclJ. 
Bpado:'X'~ f!a'we~ KO:;4FlaHmt 'o,nHonpeMeliHc Hd.XO.t:t:('l'C~ .~OCSJTI<l'l 
:pa3Jilll,llihrxAeJl C' ·CYWUi.nu-f u:c~oa, tiT cOTeli '1:£iC:llY. J:O (;OT~tr ~OUQ:S 
'pytine1a,· ~. ~~R¥Iir..c:. ~eU ~ Ha~OM.H.a :Xc:~o~a. ~paX'1'~~a ~o 'i)o,tialt,HG 
peme~c;v~o.s ,nep89ilKaU'0I?QltJCHC!i/aJ:UUOi/ :iii i:l:o~fli1PJl,1!!I Sot 0 
swedQ.WleK.llQJ.IJ.UC:P~_~' cp~y··a. ~ct:j~. 
- ~~TpY.ntti1~ec'lft.l~ -'l'aU<:rrte'- ~OlSMO~litl 110 1~~.llQUI11p .;':\e.n 1> Ap6M'l.·pa::rmo!<.{ 
'CYJ1~ pe.Ghyrlm!f(~~ '!'~Ta:RG ... aH K no COnpOllOl!Ulem1)D IWnOll.H'lHI1~ pem(!mn1 
D OT:tOlUeH:"::.1 ~Gj')II;1H1!{t.m no Teppl1'I'Opt.-ll!1 'l'aTapC'I'aH::t (BKrtnl.iaH r10Kym~ 
);lonI'o-D B. S::1:11e -ee~ceJ!e*; >fCnOJIHW1'fllH.HlJx:,wAcTOO ~1 'l:. r; .) • . 
ClOpalI.rat~.'reC~R JH~M KllK :r- Cll.O*1>1 c'J'apl-ll\f ·JlOOpb.;,i 5Hi'il{()MWM 11 
Jtt!Ooe y.nOOHO.e Wlfl Bac l'lpe.MR. EYJl~!-.1 pa~"" ~m.peorr:. Bnc cpe:o.u ttaWHX 
AAl-teliTO'B1-1 l1S;P1lH,e.POEI. n9l?alUe~ .9anl?i?(~¥ a~M' 6Y);le~ rIp&'~O¢'I'as,TleH:~ 
llt!)~Of;SH.a.fJ ~.4)qpM.at.ll1f;1 .Q Jiaw~t1*PMna~l1;.Ii ()l1aui~H p·a,Ooi'e. 
. BeerO aa¥,Il,o.!:SP91·{) :L'I yc~nti*C)-n' l;'i B:aJlIef.l .ne.ll'l'eJic.lfQc'l'H.! H"'It.!' At''''~C; 
42,O.o.4~r· J{a:sa H:/:I:, WIt . {.nOM • gg()HWl't-~; (84'32) 
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Russian letter # 10. 
COI03 nnCATEJIEH POCCHH 
443020, P<l>, r.CaMapa, T.(8462) 
COl03 nHCaTeneH POCCHH npHcTynHJI ~ Bb!UYCKY cepHH 3HUHKnOrre,n:WleCKHX 
H3.n;aHHH «XXI neK», rrpe.n;CTaBmnOll.{eH COUHaJIhHo-,n:eJIOByzO 3JIHTY perHOHOB 
POCCHiicKOH <l>e.n;epal.{HH. O.n;HH »3 TOMq)3 nOCB}Jll.{eH CaMapCKOR o6nacTk-r, tIbe 15.0-
neTHe OTMeqaeTC}J.B 20Q 1 ro.ny,. .... 
TIpe.nnaraeMoe H3.naHHe 6y.neT COCTO}JTb H3 6Horpa<pHQeCKHX CTaTeH HaH60nec 
,n:OCTOHHbIX mo.neH, OKa3LIBalOll.{HX cYll.{eCTBeHHoe BnH}JHHe Ha pa3BHTHe . 
o6ru;ecTneHHo-rroJJ;HTHQeCKOrO, HaY"lJHo-rrpOH3no.nCTBeHHoro, 3KOHOMHQeCKOrO, 
KynhTYpHoro H TBOpQeCKOrO rrOTeHl.{HaJIa 06ll.{eCTBa. 
Hap}J)J,Y C 6Horpa<pHl.leCKoH.cTaTbeli ny6nHKYlOTc}J BH3HTHble KapTOQKH ropo)J,oB, 
paHoHoB,npe)J,rrpH}JTHH o6nacTH. 
I-i3.n;aHHe, rrOCB}Jll.{eHHOe CaMapcKoMY pemoHY, HaH60JIee nOJIHO npe)J,cTaDHT 
ero BceR POCCHH H 3a py6e)KoM. 
BbI H PYKOBo)J,HMoe BaMH npe.n:npH}JTHe .n:OCTOHHbI 3aH}JTb MeCTO B nOM 
npeCTlDKHOM H3.n:aHHH (nonHOl.{BeTHM nonHrpacpH}J , aJIb60MHLIH cpopMaT, TBep)J,bIH 
neperrneT H T . .n:.), KOTopoe OCYll.{eCTBn}JeTC}J B POCCHHCKOH <l>e.n:epal.{HH BnepBhIe. 
HCKpeHHe PMb! C0Tpy.n:HH"lJeCTBY C BaMH. 
TIaKeT .n;OKYMeHTOB npHnaraeTC}J. 
HaWH peKBH3HTbI YKa3aHbI B nepXHeR "lJaCTli: CTpaHHIJ;bI. 
",' 
lIncn COJ03a nucllTcncu POCClIH p B.S •.. 
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Russian letter # 11. 
n03BonbTe 60Cn0J1b30SaTbCA npeAOCra6I1eH~ioi1 1l03t-l0;+::HOCTblO ~ Gblpa31'1Tb 
Bar-t rny6oK()C yemKCHHC3. 
Hawa I<OMnaHHR Cne~HaJ1H3HpyeTC5I H<l nOCTaSl<aX npO""bllUneHHOro 
o6opYAOOalt~Ul, KOMnneKcHo(1 KOHnJ1el<r(lLl~le~ 06bE!ICTOB \11 06ccnC"leHVlH 
rapaHn1HHoro 06CJ1Y}lml3aH~S1 nocraol1Slm-1oro oGoPYJ.l.OaarU-IS'l. 
Bt>!COKOKJ1aCCHb.I~ I<0I1J1eK'T11£3 HaW~X cneu,\IIamo1CTOS1 3HaHt-lC npO,lWKW1H H 
CneW1cplilK11 npOH381'.1ACma n03BOflSlel U8H6ol1ee nOIlHO W10BJ1CT50PI1Tb nOTpe6Hocr~ 
liaWHX 3aKa34~1KOB B MY1HHr-1aJ'lbHbte CPOKY!. 
Mbl Bb-16J.1paeM lIaWIo1X nocraSIl\\IIKOS HCXOAH, t1.3 BblCOKOrO KayeCTBa l1X 
npO~YKltl.-1H ~ loW iOT1bKO 7ec.HO corpYllHW .. laCM c aCtlyu.Uif-tH npOL-13BO,QHTeflSlMH 
npOMblUlI1CHHOrO 060p'y'AOaaHvlfl \1\3 POCCIoU1 ~1 Cl-IrJ HO ~1 ~tJf1"1e,.,c~ HX 
npe:"CTaB~1TeMII-l11. 
C nepsoro tiH~ H3weH pa60ibl C 3at<a3YHKar-U1 Mol nblTaeMCR C03l\aTb 
arMoccpC;JY 133~H1f'o'OBbl1-0j.\liOJ 0 corpYAH~'\.leCTBa ~ .Q06ep~1Tel1bHoro nap·rHepcrea. 
Cero..nH~ Mbl rOTO!}!;.1 npetl110>K1-11b BaM nocrilflKYT umpoKO~ IiO~leHI<)1arypbl 
npOMbIUJneto~t-joro o6opy,aoearillt51. f1epe4€-Hb npeanaraC1'-1OrO HaMI-1 060PYlJ.o13aU'.151 
YKa3aH B KaTaJl0re, Kompblc-i Mol np\l1.I1araeM K H~CTO;.1LUeMy nIi1CbMY. 
HOI-lCHK11C1rypa nOCTaM~eHOL1 npOAYKUIIIVI He orpaH~14\11BaeTC~1 YI(,a3tlHHO~ e 
KarClJ10rel J.1 8b1 MO>Kere paC(I."'Tbtl3alb H3 Hac s cnY'-!ae nocraaKY1 J1106oro Ilpyroro 
m~D6xOAV1"10ro BaN 050PY,llOBaHHR. 
j\1bl rapaHT~1pyCt-' BaM npeAOCTaenel-H1€. p.aH6oJ1ce KOHI<ypeHTHbtX LteH H 
HaHnYY!!Jl>\X ycnOSMt1 nocral3K~1 L-1 onnaTbl, D TOM \.f~1CJle omlary no pa3J1W-lHbIM 
CXC~1aM (6apTCp, eCKCeJlbHble paC4e'rbl, El.3Cl101 MO)cNCTb', 3aMeHa craporo 
06opY.ll.O~am111 ~m Honce C 3ayerOt-l CTOW·lOcr~1 m13~'Hr ~1 l.a.) 
6ytlct., pa,Qbt B nonY4eHvH1 Jifo6btX 3aKa30B tiel nocramcy ooopyaoaaHI-1.s:1 or 
8awero npe.tmp~1I1n!j:I 1-1 rapaHTVlpyeM ~xonepaT\o'IBHOe L1 l<a4eC"meHHoe 
BblnonHeHVle. 
Hat.1ef!t-tC~ ria Saw CKOPblH OTser c YK33aHVlei!-' Heo6xOAm-toro BaM 
060p'l.o.oaaHI-1~. 
3aMeCTlrlTel'lb reHepallbHoro t\l-tpeKfOpa 
000 «t1HTEPTEX VlH)KeHepHHr» 
·JA.A. 
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Russian letter # 12. 
446200 CaMapCKaA olSn. r. H080ll}'A6\olIlJIIBCK, yn. 
TItI1.(84S35) , q:,aKc(84635) 
/.1CX.N9-:!? 0 
,l.1ama « £cf» (CJ _2003e. 
mno.l» 
A.i\. 
000 {; . ,1» SlBJUJerCH nOC'l<lElIl.!lU'I)M rpy6onpoBOilHOii 
ap~laTyp])[ .nml npe;:J.nprUmtit HCcjmlHO~I, He<p'reX!iMI1'leCI<OH, ra30tlOH, 
;mepreTlfL{CCf::oi1: oTpacJleif. YLlaCTBye-r B KpyflHE>!X npoeJ<'Hlx. Ml>I '')a60Ta,e~1 
c t3KHWI Ko~maHHRMH, J<aK CAO «1 :': .. . _'J), OAO «.. '. ,», OAO 
«:. ~)), OAO «: » H .up. (Jon .;<"1.. . .;):1» npe,ilJlaraCT BaM J1potJi~':C;WrHi.:lbl{bIC yc.rrym no 
}(o:-"InJleKTa/Hm npOH3BoaCTBeHHl>IX 06'bCKTOB rpy6onpOBO.JHOH ap~aTypOH 
H COe21YlHHTe.1hHbIMH· lleTamlMU rp)oonposo;roe. HOMeHI<:1aTypa 
lIOl\faBJUl.eMhIX TOBapo.B .!1.oCUrraeT 150.0 tHlH;"'"cH0samlii. 
DpHHunnbI Ii rr03UUHU 000 «1 . . \t" HaUe~·Je·Ebl Jil;\ p;r:Sfnnl1~ 
np.04HbIX if .i.(O;1rOl:lpeMCHHbIX napT1-repcl\Hx onww<eHdi (; :3aK~\3'H1i\OM. 
~tbI rOTOBbl pacC~fOTpeTb moBbIe BalIm r:pe.J.no:'KeHI1>l 110 HO;YleHi<..laType 
Hco6xo,ltHMOfI ::1P0,UYKUHU, KaqeCTBY 1-1 001>eMY .::.:pf:JHCHl>IX yC.l)'f, II 
npe.rr.10)1OfTb C3i1-!'.'ble 3¢cpeKTI1BHhle nym !1X .QUCTH4<clHUI. 
B '3aKmO'Iernm npe'ui!arae:-'l BaM npocMoTpeTr:. nep;:LJC;:Hb nOCTaSJI${eMo'H 
Ha:\lll nF0.uYl'U,,1H; - :i4~..:l.BH)I\Ka CTaIlbHhle; 
C yBm!\emle~l, 
- .3a.aBl1lKl<11 aepiKaBclOlIHw; 
l<.l1anaHa (KOn. CnrIK 11 :lp.); 
<pilaHUbI; 
BeHnm$l; 
- 3JleK,pOnpH'BO,ltbI; 
- l<pClleii" .. 
HaQa.1hHl-G O'i','lc::tfl Ma:pKenmra n.B. 
-'-,--_.- ----_ .. _ .. _------------_. __ ._._ ... _-_._ .... _-----
~HH 
K/, , 
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Russian letter # 13. 
06wecTrlO c OrpaHUqeHHOii OTHel c nH:HIWCTblO 
« T,. 
." (000 (' 
4';:>f!9:, Ca~lapa ... , 
Te,'i4,,1~:C (1t462)':: 
Pic l\'2 II OAO baHh: d1pl1('NlTeT>o r,CaMapa 
K';: Xs _ F,;"'H< 
o!,:no : HHH/Knn 
p} i\OIjO.1.H/C,1l0 npe;ll1jJH Imlll 
OTne;1 L~ua6>/(cl'IIHI 
») ocymcc'm:lxe: iiOCT::lBKY Tpyn Ht;:(j)J!lHoro. ra:\O~(ln) 11 
CTPCHIICJfhllOrO COll'r-u\CeHTll no rocr. TY H API :JaiJD::O!H-t3~':'Tor<lHC,l(!n. 
001',':,\1 I1pOBe.neHtLHX p~6(\': ao CJiaO)/CeHHHl Ht![j)T,!~3.:~OE<OY. i~ '!el!:10~:IepreTl[tJeCKoi1 orpacmi. 
1tl.t;la')(eHHhle CF.\$I.:m c nOc:a!3W.H!(a.\il~ nO pemeHHJO s()apOClIS tleHOOOpaJOnallWI' npeiKI:aBIU!lOT 
HaUlY lW~lllaHIH(1 Kai{ (!.J1W[I) iU U';:;tYWHX nOCTaBIIlH!WB B rt<l!l:<!:-{ pcnj9~e, 
Dom,,'3,pICL fw5,WH :leH(.lBOif no.1HTHKOii. '.IL·; ·.;craB.'T}'{(,M ueHf.T Ha TO/'laP CaSf1,I:'f1J 
, " 
.• '1 ;\,b 
Russian letter # 14. 
111111 '. '. P/c'f ._ 
KIl·,. ;". . . . ';; fiH'( =:-
Aapcc: 420030, 1-, Ka·.laHl>. y:I.! .. 
Tl'Jl/$SKC (8431} ~ • 
"., aN'ma 
Hex. N!l i .9 '.:~ 0'1' 05.09.2003 ro. 
,,. .. ~ 
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rt 
000 «A _ ~) npe,wHirae1' K nOClaHKe XlIMll'lCCKHe peaKTHBbl, 
lIn~"KaTOPbl, IIHtUlKlTOpHLle TPYOKII, ejulicCaHaJlLI, cJ>H!lLTpbl, JlaOOpaTopnYlo 
nocY~Yt oti0pYLl:OBanUt, Ttrfi'it"itt.:Kyw, XIIJ\UflO. B03MOJRHB nOCTaBKa JUo50H 
XliMRlJ.eCKo1t npoUyKUIU1 no BallIett 3ruJ:BKe. 
TIpe.lJ,J1araeM npo,nyKIlioo npOM3J30JlCTBa OAO «K.... . ',:» - 3TO 
IWJil0TffJlCH BI>ICOKOrO 11 WOKora J1:aBJI~HHi1. 3nmeHmHKOJIb. 
A TaKiKe Il.POJlYKl.1l1l0 10 CIUJTeTI!l:leCKOrO !myttYKu - rcpMeTm<H CWlJIkOHOHhie 
nma «BHKcmrr», KayqYKH CWnIKOnOBble, repMeTIum: TlIOKO]lOBble, CMeCH Pe3ilHOBhle 
CIDllU<.OHOBhle Ii: T.)1.-
000 <<A ;» OrJlaeTnpe.a.nO:tlTeHHe rn6KOH neHoBoH nomrrUKe H pa60TaeT 
He TOJIbKP no npe.ll.OTIJIare, HO Ii, <PaKTY nOCTaBKH. L(eItCTByeT cncreMa CKH.Zl:OK B 
3aBHCnM'O<""I1f OT 06'beMa IIOCT~KIf H YCJTOBHR onmrrbl. ' 
B03M01l<Ha 1l,OC1'aBKa m<>ooI'O Ko.rm:qeCTBf\ npo.n.YKu;ml 'Ip3HCnOprOM HameR' 
CPHPMhl, nO':lTOH, mill. TpllHcnoprOM. 
XHMl1'tJ:ecKWl npO.ll.YKIJ,HJI, nOCTaBJUleMWI Ha 8ame I1pe,1.UlpHJITHe, npOXO.ll.HT 
KOHTPOJTh Ka'llecrBa JI ConpoBO)K,UaeTCJI cepnulmKaroM Ka'lleCTBa. 
B 'KJIlleH'l'CKyro 6a3Y 000 «t ),»' BXOlVIT KpynHefuuHe npeJlIlprorrm 
nepMcKo~. CapUTOBcKOn, CaMapCKOM H JlPyrHX 06JIaCTett. TIpe.zmaraeM BaM 
3aKJJlO':llfI'L .iIOI'OBOP Ha nOCTuSKY XHMWIecKott'npOJlYKUHH II CTaTh O,lUillMH 10 HatmIX 
K.rrneHTOB. 
Ha,ueeMcJI Ha .n.a'ILHettlllee COTPY.llHlNeCTBO C BaIIIliM npe.lU1PIDITlfe~1'. 
TeJl/cf.>aKc (8432) . . 
MeHe[.DKep no c6:blTy: ' 
... 
''''' .. ,. i. I ••. ·, .: I: :-. ( ~ .. (. ........ !. ~ 
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Russian letter # 15. 
OT)1;en MTC 
npOH31l0ACTlleUHOe 061.e)llU-IeHlie 
3AO «(p,-, , \'» 
CaHlIT -llcTCp6ypr. C._ 
T.lil>.(81:!l' - . ~.mail:r 
OT 20.11.2003r. 
OT _____ 200 r. 
Hame npe,n;nplilmre IDlJU!eTCH OqHIJ.llia.'bH,bI~ np<l.!l,C'HUlI!TeneM OAO '. -.'., HM. 
H.H. JIerrce H cneu.uaJUl:3lipyeTCJl II 06:IaCTR nOCTaBOK Tpy6onpOllO.ll.HOll apMarypfol, 
3JICKTpOOOOPY.n0.8ruuur, 11 TlllOKC npOlt31101ICTBa l{era.1elf TpyoonpoBoAoB. 
:\lu npoli3BO.nIf~: 
• OTseTHbIe ¢:Jl1HUbl Jl3 p33:mQHl>fX \1apOK C'ralI1. 
• Kpene~(Hble H31IeilHlJ ,:t]U! iJlnaHll,CBblX If JJPynrx coeilHHemril 
THnOpa'l~fepO!l. 
A TllKlKe ocYWeCl-.a..'UleM KOMllJle[(CHT:.le nOClaIlKU: 
• Tpy6onpOBO,llHOfi ap~aryPbl (Knanana, 3:l!lBlllKlili. Kpallbl LUapollLIc. 3aTBOpbl. Ii llP.) 
pll3JlH'lHOrO H.a:~liaqeHH.S1 ne.aYlUHx 3aJlOllOB mroToBHTMel\ Dy 3·120011: Py 0.1-400. 
• .lleTlI.I1efi rpyoorrpOBOAOB: OTl\O;J.bl, riepeXO;:Ibl. rpOH.HliKIi, 3arnyuIl<lr, ¢nnlHrH. 
• 2>.1eKTpOOooPYltOBZlHHll: HaeOC!.I, 3.'1CK-(pOmlHraTcm1, l{aOem" lll,HThI, H30.1JtTOPbl. 
SelliHJlSi~'OpI,l, npo).n • .1l.1IJICHlfbIC CllerlL'lbHHKll u .v.p:;roe o6opy.aOBllHl-le. 
6JlarO)l.ap$l OT,'m'lHblM KOHHlKTro.1 Ha 3aao;xax-fl3roTOBl{TeJUlX nOCTaS;l,sU!MaJ1 np0.J.YKUM 
OTJlJ.l'iae-l'Cli Ill>!COKHM KaqeCTBOM, 11 CpOK HCl",O.·UlI!i:IIISI pa3Me;waeMblX H!I1!H 3aKa30B 
CBO!(Hl'CJl K )dHH1IMy:.fY. . 
HauJH ClleUHaJIHeTLl Bcer.na no.nrOToeS:T BaM KI3a.11l¢nUlIpoaaHHYIO HH¢Op~awilO no 
aOllpoeu'\I, C2113alllI!.1M C npoeKTHpOeaRlI'eM, npliMenelU!e:>! I~ nocraaKon npo,ayxUlUf U OTBeTjjT, 
na saw}! IlOnpOCI>l qeTKO 11 orreparusuo. 
,[(JISI paCOThI C KJlUeHTaMH Dcer;J.a l1CIIo:lb3yeM f116K)'IO CIIC,.eMY CKHlIOK 11 P33,'U\Qlible 
<pOPMbI on.laThI. OrrpY3J<Y nportYI<L(J!!l{ ocymecTB;UlCM ;Tl()6bl~lIi a03MO>l<liblM.l1 Cpe,.cTDaMH. 
ITPOH3!lOllCTBeHHaJi 6a3a n03BOIDler KOMIlJIeK'l·OS!lT!. Tpy6onpOllO.ilH}'lO apMarypy 
OTBeTHblMl1 {p:JaHUaMll co6eTBCHHoro H3roroarreH'H.I!', 'ITO cnoco6cTByeT Cepb~:3HOMY CHHiKeHRIO 
ueH Ha KOMflJleKCH£.te nOCTaBKlf. 
Bci! :i)TO, n03BO.1JIer YIlOi3JlenOpl1'fb norp~6HOCTH KPYIlHenLUIiX npeAllpux'l'l1n 
Heqnera3()nOil 11 llecjlTeXI1Ml{'!eCKoir orpac;T1of, cpeilH l(QropblX lfaUIHMlI KJlHeHTa..,m llB_1JUOTC$!: 
... 
. r· . . 
", 
•. L, C. ~ fh, (.. . . , ,'MHorne .npyrne. 
H~ec:.rcSi lla ;:IO.:lrOBpeMelllloe Ii 1I3aliY.OJ>blT'OllHOe COTP"t<·'--- CTllO! 
-- -----
H.Y!. , 
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Russian letter # 16. 
- ... ,- - -- .-..... - - .. , ... - - -,- - - -...;- - - -lif·- - - -.~ .. - - - .... - - ... IiI· ... - - -,- - -.. -, ... - .. 
446213, C:'lA'''DCKIIII {Jfin .. p', H()lltlJ.:ylio ... ui~D~t<, :' 
~~~, . 
R Cl> AK eli PIli (lAO HOIIOI~Yliii"lwen~KOM O"fa • .I\\ 7123 1".11(\ijOl:yiI6b1wCllCI: 
6H~', 
I'Op/t11 Xt, 
OKOll)( 
olmo 
~1-f!~::....._,.'11 ___ '_' ____ • ___ ~. ____ ; ___ . ___ 1jI •• ___ .. ____ ~ ____ ,_. ___ • __ _ 
lfc.\· .. M::,-'yon/. ;5. .(?/., ..d:;:;>o-4'~. 
/ 
PYKoaOlUlTemo 
KOMMeplfCClwe npeJlJIO)l,eHl1e. 
Hawa opraHH3a~H.I! ro"roan nocnllmn. B Balli Mpec 11 2004 ron), 
c.1en:)(/OUI),IO llPOAY1(UH!O: 
- AH~iTHJleHrJU1K0J1b J3 KO;lH l lecae 0'1' 15-20 TH ij MeCJI~ no uefiC 
26200 pITH ( C H~C Ha YCMBHHl( qlpaliKO-Cl<Jla;.( CIoKynaremt) 
- l'.'IOHo:naHOJISMl1H OT 40-:;0 TI{ B rOJ{ no ueHe 35000 piTH ( ,c HJJ.C 
Ha ycnoB11JIX <ppaHKo-clma.n noxynareml) 
IIpOClIM 13ac COC)Oll.(IiT& pCKBH3ltTLl .Ima 3aKlIlOQefUUl noronopa H 
npe,ll(Jcramnb j(aJleH.a.apHbI~ rpaqmK noc-raaOI{. 
leil.: (8462). ' 
(hal~c: (84635) ~ 
~ . .? 
" (84635) 
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Russian letter # 17. 
MIt1HIt1CTEPCTBO POCCIt1C1CKOC1 ¢>~EPAUIt1It1 no ,QEflAM nE4ATIc1. 
TEf1EPAAIt10BE~HIi1R Ii1 CPE,QCTB MACCOBblX KOMMYHIi1KAl..\li11t1 
cDE,llEPAnbHOE rOCY,llAPCTBEHHOE YHHTAPHOE nPE,llnPHHTHE 
CAHKT-llETEPBYPfCKAjI <I>ABPlfKA lllfAfPAMMHbIX BYMAf 
<Dfyn Cn6<D)lB 
. ___ := . , .. ::sa . .\ ... 
POCCH$I. 190121 r CaHICT-neTep6ypr, 
Ten.: (812) - <!JaKc: (812);, >' e-mail: .' 
WWWl: 
10 renepanl-1I0MY nllDelCTOPY 3AO '~: . i" 
0/, --It7. MoS Nt f~J1 
YBmKaeMblH 
POCCWl. CaM8Pcyali o6Jl .• 
446250 E' 
<jJaKc. (846250) '. 
06Pl1ll\alOCb K BaM C npC.ItJJO)KeHHCM 0 COTpY.llHJf'ICCTBe. 
MHe H3BecTIIo, 'lTO cerO.llml HeKOTopble nOCTaBlUHKH npe,nOCTaBJIKlOT Ba\{ He Bcen:~a 
KaQCCTBCHHyJO ,nnarpaMMHY'O npo,nYKl{HIO. CMCIO JanepHTb Bac, 'lTO :no He CJlY'IaHHO. 
B naweH OTpa.cnH nOJlBHJIHCb "CKopocnenble" npOH3BOmrrenH. BceM H3BecTHo, HaCKOJIbKO 
npOCTO CTaJIO nOJIy<lHTb B pa3peW.lITeJILIILIX HHCTaHI.\~ COOTBCTCTByJOl1{He CepTHq,HKBrn H 
JIllueH3llH na npoll)'KUHlO. 
iloTpc6HTCJIH .llHarpaMMHOil npO,llyKUHH Hepc,nKO 06pawalOTC}{ B Haw a.npec, KaK K 
aBTOPHTCTlIblM enCUHaJIHCTaM, ,D;JIJl npOBc,nCHHJl 3KenepTH3bl aa eOOTBCTCTBlle rOCT 782!, 
.lJ.HarpaMMHLIX nenT H ,l],HCKOB, HJrOTOBneHHLIX HOBOKBneUHblMH npOH3BO.IJ.HTeJlJlMH. 
K CO)KaJIeHHlO, Mbl KOHCTaTHpYCM q,aKT nOJIBneHIDI Ha pbIHKe npo,nYKUlUi I1H3KOrO 
Ka'leCTBa, KOTOPru! HC COOTBCTCTBYCT rOCTy H KOHCTpYKTOPCKOH ,l],OK)'MCIITauHH •. Han60nee 
qaCTO BCTpC'IalOTCJI cne.D,yJOlllHe OTKJIOnCllliH: . 
1. CMell\eHHe "0" OTMeTKH OTC'IeTa napaMeTpa, 'ITO BHoeHT cHCTeMaTH';IecKyJO 
OlllH6KY npH pemcTpaUlUi napaMCTpoB H npliBoJJ;HT 1< OWHQKaM npH pac~cTax. 
2. HHlKoe Ka'leCTBO BLlpy6KH neplJlopaUHollubiX oTBepCTIlu, IIX BLITSlx(Ka II 
necoocHoCTL, 'lTO npHBo.nHT K cpbIBaM neHT.C neUTOnpOTJI)KHOrO YCTpOHCTBa, ero 3acopCHHIO 
H K nonOMKe npH60pOB. 
ilOJlBllBIIDICCJl KYCTapHble THllOrpaq,HD, rOIDl}{Cb 3a "KOPOTKHMH ,neHl>raMH" nOpTJIT He 
TOJIbKO Hanm 3apa6OTKH, 110 H lie ,l],alOT B03MOx(HOCTH rapaUTHpOBaTi. 6e30n~CIIOCTL 
TCXUOJlOrHlJeCKIlX npoueCCOB BamHX npOH3Bo,nCTB_ 
MM, ,neHCTBHTeJIbIlO TopryeM ,nOPO)KC; HO xopowee ,l],on)KIIO 6I,ITL ,n0POI:HM. KaqecTBo 
TpC6yCT .llOnOJlHHTeJIbHbIX 3aTpaT, a npcHe6pcrru! UM, ,neltcTBHTCJlLHO MOiKUO UPOHJDO,nUTb nce, 
'ITO yrO,nHO. 
YncpeH, 'ITO Bbl, KaK xOPOWHl1 X03JlHH, 3uaeTe, r,l(c MO)KHO H UYJl(HO 3KOlIOMHTh, 
Ii n03TOMY npc.o;naralO BaM uawecoTpy,lJ,uli1JeCTBo. Ha q,a6pHKe npoH30umH Kap.ll,HHaJIbUble 
ncpeMeHLl B CTOPOHY COIq>awCIIHJl pacxo,noB H YBeJIH'leHHJI npOH3BO,D;HTenbHOCTH Tpy,na. 
M3McIIeHa Ii UCHOBaJI nonnruKa. Mbl QPHeHTHpycMC}{ lIa YJJ.oBnCTBopcHIiC H)')K,IJ; norpe6HTCnJl. 
Hawa cl>a6pHKa Bcer,na 6bma rapanTOM KaqeCTBa H Ha,nC)KHOCTH. 
MmpopMauHIO 0 lIac H lIaweH npD.llYKUHH MO)KIIO HaHTH ua cat1're WW~\;. ._.~.l' .. 
C yaa>KCHHeM, 
,lVrpeKTOp 
e-mail: 
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American letter # 1. 
1" ...... ," 
...... : .. '"';. 'v 
• " Chicago, IIJlnols 60657·5200 
(800) " • FAX (866) : 
Emalh 
January'5, 2002 
Ms.: , 
Iowa State University 
Ames, IA 50014-2859 
Dear" 
e, : Ec r;:v, , ~ ~ontlnuafly strives to provide our customers with the best pOSSible seNlce 
and support. We are pleased to announce that The Education Connection (fEC) has assumed 
responsibility for ELLIS In your area. TEC will be working with CER to provide marketing and support to Iowa 
ESL/Bilingual education customers . 
. has extensive experience In technology and customer seNlce and support. Her knowledge 
will help fit the right ELLIS curricula to your program to address learner's needs. 
Cdn be reached at (866), ' or on the Internet (1' ,.@c;' /Jill be contacting 
you In the near future to IntrOduce herself and to offer asslstc.U1ce with Implementing an ELLIS strategy. 
Please be sure to stop by ELLIS booth at the Iowa Language and Cultural Concerns Conference, 
February 20 • 21. 2002, In Des Moines, Iowa.' ,will be delighted to meet you and Introduce you to ELLIS 
which was again recognized with a Software Award of Excellence at the recent Technology and 
Learning Conference. ELLIS was further honored with an EDDIE Award, naming ELLIS Kids. "The Best 
Elementary EducatIon ESL Software". Come see what all the ELLIS excitement Is about at the Iowa 
Conference or call Patl now for more Information. 
. . Will, of course, continue to answer your questions or provide technical support If Patl Is unavailable. 
Sincerely. 
President 
, , / 
ELLIS 
The Most Exceptional English Training Software In the World! 
Recipient o/Technology & LeQrning's TOP WINNERS AWARD, 1998-1999 
~'.~ IT 
ELLIS Business Recipient o/Technology & LeQrning's Award of Excellence, 1999-2000 
ElliS Ki4s Recipient 0/2001 EDDIE Award - NQmed the Best Elementary Education ESL Software 
ELLIS Kids Recipient o/Technology & LeQrning's Award of Excellence, 2001·2002 
American letter # 2. 
~"ti .. , 
Division!: 
The Printing Office 
Risto 
Classic, Plus 
Feb. 12,1999 
:;~"~' ,. ," .... ~.'.:~ ... '"":.:..: 
Roland, IA 50236 
,.. 
,- , 
.- .... • n 
. . .... , .. ~ 
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CorporatIon 
~~ _ ; : .•• ,: .... .:j~"'/r. / .. ~ .. ... ·.:9 ' ,..~. ._. 
Mason City. Iowa 50402-1893 
PI"Ione(515)·,.i· Fox(515)·: 
It was nice meeting you, I enjoy€d our visit. Thank you for giving r': . 
Graphics the opportunity to quote on some of your printed material needs. 
There are two different quote in this letter. The following are the specs and prices 
for each quote. 
PRODUCT: Brochures (eleven different subjects) 
MATERIAL: 80 # White House Enamel 
BROCHURE SIZE: 8.5" X 11" 
SPECIAL: Each brochure to. be trHolded 
QUANTITIES & PRICES: 1M 2M 4M 6M 8M 10M 
2 color front, 1 color back $330 $369 $429 $499 $579 $660 
4 color process, 1 back $510 $540 $596 $658 $749 $835 
All prices shown are total dollars per that quantity. Prices include all pre-press costs 
if furnished on disc or camera ready. Four color process require pictures on disc or 
3SMM film. 
When ordering, you may take advantage of quantity breaks. Example: If you order 4 
different brochures in equal quantities, you may use the 4M pc. price. 
The following are the prices for your shipping labels. Pay close attention to the size, 
I have used a smaller size than the sample that you gave to me. A sample of this size is 
enclosed with the quote. 
PRODUCT: Tractor fed shipping labels 
SIZE: 2.875" X 4" 
MATERIAL: white paper 
IMPRINT COLORS: (1) blue 
SPECIAL: fan folded 
QUANTITY AND PRICES: 1000 1500 2000 2500 
$112 $124 $136 $150 (total quantity prices) 
PLATE CHARGE: $30.00 (one time) 
If you have any questions, please give me a call. 
::sates Mgr 
Manufacturers or State-or-the-Art PrInted and Di(7.Cut Products 
American letter # 3. 
3/8/99 
,Inc. 
P.O. r.;.d' ::~ 
Roland, IA 50236 
Dear!-:- .' 
112 
Coaching Management 
From our conversation, attached is the media kit for A.; ' .... " •• ;~,:(.~ .. ,", .. ~"" and 
Coaching Management magazines. 
i':' .. " . , ... :::",,_<:,! is targeted to an active readership of 30,511 high school, 
and college athletic directors, including their administrative staff across the U.S. 
and Canada. 
Athletic directors control the budget for their departments. They are involved in 
the decision making, and the approval process for purchases, No other 
publication can give your advertising a direct route to this readership without 
waste. 
Our editorial is in tune with the market. A;: .:':'.:.: .. :.~.; ::)~ ;': .. -:~ t ~,eeps readers 
informed with how-to features, including the trends, and technologies that effect 
the day to day operation of a high school, and college athletic department. 
Advertisers receive multiple benefits. We provide you up to three four color 
product write ups per issue that include reader response numbers to generate 
leads. We send you "buying leads,' they are reader survey responses, 
indicating reader buying interests. 
You can start an effective advertising program with our April/May 99, Gym & 
Indoor Facility Components issue of ;,~: :, .. :-: :,,; ;.,~. ';"',t, New 
advertisers are eligible for an Introductory program I To reserve your 
space, please call me at 630'>~ . '" .. } ex ." or I will be in contact after you 
have had time to review the media kit. 
sales Representative 
,.., • St. Charles, Il 60174 • Phone: 63C1 : ': . .~ ~ Fax: 630/ . :: Email: (.., 
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American letter # 4. 
- .: ;'_' .• <-" POST OFFICE BOX 1 , : . WESTBURY, NEW YORK 11590 
March 5, 1999 
Ms. "". ;' 
.. INC. 
P. O. Box - ~ 
Roland, IA 50236 
Dear _', 
(516) .:;.: '. ; . FAX (516) • . .• 
As promised, enclosed is your copy of the inaugural issue of 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS & FITNESS, the official magazine of the 
National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association. 
As you can see, RECREATIONAL SPORTS & FITNESS is going to be 
the magazine for the recreation market in colleges and 
universities--with Y.M/YWCAs and community recreation 
programs as a bonus. 
The June 1999 issue is our Buyers Guide which spotlights 
various products and services relating to the world of 
sports and fitness. 
I'll call you soon, but if you have any questions Or need 
additional information, please give me a call. 
F ... ' thank you for your consideration. 
Account Executive 
~/RSA The Official Magazine of the National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association 
American letter # 5. 
. -
' . ..:..: Inc. 
POBox 
Roland,IA 50236 
September 15, 1998 
Dear :< 
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~_ 0 
Ames,fA 50010 
Your /' . ,: ',account is set up and ready to go. All that is left for you to do is follow the instructions 
from page 30-35 in the enclosed manual, and you will be ready to use the net. I have also enclosed a 
copy of the invoice that you have paid, so you can have it on record. 
If you have any questions about your account, please feel free to call our technical support number at 
- . 
Thanks! 
AmesNet 
Phone: (51f;: Fs)(: (515;:-0 Technical Support: (511../_ 
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American letter # 6. 
~• The S~T® ! College Board 
P.O. Bo:,' .. , ?rinceton. NJ 08541-6200 • (00::: ' . 
January 2002 
Dear Colleague: 
The College Board will offer a two-hour version of the SAT~ II: ELPTTM (English Language Proficiency 
TestTM) in participating high schools on Tuesday, April 23, 2002. 
TIle ELPT, which is used for college admission and placement, is intended for students attending high schools 
in the United States', and American schools in other countries, whose primary language is not English and who 
have bad two to four years of English language instruction. It is also appropriate for students whose best 
language is not English and who usually speak a language other than English at home. This test is given at test 
centers in November and January only, and it is also offered in April at schools like yours for students who 
want the ELPT to be a part of their college admission process. 
This two-hour ELPT is a paper-and-pencil test with 168 multiple-choice questions that test listening and 
reading comprehension equally. It is divided into three 20-minute listening sections and two 30-minute 
reading sections. There is a 5-minute break midway through the test. Approximately 30 additional minutes are 
required for administrative tasks. One audiocassette is provided for the listening sections. The test 
administrator supplies a cassette player and plays the audiocassette according.to the directions in the 
administration manual so that all test takers can hear it; this eliminates the need for each student to bring a 
personal cassette player. 
Five test scores are reported to students, high schools, and colleges: total score, reading and listening 
subscores, and reading and listening proficiency ratings. Proficiency-level descriptors explain the skills and 
abilities reflected in the ratings. General information about the ELPT is available on the College Board Web 
site at www.collegeboard.com. 
To participate in the April 2002 ELPT school-based administration, please complete the Preregistration Order 
Form and return it by the following deadlines: 
Mail by February IS, 2002 OR Fax by February 22,2002 to 609 ' .. , 
After we receive your fornI, we will send you the special ELPT Student Registration Forms and Procedures as 
well as practice materials for you to duplicate and provide to your students prior to the test date. If you agree to 
participate as the test administrator, you will need to coordinate student registration, including collection of 
fees. The per student fee is $12, which is $10 less than the fee for taking the ELPT at the November or January 
administrations. 
We look forward to your school's participation in the ELPT. If you have any questions or concerns, please 
contact us by phone (609 ~: . "j, fax (60<;" ., i, or e-mail (,- .' .:). 
Sincerely. 
Program lJirector, SAT ll: Subject Tests 
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American letter # 7 . 
. JUly 12, 2000 
. .' 
Dear Princip~, 
Does.the.ec~o.inyo~rgymirritateyou~fans,.teachers, students, visitors, and sports teams? 
DO yo~_I~v~t11¢~eteria:.withaheadache from the non-stop sound and lingering echoes? 
. >.:.: <:;.::: .. :~\:~~t:~; .'::.:~~:.~';::'(;: .. ~~:":'.:'~'; " " " . "~.'" ", ,:.-
. _:~~~(i!luis-aesigne<1:a~lution to y()~rgym echo and sound problems: Sound Relief Wall 
Pill9\YS: Sound ReliefWaU Pillows area lightweight, easy to install, and unobtrusive means of 
mllftliilg the noise in yoUr gym. 
How does it work? 
The acoustical foam sheets are Scientifically deVeloped to absorb low frequency sound waves. 
The conical shapes in the foam deflect sound waves striking at an angle and allows them to be 
reflected and reabsorbed by other cones, thus effectively "entrapping" sound. The white mesh 
covering this acoustical foam keeps the dust out of the foam and enhances its visual effect. 
How do I install it? 
SOlindReliefWall Pillows caneasUybe installed by one person in a variety of ways. y ;~, Inc. 
manufacture$ its standard S ound Relief Wall Pillows in one., and Ii halfinch thick by 54"W x 82"1 
sheets and attaches them top and bottom to eyebolts or concrete anchors. These sheets can be 
placed virtually anywhere in your gym! . , 
Where else can I use it? ' 
Sourid Relief Wall Pillows are most 'often used in the rafter areas of gymnasiums, but they can 
also be found in cafeterias, common areas, band rooms, and industrial shop areas. Wherever you 
needrelieffrom "sound echo", you can install Sound Relief Wall Pillows . 
. Can I afford it? . . 
The average high school gymnasium is 70' wide x 100' long. Each i-ll2/1 x 54" x 82/1 pillow is 
$35, so youcould.~ Souild:R,elief\Yatl Pillo~sthroughout the gymnasium for only $1,750, 
plus freighting and IllininuU insi81iiit,ion costs. It-you plan ahead, this amount can be easily 
accountea forin theneXt fisCal}~@g~. So,can'you'aff'ordit? Yesl . 
If you are interested in leamingmoreabout' Sound Reliet: please contact t :"'" Inc. at 515-
'. c. You can also find us on the web atwww.rige-inc.com. We look forward to bearing from 
~I ., 
-SincereIY'---L 
--
National Sales Manager' 
American letter # 8. 
March 27, 2000 
Mr. :. 
;" Inc. 
Roland, IA 50236 
Deal. 
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J/!DlBoluDI/I!t/id 
• Athltltic Man8gtlmtlnt 
• Tr8ining & Conditioning 
• C08ching Man8gtlmtlnt 
Thank you for your interest in AI. ,'. . _. '-,,;;.;~·';I, Advertising in '.'" . ' , 
enables you to reach more high school and college athletic departments than any other magazine 
serving this industry. Following is information about the upcoming JunelJuly issue which 
provides advertisers with additional exposure at the ~~. . Conference. Also enclosed is 2001 
media kit information and sample of last year's JunelJuly issue. 
Additionally, I've enclosed information on our magazine, Coaching Management Baseball. If 
you're trying to reach head baseball head coaches to sell your batting cages, this would be a good 
publication to consider. More information follows. ' 
A." '. ..:,....;: (AM) provides total coverage to the high school and college athletic 
marketplace, reaching 100% of all four-year and two-year colleges and universities in the United 
States and 100% of all high schools with enrollments of more than 100 students. AM is delivered to 
30;327 athletic directors, facility managers and team equipment managers at over 20,000 high 
schools and colleges. No other magazine reaches this many college and high school athletic 
departments. 
The June/July issue previews the NACDA (National Association of Collegiate Directors of 
Athletics) and AEMA (Athletic Equipment Managers Association) Conventions and the companies 
that advertise receive bonus coverage. In the Convention Spotlight section of the issue, we list all 
companies exhibiting at the convention, and advertisers listings are highlighted. In addition to the 
company name and booth number(s), advertisers' listings include their address and phone number 
and a brief description of their product line. As an additional benefit for advertisers in this issue, 
we'll distribute product literature at our booths for you, with no additional charge. 
Coaching Management Baseball 
Coaching Management publishes sport-specific editions on baseball, football, basketball, volleyball 
and softball that are delivered to 100% of the head coaches for that sport by name and title, as 
supplied by the Clell Wade Coaches Directory-the No.1 supplier 9f mailing labels for this market. 
Our Coaching Management publications reach a total audience of more than 100,000 high school 
and college head coaches. On the follOWing page is specific circulation information regarding our 
Baseball edition. 
Coaching Management Baseball 
• reaches 17,317 head college and high school baseball coaches, which includes 15,720 high school 
coaches; and 
• is distributed three times per year: February (pre-season), September (post-season) and 
December (American Baseball Coaches Association Convention). 
Thank you for your consideration and I ~ill call you to follow-up. In the meantime, if you have 
any questions, please contact me. 
Sincerely, 
E-mail: 
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American letter # 9. 
CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 
• ,.,
New York, NY 10011-4211 \, 
Dear Colleague, 
USA 
Tdrphont 212 -
Fax 212 ~. 
Welcome to the 2001 Cambridge Books for Language Teachers catalog. In this catalog you will find a 
wide range of books covering all areas of language teaching, including classroom teaching, teacher training, 
and research in applied linguistics. 
For 2001 we are delighted to announce new publications by well-known authors such as Jack C. Richards 
and Theodore S. Rodgers (Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching 2e). David Nunan and Ronald, 
Carter ( The Cambridge Guide to Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages). Michael McCarthy 
(Issues in Applied Linguistics). and Marianne Celce-Murcia and Elite Olshtain (Oiscourse and Context in 
Language Teaching). 
There are strong additions to our popular Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers series including, 
Using the Board in the Language Oassroom by Jeannine Dobbs, and The Internet and the language 
Oassroom by Gavin Dudeney. 
Highlights to our Cambridge Applied Linguistics series include Computer Applications in Second Language 
Acquisition by Carol Chapelle, and Learning Vocabulary in Another Language by Paul Nation. 
For the first time we're offering a special 15% discountl To qualify for this discount. please use the 
enclosed special order form/price list. We accept MC, VISA, and AM EX. If placing a telephone order, 
please call 1-800:' , ~10nday through Friday between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. ET and mention 
this order form code: ME2ESL. 
We are committed to creating the kind of professional materials you want and thank you for your 
continued support. For more information on new and forthcoming titles, please visit our web site at 
WNW.C, 
.' 
We wish you the greatest success in your teaching and hope that our materials will help you reach your 
goals. 
Sincerelyyours~ 
. ~. 
Marketing Manager 
P.S. If you are interested in other Cambridge University Press titles, please contact your local 
representative (see enclosed). 
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American letter # 10. 
~.. ; ~ .. :; 
1f1~' titM'WfIIii 
P.O. Box .', , Phone: (515; 
Fax: (515):; 
email: : .. ..: " 
web: ww\': 
L. 
Roland, IA 50236 
INC. 
1/8/1999 
Dear Superintendent of Buildings & Grounds: 
We at " ., Inc. can onl y imagine how good your new gym f I oar 
looks. One way to keep that brand-new shine for as long as 
possible is to protect the floor with our Gymnasium Cover Guard. 
Schools and Community Centers agree that preventing floor damage 
is much simpler than repairing floor damage. 
Our flexible 18 ounce polyester reinforced vinyl "Cover Guard" 
comes in 20' x 100' sections in four colors: blue, gray, green, 
and beige. Enclosed you will find. our Gymnasium Cover Guard 
brochure and a brochure for our most popular Gym Divider Curtain 
model, the Fold-Up system . 
. '., Inc. has been in the gymnasium equipment business for 
almost twenty years and we have an established nationwide dealer 
network. If you are interested in our Cover Guard or possibly in 
our Gym Divider Curtain, please contact us direct at (515: 
.; . 
Sincer".l" 
National Sales Manager 
... , Inc. 
American letter # 11. 
P.O. Box .:. 
w-... '-INC. 
2/22/99 
Company 
Attn: 
Address 
city, ST 
Dear " 
Roland, IA 50236 
zip 
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~hone: (515):1. 
Fax: (515)., 
email: 5~' 
web: www" 
Thank you for your inquiry relative to ~ .~, Inc. wrestling mats. 
Enclosed, please note the price listings for various standard 
sizes at the three common thicknesses. Included at the bottom of 
the page are items of choice included in the price. Extras are 
listed as ~dditional cost items. 
Freight costs are not listed as this varies with mat size and 
distance from the factory to delivery site. 
Please feel free to contact us again if questions arise. 
Sincerely, 
American letter # 12. 
~t~"'l Universal Card 
Apt. -
Ames, IA 50010-4779 
1.1,1,11",1111",,111111,,1,,11,"11,"11,111,1111,,11,1,,1,1 
Dear ,. 
121 
Respond 8YI February 21, 2004 
For Your Credit Card Account Ending In: . 
Enjoy Two Great Low Rates 
With No Balance Transfer Fees 
7.99~PR 
Until These Balance. are Paid In Full 
Because you are a valued j, Un'iversal cardmember:we want to help you keep that New Year's resolution to save money, Start saving 
with two great low Annu.!1 Percentage Rates (APRs) when you transfer balances to your i.'" Universal credit card account. As an 
added bonus, there are no balance transfer fees with this offer, 
• Save with a 5.99% APR until November 1, 2004.* 
• Save with a 7.99% APR until the balances are paid In full." 
Simply call us at 1·800·4' ' .. ~ (0 transfer high-rate credit card. department store and other balances to your I, ,. Jniversal credit 
card account for any amount up to your available credit line. These offers will help you save time and money as you consolidate your 
monthly bills Into one easy payment. Or. call to request a personalized balance transfer check made out directly to you. Deposit It Into 
your bank account to payoff your high-rate credit card balance.s, or use it as cash - you dedde • 
. The savings are yours, but you must respond by February 23, 2004. Call us anytime toll-free at 1·800- ".. .. . • oJ to take advantage of 
these two great low rates when you transfer balances by phone or to request a personalized balance transfer check. Please be sure to 
have your credit card available when you call. Keep that New Year's resolution and take advantage of these spedallow rates today! 
Wishing you the best for the new year. 
SIncerelY. 
Vice Presloent anO ~siness Manager 
P.S. Before time runs out, call1-S00 
by rebruary 23,2004. 
: to take advantage of these two great rates. Remember you must respond 
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American letter # 13. 
l 
'.: .~.'~, _.:;:' Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box:' . 
Richmond, VA 23285-5133 
29 January, 2003 Creditor. C- ": ,,, Bank 
Ames, IA 50014-3022 
Re: :.. . _" -, .... _ 
Customer Number: .' .. _. 
De<ir I •. , 
In connection with your recent dispute, we are enclosing an Affidavit and Fraud Information Form that 
will allow us to resolve your claim. 
Please complete the enclosed document, have your signature notarized, and return the Fraud 
Information Form to us before 02/29/03. Once your document is received, your claim will be resolved 
within 60 days. Foryourconvenience, a postage-paid retum envelope is enclosed. 
If you have any further questions, please contact us. 
. __ • __ . __ . __ .... j, ext. 
Fax: (800).. , 
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American letter # 14. 
:.::" '.t energy Corporation 
_t' ' 
t, .. ' ....... , .• 
P,O. B~;' 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406-0351 
Spring 2003 
Dear V nlued Customer: 
Office: 1.801).'-. • .~ 
WWY ... : ' .. : ,~,..'.:()m 
Investing in energy efficiency is something you can be proud of doing. It's good for the 
environment, good for your home, and most importantly, it's good for your energy bill. 
Luckily, A::,\ Energy makes it easy to practice energy efficiency and participate in our 
cash incentive programs for energy efficiency. 
We've included a brochure that explains our energy efficiency programs. including cash 
incentives for: 
• New heating and cooling equipment 
• High efficiency washing machines 
• Replacement windows 
• New home construction 
There's also information on how you can have a professional Home Energy Audit that 
will identify ways to increase your home's energy efficiency, and you may qualify for 
upgrading your attic insulation at little cost to you. 
Perhaps you have an extra refrigerator or freezer using excess energy. We can have an 
recycling contractor pick it up and dispose of it for you, and we'll either give you $20 or 
donate $20 to your favorite charity as thanks. 
There are countless ways you can increase your home's energy efficiency and comfort. 
If you'd like additional details on how we can help, visit us online at 
ww'v~:' , .-::, '_ "V.com, or call our Efficiency Solutions Hotline at 1-800-:·.· , _. 
Thank you, and please remember to practice energy efficiency! 
Sineerelv_ 
J. 1 \JUU\,..ol lVIUUCll;C:l 
,', 
American letter # 15. 
Enjoy the benefits 
of increased credit: 
More purchasing power 
Effective immediately 
And more 
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means more room on your card for the things you want. 
. ' v .......... ~ 
, ",.. " .. ~ .... : .. ,', ... ::: 
2'''' .,!:,'::o.;' 
Ames, lA 50014-2859 
1,1,1,11",11"""11,1,,1,,1,11,,1,,1,1,1,1,,11,,,1,1"1,,,11 
You've earned a higher credit limit on your r· . ':.' ~.::: ~t> card simply by handling your 
account responsibly. Now you'll have even greater buying power with your new credit limit 
of $500. And there's no form to fill out, no waiting period, and no call to make. You've 
earned your increased credit limit and it's already in effect. So, start enjoying it today. 
Plus, because you'ye s.l.l()wn us you can manage your credit. we want to bi: sure and support 
your con tin ued growth. That's why we'll periodically review your accoun t for credit limit 
increases. By making at least the minimum payment on time, you may be eligible for similar 
increases in the future. 
If you have any questions about your new credit limit or anything about your c' ' .. 
account, call the customer service number on the back of your card. Or manage your account 
anywhere, anytime with ollr Online Account Services at WWW'''·C l .: • .:.com. Thank you for 
choosing ~. 
Sincerely, _________ _ 
'-.,.,.' 
Senior Vice President, :. "; . 
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